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Summary

Bulk solids handling continues to play an important role in a number of in-
dustries. One of the issues during bulk solids handling processes is equip-

ment surface wear. Wear results in high economic loss and increases downtime.
Current wear reduction methods such as optimizing transfer conditions or using
wear-resistant materials, have brought notable progress. Nevertheless, the wear
loss is still significant. Therefore, new solutions for reducing the surface wear
must be investigated.

Because wear also occurs to the surfaces of many biological organisms, inspira-
tions for wear reduction can be obtained from biology. In this research, the bionic
design method is explored to reduce the surface wear of bulk solids handling
equipment.

This thesis firstly illustrates the analytical wear models in bulks solids handling.
Hence, the wear phenomena in biology are investigated. Based on the analogies
between biology and bulk solids handling, a bionic design method for wear reduc-
tion of bulk solids handling equipment surfaces is developed. Furthermore, two
bionic models for reducing abrasive and erosive wear respectively, are proposed
for the applications of bulk solids handling equipment surfaces.

To model the effects of applying bionic models on the surface wear of bulk solids
handling equipment, the discrete element method (DEM) is utilized. Using the
parameter values obtained from experiments, the wear of bionic surfaces and con-
ventional smooth surfaces is successfully modeled.

By comparing predicted wear loss from bionic surfaces and smooth surfaces, the
effectiveness of reducing wear by application of bionic models are successfully
demonstrated. Moreover, parametric studies on geometrical parameters of bionic
models were also carried out. The results demonstrate that as biological wear
reduction mechanisms are implemented, wear reduction of bulk solids handling
equipment surfaces can be achieved. It is shown that abrasive wear loss can be
reduced by up to 63% whilst erosive wear loss can be reduced by up to 26%.
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Samenvatting

I
n verschillende industrieën neemt bulk solids handling een zeer prominente
rol in. Een van de belangrijkste knelpunten gedurende het proces is de slij-

tage op het transporterende oppervlak van het apparaat. De gevolgen hiervan
zijn grote economische verliezen en dat het apparaat uit roulatie gehaald moet
worden voor een bepaald tijdsperiode. De huidige slijtage verminderings meth-
oden zoals geoptimalisereerde overslag condities of gebruikmaken van slijtage
werende materialen hebben er niet toe geleid dat het benodigde verschil in slij-
tage vermindering te merken is. Vandaar dat er onderzoek nodig is naar nieuwe
oplossingen die oppervlakslijtage verder significant kunnen reduceren.

Omdat bij vele biologische organismen slijtage aan het oppervlak voorkomt, kan
er inspiratie getrokken wordt uit de biologie om dit te verminderen. In dit onder-
zoek worden ontwerp methode van de biotechniek onderzocht om de slijtage van
de Bulk Solids handeling werktuigen te verminderen.

Mijn scriptie belicht in het begin de analytische slijtage modellen aan in bulk solids
handling. Daarna word het fenomeen slijtage in de biologie onderzocht. Op basis
van overeenkomsten tussen biologie en bulk solids handling is het ontwerpmeth-
ode voor slijtage reductie aan het oppervlak van bulk solids handling apparaten
ontwikkeld. Verder worden twee biotechniek modellen voorgedragen voor ver-
mindering van respectievelijk de schuur - en de erosieve slijtage op het oppervlak
van bulk handling apparaten.

Discrete Element Method (DEM) van biotechniek modellen modelleert de effecten
die voortkomen uit slijtage aan het oppervlak van de bulk solids handling. De
parameter waarden verkregen uit experimenten worden succesvol gemodelleerd
in de slijtage van de biotechniek en de conventionele gladde oppervlakken.

Door het slijtage verlies van biotechniek en gladde oppervlakken met elkaar te
verge-lijken, wordt de geschiktheid van de toepassing van biotechniek succesvol
aangetoond. Verder werden studies uitgevoerd op geometrische parameters van
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vi Samenvatting

modellen uit de biotechnoloogie. De resultaten laten zien dat slijtage aan op-
pervalakken van bulk solids handling apparatuur kan worden gereduceerd door
toepassing van mechanismen van slijtagevermindering uit de biologie. Uit de
verkregen resultaten volgt dat een reductie van 63% voor schuur-slijtage en 26%
voor erosieve slijtage kan worden bereikt.
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1 CHAPTER

Introduction

1.1 Background

Bulk solids handling consists of the transportation, transfer, transshipment, and
storage of various amounts of particulate solids (e.g. powders and grains) [1].
Bulk solids handling plays an important role in a range of industries, such as the
agricultural, chemical and mining industries.

In the mining industry, for example, iron ore is exploited intensively to supply the
base material for steel productions. Figure 1.1 depicts a part of an iron ore han-
dling process by using a belt conveyor at Kolomela mine [2]. Driven by economic
growth, the demand of iron ore continues to increase [3], resulting in a large-scale
iron ore handling industry.

Figure 1.1: Handling of iron ore using a belt conveyor at Kolomela mine [2].

On account of the abrasive nature of the particulate solids such as iron ore, large-
scale handling commonly causes high wear on the surfaces of handling equip-
ment. Several locations of heavy wear are found on, for instances, silo walls and
chute bottoms [4]. Wear causes volume loss from the surfaces of handling equip-
ment and consequently accelerates the damage of equipment. The maintenance
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2 Chapter 1: Introduction

of wear areas not only introduces high economic cost, but also increases the down
time. To save economic cost and reduce downtime, the surface wear of bulk solids
handling equipment must be reduced.

Several methods are applied to reduce the surface wear. For instance, optimiz-
ing chute profiles based on analytical predictions of their wear rates [4]. Another
example is applying wear-resistant materials to the wearing surfaces [5]. How-
ever, wear reduction is still insufficient and high wear rate is a big issue especially
considering the expansion of bulk solids handling industry. To further reduce the
surface wear, a new solution need to be investigated.

Due to the fact that wear also occurs to the surfaces of many biological organisms,
inspiration for wear reduction can be obtained from biology. This is because, as a
result of evolution, biological organisms can minimize their surface wear to cope
with their living environments. Thus far, scientists have discovered several sur-
face morphologies (e.g. convexes [6], ribs [7] and scales [8]) that can achieve lower
wear rates compared to engineering smooth surfaces [9–11].

Figure 1.2 (a) shows a scale morphology from a desert snake body surface [8]. Fig-
ure 1.2 (b) presents a bio-inspired scale-like engineering steel surface [11]. Experi-
mental tests demonstrate that the scale-like surface can reduce dry sliding friction
forces by more than 40% in comparison to an untextured smooth surface [11]. As a
result of friction force reduction, a reduction of surface wear can also be achieved.

Figure 1.2: A bio-inspired morphology for friction and wear reduction (a) scales
of a desert snake [8] (b) a fabricated scale-like surface [11].

To apply a biologically morphological effect to industry, the bionic design [12, 13]
method can be used. Bionic design is also called biomimetic design [14], bio-
inspired design [15] or biomimicry [16], which is used for transferring a biological
function to an industrial product [10, 17, 18].

In the field of particulate solids interacting with equipment, bionic design was
firstly used by Ren et al. [6] for soil resistance reduction. In their research [6, 19],
the convex morphology on the head of a dung beetle was applied to the surface of
an agricultural instrument. Results showed that resistance is reduced by 13% on
average. Bulk solids handling industry has similarities with agricultural industry.
Nevertheless, bionic design has not yet been introduced to bulk solids handling.
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1.2 Research objective

This research is to investigate the ability of surface wear reduction of bulk solids
handling equipment using bionic design. By this research, the wear reduction
mechanisms from biological morphologies will be identified. Besides, a bionic de-
sign method for surface wear reduction of bulk solids handling equipment will
be developed. Using this bionic design method, the bionic models of lower wear
rates will be proposed and the wear reduction abilities corresponding to the bionic
surfaces will be demonstrated. In addition, a range of parameter values of the
bionic models for wear reduction of bulk solids handling equipment will be ob-
tained.

1.3 Problem statement

As severe wear occurs to the surfaces of bulk solids handling equipment, bionic
design will be investigated to transfer the morphological effect of wear reduction
to the surfaces of bulk solids handling equipment.

However, from biology to bulk solids handling, the wear characteristics vary in
three aspects: particulate solids, worn surface and wear conditions. Therefore, a
superficial copy of a biological morphology to an engineering surface is not usu-
ally satisfying, cf. Vincent’s [14] warning:

”The transfer of a concept or mechanism from living to nonliving systems is not trivial. A
simple and direct replica of the biological prototype is rarely successful, even if it is possible
with current technology” [14].

In particular, the scales of biologically functional morphologies are of high devi-
ations from those in bulk solids handling. In general, the size ranges in biology
are nanometers to millimeters. By contrast, the ranges are generally in centimeters
and meters for bulk solids handling equipment. Therefore, extending morpholog-
ical effects from biological scales to industrial levels is another challenge [20].

1.4 Research questions

In order to reduce the surface wear of bulk solids handling equipment, the main
question is formulated as follows:

Can bionic design reduce surface wear of bulk solids handling equipment?

To answer the main research question, six key subquestions are derived:

(1) Which analytical wear models can be used to quantify the surface wear of bulk
solids handling equipment?
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(2) How to develop a bionic design method to reduce the surface wear of bulk
solids handling equipment?

(3) What experiments can be used to determine the DEM parameters for model-
ing wear in bulk solids handling?

(4) How to predict the surface wear of bulk solids handling equipment by using
the DEM simulations?

(5) What are the effects of applying bionic surfaces on abrasive wear reduction?

(6) What are the effects of applying bionic surfaces on erosive wear reduction?

1.5 Outline of thesis

Based on the above six subquestions, the structure of this thesis is organized as
follows.

Chapter 2 presents a literature review study on the analytical wear models in
bulk solids handling. It elaborates two main wear types, namely, abrasive and
erosive wear. Using the analytical wear models, examples to quantify abrasive
and erosive wear are provided.

Chapter 3 describes a bionic design method for surface wear reduction of bulk
solids handling equipment. Based on this bionic design method, two bionic mod-
els for reducing abrasive and erosive wear are proposed.

In Chapter 4, experimental studies for evaluating wear parameters are provided.
This chapter illustrates three experimental tests, which are hardness test, pin-on-
disk wear test and inclining surface test.

Chapter 5 illustrates the verifications of two DEM simulation models for predict-
ing wear by single particle, namely, particle sliding wear and particle impact wear.
These two models will be respectively used for modeling abrasive wear and ero-
sive wear.

Chapter 6 provides abrasive wear predictions on bionic surfaces of a bulk solids
handling equipment subjected to a set of sizes of a bionic model. For comparison,
the abrasive wear prediction for a conventional smooth surface is also included.

Chapter 7 gives erosive wear predictions on bionic surfaces of a bulk solids han-
dling equipment with regard to a range of sizes of a bionic model. This chapter
also provides the erosive wear prediction of a smooth surface.

Finally, Chapter 8 summaries the conclusions and gives recommendations for fu-
ture work.

The organization of this thesis is also represented in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Outline of thesis.





2 CHAPTER

Analytical wear models in bulk
solids handling

As was introduced by Chapter 1, analytical wear models are used to
quantify the surface wear of bulk solids handling equipment. Previ-

ous research provided basic equations for estimating wear in bulk solids
handling. Nevertheless, it is still difficult to select appropriate wear mod-
els to quantify wear under bulk solids handling conditions. Therefore, to
effectively predict wear, a comprehensive analysis on the available ana-
lytical wear models must be carried out.

This chapter presents a comprehensive study on the analytical wear mod-
els in bulk solids handling. It includes the most relevant wear equations
and wear test apparatus. This chapter is composed of seven sections. Sec-
tion 2.1 describes wear characteristics from three aspects of particulate
solids, equipment surface and wear conditions. Section 2.2 presents wear
mechanisms for abrasive wear and erosive wear. Section 2.3 illustrates
wear equations with respect to ductile and brittle surfaces. In section 2.4,
examples of wear estimation are illustrated. In section 2.5, the most com-
monly used wear test apparatus are compared. The limitations on the
prediction of wear in bulk solids handing are discussed in section 2.6. Fi-
nally, conclusions are given in section 2.7.

2.1 Wear aspects in bulk solids handling

This research focuses on the mechanical wear caused by relative movements be-
tween bulk solids and equipment surfaces. Categorizing wear aspects is used to
define wear types and understand wear mechanisms. To overview the wear as-
pects in bulk solids handling, three aspects, namely, particulate solids, equipment
surface and wear conditions [21] are described.

7



8 Chapter 2: Analytical wear models in bulk solids handling

2.1.1 Particulate solids

A bulk solid material consists of any number of discrete particulate solids or par-
ticles. The individual particles are either in contact or near contact with their im-
mediate neighbors [1]. The following seven particle characteristics affect wear.

(1) Particle size and particle size distribution: Particles can be fines or lumps. The
wear rates can vary by different particle size distributions [22]. Figure 2.1
shows a sample of Sishen iron ore bulk solids and its particle size distribution.

Figure 2.1: A sample of bulk solids (a) Sishen iron ore (b) particle size distribution
[23]

(2) Particle shapes: The shape of a particle can be spherical, ellipsoidal or irregu-
lar. Particle shape affects the deformation of equipment surface [24] and thus
affects wear [25].

(3) Velocity: Particle can have a translational and also a rotational motion. The
velocity of particles affect impact energy and contact orientation of bulk solids
in regard to equipment surface [26].

(4) Density: The density of particle or bulk solids affects contact force and impact
energy with respect to equipment surface [27].

(5) Particle hardness: Hardness means the ability of a surface resisting the defor-
mations subjected to loads applied on an indenter [28]. During particle inden-
tation, an equipment surface is deformed when the hardness ratio of particle
to equipment surface Hp > 1.2He [28] (Figure 2.2).

(6) Particle frangibility: Brittle particles can fracture or fragment when the ap-
plied force exceeds a critical level [29, 30].

(7) Particle surface roughness: Particle surface roughness affects profiles of con-
tact in regard to an equipment surface [28]. It is also noted that the surface
roughness degrades as a result of mechanical interactions with equipment sur-
face [31].
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Figure 2.2: Critical hardness ratio (a) Hp/He ≤ 1.2 (b) Hp/He > 1.2

2.1.2 Equipment surface

For assessing wear, the surface materials of bulk solids handling equipment are
assumed to be either ductile or brittle [32], which are referred to as ductile surface
or brittle surface in this research. The following five characteristics from equip-
ment surface affect wear.

(1) Surface ductility or toughness: Under increasing normal forces, ductile sur-
face materials undergo elastic and plastic deformations, whereas brittle sur-
face materials mainly suffer from plastic deformation and fracture [24, 28].
Figure 2.3 illustrates the indentation response for a ductile surface material
using a spherical indenter [33]. Figure 2.4 schematics the formations of plastic
deformation (P ), median (M ) and lateral (L) cracks on a brittle surface by a
sharp indenter (i.e. point load) [34].

Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration for indentations by a spherical indenter [33]

(2) Surface roughness: The surfaces of equipment are not ideally smooth or flat.
Thus realistic contacts between particle and equipment surface occur via as-
perities [35, 36].
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Figure 2.4: Responses of a brittle surface indented by a sharp indenter with respect
to (a) loading and (b) unloading [33]

(3) Surface hardness: An equipment surface suffers deformation (Figure 2.2) when
the critical hardness ratio is reached (Figure 2.2). For particle sliding wear, the
wear rate increases when hardness ratio range is 1.2 ≤ Hp/He ≤ 1.9, and
approximately maintains constant at Hp/He > 1.9 [37].

(4) Surface work-hardening: For metal surfaces that undergo ductile failures, their
wear rates change when the material hardens [35].

(5) Surface thermal conductivity: The mechanical wear by dry bulk solids gener-
ates heat and causes temperature rise, which in turn affects wear rate [38].

2.1.3 Wear conditions

The wear conditions influence wear either directly or indirectly. Four characteris-
tics of wear conditions are illustrated below.

(1) Handling operations: The conditions for handling operations involve trans-
port speed, transport capacity and gas pressure in pneumatic conveying sys-
tems [27], which can significantly influence wear of equipment surfaces.

(2) Environmental factors: The environmental factors (e.g. temperature, humid-
ity) can affect mechanical properties for both particulate solids and equipment
surfaces and thus influence wear rates [38].

(3) Nonuniform properties: During the handling process, particles segregate as a
result of the differences of sizes and densities [31, 39]. Besides, when particles
suffer from uneven forces, the rotating motion is generated. In addition, the
stick-slip motion can increases wear due to inconstant shear force [40].
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(4) Particle self-wear: For certain conditions (e.g. using magnetic forces or modi-
fying surface topography [35]), particles are attached or bonded on equipment
surface, then the wear of equipment surface decreases as a result of the in-
creased chances of particle-particle interactions [38]. Besides, when particles
are highly concentrated at the pipe bends of pneumatic conveying systems,
wear rate decreases due to the enhanced shielding effect [27, 41].

2.2 Wear mechanisms

Based on the three wear aspects described in section 2.1, the main wear of bulk
solids handling equipment surfaces is categorized into two wear types, which
are abrasive wear and erosive wear. To enable the deviation of wear equations
to quantify the volume loss, the wear mechanisms for these two wear types are
discussed below.

2.2.1 Abrasive wear

Abrasive wear is caused by relative sliding and rolling of particles against equip-
ment surfaces [35, 42]. Abrasive wear occurs in the two forms of the two-body
abrasion and three-body abrasion [35, 42]. Two-body abrasion is also referred to as
sliding wear, which occurs simply by particle sliding. To trigger solely sliding of
particles, the contact pressure is thus high (Figure 2.5(a)). Three-body abrasion oc-
curs by both sliding and rolling, which has relatively low contact pressure to per-
mit rolling of particles (Figure 2.5(b)). Consequently, two-body abrasion causes
more volume loss than three-body abrasion. Depending on handling operations,
equipment surface can suffer from both two-body and three-body abrasion.

Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of abrasive wear (a) two-body abrasion or slid-
ing wear (b) three-body abrasion

Figure 2.6 illustrates the four wear mechanisms for the material removal by abra-
sive wear, which are micro-ploughing micro-cutting, micro-fatigue and micro-
cracking [33]. According to section 2.1.2, the first three wear mechanisms can
occur on ductile surfaces as well as brittle surfaces. However, micro-cracking can
be triggered on a brittle material surface when the applied force exceeds a critical
level [34, 43]. The abrasive wear in bulk solids handling commonly occurs to bins,
silos and chutes [4, 21].
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Figure 2.6: Abrasive wear mechanisms (a) micro-ploughing (b) micro-cutting (c)
micro-fatigue (d) micro-cracking [33]

2.2.2 Erosive wear

Erosive wear is interpreted as a process of material removal from equipment sur-
faces or subsurfaces by succeeding particle impacts [42] (Figure 2.7). The impact-
ing particles usually have a translational velocity and can also have a rotational
motion. Two scenarios of erosive wear are identified subjected to different parti-
cle impact angles. One scenario is that a particle scratches the surface and leaves
off at low impact angles. The other is that a particle remains at the surface after
impact. Accordingly, erosive wear is categorized into two wear forms: namely,
low angle impact and high angle impact (Figure 2.8 (a-b)).

Figure 2.7: Schematic illustration of erosive wear in bulk solids handling

The erosive wear causes material removals from two wear mechanisms: cutting
wear and deformation wear [32]. Cutting wear is dominant at low impact angles
(Figure 2.8 (a)) whilst deformation wear becomes the principal component at high
impact angles ( Figure 2.8 (b)) [32]. Similar to that of sliding wear, the cutting and
deformation wear can cause ductile failures for both ductile and brittle surfaces
when particle impact stress is low. Otherwise, erosive wear triggers fracture on
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brittle surface (Figure 2.8(c)). Erosive wear commonly occurs to curved plates at
discharge points, and pipe bends in pneumatic conveying systems [27, 35, 42].

Figure 2.8: Schematic illustration of erosive wear (a) low angle impact (b) high
angle impact (c) brittle fracture caused by particle impact [33]

2.3 Wear equations

Based on the wear mechanisms as discussed in section 2.2, the analytical wear
models in bulk solids handling can be developed, on which basis the equations
to quantify wear can be derived. Many existing equations can be used for quan-
tifying abrasive wear and erosive wear [44]. However, in this research, the most
relevant equations to quantify wear under bulk solids handling conditions are
illustrated.

2.3.1 Abrasive wear

As was illustrated in section 2.2.1, abrasive wear involves the two wear models
of the two-body abrasion (sliding wear) and three-body abrasion. Each model
has distinctive equations for quantifying wear volumes. With respect to ductile
and brittle surfaces, the equations for quantifying wear loss by single particle are
firstly illustrated, then wear equations by bulk solids are presented. Finally, com-
bined equations for estimating abrasive wear volumes are provided.

Ductile surface

For the abrasive wear on a ductile surface, the following notations are used to
represent wear volumes WV .

WV,d,p,s,t: Wear Volume of Ductile failure by Particle Sliding at Transient state

WV,d,p,s,s: Wear Volume of Ductile failure by Particle Sliding at Steady state

WV,d,b,s,s: Wear Volume of Ductile failure by Bulk solids Sliding at Steady state

WV,d,p,r: Wear Volume of Ductile failure by Particle Rolling
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WV,d,b,r: Wear Volume of Ductile failure by Bulk solids Rolling

WV,d,b,a,s: Wear Volume of Ductile failure by Bulk solids Abrasive wear at Steady
state

The sliding wear on a ductile surface undergoes the two important wear phases:
namely, transient and steady-state, which are shown in Figure 2.9 [45]. For the
transient-state, the wear volume can be evaluated by Equation 2.1 [45],

Figure 2.9: Two wear phases of sliding wear [45]

WV,d,p,s,t = A0[1− e−B0ls,t ] (2.1)

in which A0 and B0 are constants; ls,t is the sliding distance for transient state.

For the sliding wear at steady-state, a generalized equation to quantify volume
loss is given by Equation 2.2 [35, 42, 46].

WV,d,p,s,s = κ1
Fn
He

ls,s (2.2)

in which κ1 is a dimensionless coefficient; Fn is the normal force applied to an
equipment surface and ls,s is the sliding distance for the steady state. By intro-
ducing αs = κ1

He
, Equation 2.2 is simplified as,

WV,d,p,s,s = αsFnls,s (2.3)

in which αs is defined as the coefficient of sliding wear.

Equation 2.2 was originally derived by Archard [46] by assuming that wear loss is
the accumulative detachment of materials from hemispherical particle asperities
after three wear stages. Figure 2.10(a-c) illustrates the three wear stages that two
hemispherical particle asperities slide against each other. Archard’s derivation
provides κ1 = φ1

3 [46].

Later, Equation 2.2 was also derived based on the assumption that a conical parti-
cle tip slides against a flat surface [35, 42]. Figure 2.11 illustrates the sliding wear
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model, in which a normal force Fn applies on a conical tip and results in the in-
dention depth z1 and the circle projection with the radius a1. This deviation gives
κ1 = 2φ2

π tan θ1
[35, 42].

Figure 2.10: Idealized conception of single contact for two sliding particle tips
with an equal size (a) two particle tips are fully contacted (b) a relatively sliding
distance (c) two particle tips apart [5, 46]

Figure 2.11: Schematic illustration of sliding wear model (a) a sliding particle tip
on a flat surface (b) two-dimensional illustration [35, 42]

To estimate the wear volume subjected to bulk solids, Np is used to represent the
number of particles that are in contact with equipment surface. By assuming that
the contact area Ab is formed by a square packing distribution of uniform particle
diameter dp, then Np is expressed by,

Np =
Ab
d2
p

(2.4)
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By postulating that equal pressure P̄ applies on each particle that is in contact
with equipment surface. Using Equation 2.4, the normal force is expressed by,

Fn =
FN
Np

= P̄ d2
p (2.5)

Using Equation 2.5, Equation 2.2 is converted to Equation 2.6 to estimate wear
volume by bulk solids at the steady-state,

WV,d,b,s,s = κ1
FnNp
He

ls = κ1
P̄Ab
He

ls,s (2.6)

Thus far, the equations for estimating sliding wear (two-body abrasion) with re-
spect to a ductile surface are illustrated. For three-body abrasion, the rolling wear
must be accounted for. Figure 2.12 illustrates the rolling wear model that an irreg-
ular particle rotates against a flat surface. The wear volume by particle rolling can
be estimated by Equation 2.7 [47].

Figure 2.12: Rolling wear model

WV,d,p,r =
φ3Fnz1Nilr
3πHeNcdp

(2.7)

in which φ3 is a fraction of the volume of indentation after Nc indentations; Ni is
the number of indentations per particle rotation. Nc is expressed by a modified
Coffin-Manson equation [48]:

Nc =

(
εC
εP

)υ
(2.8)

where εC is critical failure strain, εP is mean plastic strain per particle indentation.
υ is applied by 1 for accumulated plastic strain, and by 2 corresponding to fatigue
failure, and by a value between 1 and 2 for a mixed failure model.

Using Equation 2.5 and introducing the coefficient of κ2, which is,

κ2 =
φ3z1Ni
3πNcdp

(2.9)
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Equation 2.7 is modified to Equation 2.10 to estimate wear volume by bulk solids
rolling,

WV,d,b,r = κ2
P̄Ab
He

lr (2.10)

In bulk solids handling, the wear rate for transient state is slightly higher than the
steady-state [35, 42], which is also implied by Figure 2.9. Thus Equation 2.6 is also
applied for approximating wear of transient-state. In combination with the rolling
wear Equation, 2.10 for sliding and rolling wear by bulk solids, Equation 2.11 was
derived to quantify abrasive wear volume for bulk solids handling equipment
surface,

WV,d,b,a = κ1
P̄Ab
He

ls + κ2
P̄Ab
He

lr (2.11)

Equation 2.11 is used to estimate the absolute wear volumes. However, for simply
evaluating wear rates under different bulk solids handling conditions, Roberts
[4, 21] proposed abrasive wear factors (parameters) (Equations 2.12 and 2.13) to
estimate wear loss of several bulk solids handling equipment.

To represent the relative abrasive wear, the following two notations are used.

fa,s: Factor for evaluating Abrasive wear rate on Straight surface

fa,c: Factor for evaluating Abrasive wear rate on Chute surfaces for any chute
profile

Equation 2.12 shows a factor to evaluate the abrasive wear rates on the surfaces of
bins, silos and straight chutes [21].

fa,s =
σevs tan θw

σl
(2.12)

where σe is the normal pressure at equipment surface; vs is the relative sliding
velocity of particulate solids in contact with equipment surfaces; θw is the wall
friction angle between bulk solids and equipment surface; σl is the linear wear
factor. σl depends on the interactive properties of the equipment surface and the
bulk solid and is experimentally determined by conducting wear test of the lining
material [21].

Equation 2.13 shows another factor to evaluate abrasive wear rates on the surfaces
of curved and straight chutes [4],

fa,c =
qbva tan θw

vsBc
Jn (2.13)

in which qb is the flow rate by mass, va is the average stream velocity at section
considered; Bc is chute width; Jn is the normal acceleration of bulk material to
contact of the transfer chute surface. For a curved chute Jn is,
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Jn =
v2
a

R1
+ g sin θL (2.14)

where R1 is the radius of transfer chute and θL is the angle between tangential
velocity of bulk solid and gravity g. For inclined straight chute, Jn is,

Jn = g sin θL (2.15)

Brittle surface

As was discussed in Section 2.2.1, a brittle surface suffers from ductile failure
when the loading fore is low. For this condition, Equation 2.6 is applied to es-
timate wear volume. However, on the condition that the loading force Fn reaches
a critical value Fn,C [34, 43], the abrasive wear on a brittle material causes brit-
tle failure. Figure 2.13 illustrates the brittle failure caused by sliding wear corre-
sponding to Model I (Figure 2.4). It indicates that along the wear path, the surface
and subsurface fracture through median (M ) and lateral (L) cracks. z2 and cl are
respectively the height and the length by lateral crack.

Figure 2.13: Wear of brittle failure by single particle

For abrasive wear on a brittle surface material, the following notations are used to
represent different wear volumes.

WV,b,p,s: Wear Volume of Brittle Failure by Particle Sliding

WV,b,b,s: Wear Volume of Brittle Failure by Bulk solids Sliding

Available equations to estimate brittle wear volumes are mainly studied by Evans
et al. [49–51]. A generalized equation to estimate the wear volume of brittle failure
is expressed by Equation 2.16,
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WV,b,p,s = λi
Fui
n

Kvi
I,CH

wi
e

(
Ee
He

)
xi

ls (2.16)

where KI,C is fracture toughness for a brittle failure. The values of KI,C for a
range of brittle materials are given in [35, 52]. u, v, w and x are the power expo-
nents. Three groups of values for the power exponents were derived, which are
presented in Table 2.1 [49–51].

Table 2.1: Power exponents of wear equations for brittle failure [49–51]

Literature sources ui vi wi xi

Evans and Wilshaw [49] 5/4 3/4 1/2 0
Evans [50] 7/6 2/3 1/2 0

Marshall, Lawn and Evans [51] 9/8 1/2 5/8 3/4

The power exponents in the first row of Table 2.1 were derived using laboratory
tests for sapphire, spinel, silicon nitride and zinc selenite [49]. Thus these power
exponents are applicable to those materials. The derivation of the power expo-
nents in the second row utilizes Vicker’s indentation tests [50]. For the third row,
the ratio Young’s modulus to hardness (Ee/He) was used by accounting for elas-
tic/plastic boundary [51]. Both the second and third rows are applicable for ce-
ramic materials.

By summing over all particles that are in contact with equipment surface and
using Equations 2.4 and 2.5, the wear loss on a brittle material surface triggered
by bulk solids is expressed by Equation 2.17,

WV,b,p,s =
λiF

ui
n Np

Kvi
I,CH

wi
e

(
Ee
He

)
xi

ls (2.17)

Using Equation 2.5, Equation 2.17 is converted to Equation 2.18,

WV,b,p,s =
λi(P̄ d

2
p)
uiAb

Kvi
I,CH

wi
e d2

p

(
Ee
He

)
xi

ls =
λiP̄

uiAbd
2(ui−1)
p

Kvi
I,CH

wi
e

(
Ee
He

)
xi

ls (2.18)

Table 2.1 demonstrates that 2(ui − 1) > 0 and referring to Equation 2.18, it means
that for brittle materials the sliding wear volume increases with increasing particle
diameter dp [35].

To this end, the analytical wear models for abrasive wear on ductile and brittle
surfaces are elaborated. A generalized graph to illustrate abrasive wear conse-
quences of ductile and brittle surfaces with respect to applied normal force is
shown in Figure 2.14. In bulk solids handling, abrasive wear commonly causes
ductile failure for the ductile and also for brittle surfaces. Table 2.2 summaries the
wear equations for calculating abrasive wear of bulk solids handling equipment
surfaces.
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Figure 2.14: Generalized graph to illustrate abrasive wear for ductile and brittle
surfaces subjected to different applied forces

Table 2.2: Equations for calculating abrasive wear loss caused by bulk solids

Wear loss Wear equations Applications

Absolute κ1
P̄eAb
He

ls sliding of bulk solids [35]
κ1

P̄eAb
He

ls + κ2
P̄eAb
He

lr sliding and rolling of bulk solids [35, 47]

Relative
σevs tan θe

σl
sliding of bulk solids against straight surface [21]

qbvb tan θe
vsBc

Jn sliding against straight and curved surfaces [4]

2.3.2 Erosive wear

As was elaborated in section 2.2.2, erosive wear consists of a cutting mechanism
and a deformation mechanism. Accordingly, the erosive wear equations are il-
lustrated from a cutting model and a deformation model. Then the equations
to quantify both cutting wear and deformation wear are presented. Similar to
abrasive wear, the erosive wear equations are illustrated for ductile and brittle
surfaces, ranging from single particle to bulk solids.

Ductile surface

Figure 2.15 shows a cutting wear model with respect to a ductile surface. As was
discussed in section 2.2, two scenarios are distinguished, subjected to particle im-
pact angles. To quantify the wear loss of these two scenarios, the commonly used
wear equations derived by Finnie [53–55], Bitter [56, 57], Neilson and Gilchrist
[58] are illustrated as below.

To represent the volumes WV by erosive wear on ductile surfaces, the following
notations are used.

WV,d,p,c: Wear Volume of Ductile failure by Particle Cutting

WV,d,b,c: Wear Volume of Ductile failure by Bulk solids Cutting
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WV,d,p,d: Wear Volume of Ductile failure by Particle deformation

WV,d,b,d: Wear Volume of Ductile failure by Bulk solids Deformation

WV,d,p,e: Wear Volume of Ductile failure by Particle Erosive wear

WV,d,b,e: Wear Volume of Ductile failure by Bulk solids Erosive wear

WV,d,p,e,90: Wear Volume of Ductile failure by Particle Erosive wear at 90o impact
angle

WV,d,b,e,90: Wear Volume of Ductile failure by Bulk solids Erosive wear at 90o

impact angle

Figure 2.15: Cutting wear model of single particle impact based on [53]

The earliest equations to quantify the cutting wear were derived by Finnie [53–55],
which are summarized as Equation 2.19.

WV,d,p,c = Ke · ζ(β) =
mpv

2
p

2
· ζ(β) (2.19)

One group for ζ(β) is shown by Equations 2.20a and 2.20b [53],

β ≤ β0 = tan−1(C0/6),

ζ(β) =
2

PhψC0
[sin(2β)− 6

C0
sin2β] (2.20a)

β ≥ β0 = tan−1(C0/6),

ζ(β) =
cos2β

3Phψ
(2.20b)

where C0 is the ratio of the vertical component to the horizontal component of im-
pact force. C0 is considered as constant which is close to 2 for any impact angles
[53]. Ph is the horizontal component of the contact pressure between the particle
and the worn surface. Ph is given by a Hertzian treatment of purely elastic colli-
sions (Equation 2.21) [26, 59]. ψ is the ratio of the contact height hc between the
particle and the target surface to the indentation depth yt (Figure 2.15).
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Ph =
2

3
(
40

π4
ρp)

1/5

(
1− q2

p

Ep
+

1− q2
e

Ee
)

(−4/5)

(vp cosβ)
2/5 (2.21)

Later, Finnie et al. [54, 55] accounted for the moment of particle inertia and de-
rived another group of ζ(β), which is given by Equations 2.22(a-b) subjected to
low and high impact angles,

β ≤ β0 = tan { C0

2[1+(mpd2p/4Ip)]}
−1
,

ζ(β) =
C1

PhC0
[sin(2β)−

2(1 +mpd
2
p/4Ip)sin

2β

C0
] (2.22a)

β ≥ β0 = tan { C0

2[1+(mpd2p/4Ip)]}
−1
,

ζ(β) =
C1cos2β

2Ph(1 + (mpd2
p/4Ip)

(2.22b)

in which C1 is an empirical constant which is defined as the fraction of particles
cutting in an idealized manner, C1 can be expressed by [32],

C1 =
PhψicC0

mp
(2.23)

where ic is the average cutting width by the asperity of an impact particle.

Besides Finnie’s cutting wear Equations 2.19 and 2.22, Bitter [56, 57] also derived
cutting wear equations subjected to low and high impact angles, which are ex-
pressed by Equations 2.24(a-b):

β ≤ β0,

WV,d,p,c =
2mpC2(vp sinβ − ve)2√

vp sinβ
[vp cosβ − C2(vp sinβ − ve)2√

vp sinβ
εc] (2.24a)

β ≥ β0,

WV,d,p,c =
mp[v

2
pcos2β − C3(vp sinβ − ve)3/2

]

2εc
(2.24b)

where εc is the cutting factor which is defined as the required energy that triggers
unit volume failure from eroded surface; ve is the maximum particle velocity at
which the collision still is purely elastic; C2 and C3 are constants. C2 and C3 are
given by Equations 2.25 and 2.26, respectively,

C2 =
0.288

gYe
(
ρp
Ye

)
1/4

(2.25)
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C3 = 0.82gY 2
e (
Ye
ρp

)
1/4

(
1− q2

p

Ep
+

1− q2
e

Ee
) (2.26)

in which Ye is the elastic load limit.

In the Equations 2.24a and 2.24b, ve is expressed by Equation 2.27 [57]. Noted that
ve is independent of particle shapes.

ve =
π2

200
√

10
(1.59Ye)

5/2
(

1

ρp
)
1/2

(
1− q2

p

Ep
+

1− q2
e

Ee
)

2

(2.27)

By comparing Bitter’s Equations 2.24 and 2.22 with Finnie’s Equation 2.20, it im-
plies that Finnie neglected the elastic deformation during particle impact [56, 57].

Neilson and Gilchrist [58] simplified Bitter’s cutting wear Equation 2.24 into 2.28,

β ≤ β0,

WV,d,p,c =
mpv

2
pcos2β sin(k0β)

2εc
(2.28a)

β ≥ β0,

WV,d,p,c =
mpv

2
pcos2β

2εc
(2.28b)

where k0 is a constant. When β = β0, sin(k0β0) = 1, i.e., β0 = 90o/k0.

Up to now, the commonly used equations for quantifying cutting wear are pre-
sented. To calculate deformation wear loss, Bitter developed Equation 2.29 [56],

WV,d,p,d =
mp(vp sinβ − ve)2

2εd
(2.29)

in which εd is the deformation wear factor, which means the energy required to
remove a unit volume of material from the target surface.

Using the above equations to quantify cutting and deformation wear, the erosive
wear loss can be quantified by,

WV,d,p,e = WV,d,p,c +WV,d,p,d (2.30)

Besides Equation 2.30, O’Flynn et al. [60] and Mbabazi et al. [61] respectively
developed the combined erosive equations that account for both cutting and de-
formation wear.

Equation 2.31 presents the combined equation developed by O
′
Flynn et al. [60].

This equation was validated by using fine olivine sand to impact heat-treated
steels. However, the authors [60] concluded that this model must be improved
to predict accurate results.
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WV,d,p,e =
mpvp

2

η1εd
(κccos4β + κdsin

2β) (2.31)

where η1 is the material dependency of the efficiency of material removal, κc and
κd are constants respectively for cutting and deformation wear models.

The erosive wear equation derived by Mbabazi et al. [61] is shown by Equation
2.32, which was validated by the impact of steel surfaces subjected to boiler fly
ash particles.

WV,d,p,e =
η2mpρ

1/2
p vp

3sin3β

H
3/2
e

(2.32)

in which η2 is the overall coefficient in this erosive wear model.

For the erosive wear at 90o impact angle, the wear loss is contributed completely
by particle deformation mechanism. It is postulated that the surface material be-
comes fatigued by cyclic plastic deformation [48, 62] or detached when the accu-
mulated plastic strain reaches a critical value [63]. Without taking into account
the thermo-physical properties of the target material, for both cases the impact of
spherical particles on the wear loss can be estimated by Equation 2.33 [42, 62, 63].

WV,d,p,e,90o = η3
mpρ

1/2
p vp

3

ε2CH
3/2
e

(2.33)

where η3 is the ratio of the volume of material which is plastically strained by each
particle impact to the total energy dissipated to the equipment surface.

By assuming that all impact particles make contact with equipment surface, then
the erosive wear loss is taken as mb/mp times to that by a single particle [53]. That
is, the equations to estimate erosive wear loss by bulk solids are obtained by using
mb to replace mp in the erosive wear equations for single particle. In bulk solids
handling, Finnie’s cutting wear Equation 2.22, Neilson and Gilchrist’s Equation
2.28, and Bitter’s deformation wear Equation 2.27 were applied (e.g. [26, 59, 64]).

In addition to the equations for calculating absolute volume, a factor is used to
estimate erosive wear at the loading point of a conveyor belt [4], which is given
by Equation 2.34. Note:

fe,l: Factor for evaluating Erosive wear rate on a Loading conveyor belt surface

fe,b = µbvxρbv
2
y = ρbv

3
pµb sinβcos2β (2.34)

where µb is the coefficient of friction between bulk solid and conveyor belt surface;
vx is the relative horizontal velocity of bulk solid with respect to the movement of
conveyor belt, and vy is the vertical velocity of bulk solid at the loading point of
belt surface.
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Brittle surface

Similar to abrasive wear for brittle surfaces, the equations for estimating erosive
wear of ductile surfaces are also applicable when simply suffering from ductile
failure. However, for brittle failure caused by erosive wear, the equations below
can be applied, which are based on quasi-static models [30, 35].

For brittle failure by erosive wear on brittle surfaces, the following notation is
used to represent wear volume.

WV,b,p,e,90: Wear Volume of Brittle failure by Particle Erosive wear at 90o impact
angle

WV,b,p,e,90: Wear Volume of Brittle failure by Bulk solids Erosive wear at 90o im-
pact angle

A generalized form for calculating brittle fracture by single particle at 90o impact
angle is given by Equation 2.35 [35, 49, 51]. The values for the power exponents
are listed in Table 2.3.

WV,b,p,e,90 = χjG
kj
e m

lj
p v

nj
p

H
pj
e

K
qj
I,Cd

rj
p

(
Ee
He

)
sj

(2.35)

Table 2.3: Exponents in Equation 2.35 for calculating fracture by particle impact

Literature sources kj lj nj pj qj rj sj

Evans and Wilshaw [49] 4/5 6/5 12/5 1/2 3/2 2/5 0
Marshal, Lawn and Evans [51] 0 7/6 7/3 1/6 1 0 5/4

Hilgraf [35] 0 11/9 22/9 1/9 4/3 0 0

In the Table 2.3, the values in the first row apply to a conservative calculation
of erosive wear volume with respect to severe impact conditions (e.g. Fn >
10FI,C [49]). The second row is for low particle velocities and low impact forces
(e.g. Fn ≤ 10FI,C [51]). The third row is an approximate wear evaluation using
impulse-momentum theory and the fracture model subjected to Vicker’s indenta-
tion [35, 50].

Similar to quantifying erosive wear for ductile failure by bulk solids, the erosive
wear for brittle failure is derived by substituting mp in Equation 2.35 with mb,
and vp with vb. Noticed that the exponent rj for particle diameter in the first row
is positive, which indicates that for equal amount of bulk solids, the wear loss
decreases with increasing particle radius.

Thus far, the erosive wear equations for both ductile and brittle surfaces are il-
lustrated with respect to non-rotating particles. For particles that have rotational
motion, the impact angle and velocity must be correspondingly modified using
equations in [26, 65].

To this end, a generalized graph to illustrate erosive wear consequences of duc-
tile and brittle failures is given in Figure 2.16. It shows that for ductile surface
the highest wear rate occurs at a low impact angle, whereas for brittle surface at
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normal incidence. In bulk solids handling, erosive wear commonly causes ductile
failure for both ductile and brittle equipment surfaces. Therefore, the erosive wear
equations and applications in bulk solids handling are summarized in Table 2.6.

Figure 2.16: Generalized graph to illustrate erosive wear for ductile and brittle
surfaces subjected to different impact angles

2.4 Application examples

The previous section illustrated the wear equations for both ductile and brittle sur-
faces. It also summarized the applications of wear equations in bulk solids han-
dling. In this section, two wear scenarios in bulk solids handling are presented.
Additionally, the wear loss for these two scenarios are theoretically predicted.

2.4.1 Abrasive wear

At a bulk terminal, a transfer chute is an important bulk solids handling equip-
ment that can be used to accelerate placement of bulk solids onto a conveyor belt.
Figure 2.17 (a) shows a transfer process in a belt conveying system with a flow
rate of qb for handling iron ore [4]. This transfer process involves four necessary
equipment items: the feeder, acceleration belt, chute and conveyor. The speed
of the accelerating belt is limited to 0.3 m/s [4]. This chute has a constant cross-
section. The dimensions and positions of these four equipment are indicated in
Figures 2.17(b).

To estimate the sliding wear on the surface on chute bottom surface, the bulk flow
model is presented in Figure 2.18 [4]. According to the sliding wear Equation 2.2,
the wear volume by the element mass ∆mb for the distance dls is calculated by
Equation 2.36,
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Figure 2.17: A transfer process in a belt conveying system (a) Feeding and transfer
to a conveyor belt (b) Positions and dimensions

Figure 2.18: Bulk flow model on a loading chute [4]

∆W∆mb,s = κ1
P̄e∆Ab
He

dls = κ1
∆Fb
He

dls (2.36)

in which ∆Fb is the applied normal on the elemental mass ∆mb. Using Equation
2.14, ∆Fb becomes,

∆Fb = ∆mbJn = ∆mb · [
vs(θL)

2

R1
+ g sin θL] (2.37)

dls is given by,

dls = R1dθL (2.38)

Using Equations 2.37 and 2.38, Equation 2.36 becomes,
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∆W∆mb,s =
κ1∆mb

He
[vs(θL)

2
+R1g sin θL]dθL (2.39)

The wear for the element mass ∆mb moving through the curved chute is ex-
pressed by the integral from θL = 0 to θL = θL,m,

W∆mb,s =
κ1∆mb

He

∫ θL,m

0

[vs(θL)
2

+R1g sin θL]dθL (2.40)

Substitute ∆mb with qb in Equation 2.40, the wear rate (which is wear volume per
second) is obtained,

Qqb,s =
κ1qb
He

∫ θL,m

0

[vs(θL)
2

+R1g sin θL]dθL (2.41)

Assuming vs = v0 at θL = 0, then vs(θL)
2 is given by [4].

vs(θL)
2

=
2gR1

4µ2
e + 1

[(1− 2µ2
e) sin θL + 3µe cos θL] + (v0

2 − 6µegR1

4µ2
e + 1

)e−µeθL

(2.42)

where µe is equivalent friction factor which combines the coefficient of friction
between the bulks solids and the chute surface; µe is expressed by [4],

µe = µs(1 +$
b1
B1

) (2.43)

in which $ is pressure ratio, which lies in 0.4-0.6 [4].

v0 is calculated by,

v0 =
√
v2
x,0 + v2

y,0 (2.44)

in which vy,0 is given as,

vy,0 =

√
v2
x,0 +

g2(h1 + r1)
2

v2
x,0

(2.45)

Using Equation 2.42, the integral of Equation 2.41 leads to the sliding wear rate
(wear volume per second), as expressed by Equation 2.46,
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Qqb,s =
κ1qb
He

[
6RLgµe sin θL,m

4µ2
e + 1

+
4RLgµ

2
e(cos θL,m − 1)

4µ2
e + 1

− 2RLg(cos θL,m − 1)

4µ2
e + 1

+ (
6RLg

4µ2
e + 1

− v2
0

µe
)(e−θL,mµe − 1)−RLg(cos θL,m − 1) ]

(2.46)

2.4.2 Erosive wear

To transfer bulk solids from one conveyor belt to the next equipment, the curved
impact chute can be utilized. Figure 2.19(a) shows a transfer chute in a belt con-
veying system [4]. It can be perceived that bulk solids impact against the curved
plate. After that the bulk solids are directed onto a conveyor. A dribble chute is
applied to collect and transfer cohesive bulk solids that are carried back during
the discharging motion. The dimensions and positions of the used equipment are
shown in Figure 2.19(b) and Figure 2.20.

Figure 2.19: Curved impact chute (a) a part of discharging process (b) dimensions
and positions of the used equipment [4]

To predict wear volume on the curved impact chute, the bulk flow model is illus-
trated in Figure 2.20 [4, 67]. It is predicted by the bulk flow model (Figure 2.20) that
the rotations of particles can be neglected. Thus, Neilson and Gilchrist′s Equation
2.28 and Bitter’s Equation 2.27 can be applied to calculate cutting and deformation
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Figure 2.20: Erosive wear on a curved impact chute [4]

wear volumes. By applying Equation 2.28 and Equation 2.27 to Equation 2.30, it
obtains,

for β ≤ β0,

WV,e =
mbv

2
bcos2β sin(k0β)

2εc
+
mb(vb sinβ − ve)2

2εd
(2.47a)

for β ≥ β0,

WV,e =
mbv

2
bcos2β

2εc
+
mb(vb sinβ − ve)2

2εd
(2.47b)

Substituting mb with qb, the following Equations 2.48(a-b) are used to express the
wear rate (wear volume per second) on the impact chute.

for β ≤ β0,

Qqb,e =
qbv

2
bcos2β sin(k0β)

2εc
+
qb(vb sinβ − ve)2

2εd
(2.48a)

for β ≥ β0,

Qqb,e =
qbv

2
bcos2β

2εc
+
qb(vb sinβ − ve)2

2εd
(2.48b)

in which ve is given by Equation 2.27. By neglecting air drag force, the impact
velocity vp can be expressed by,

vp =
√
v2
p,x + v2

p,y =

√
v2
bcos2τ0 + [

g0(x0 + e1)

vb cos τ0
− vb sin τ0]

2

(2.49)

where e1 is calculated by,

e1 = (r2 + h6)sinτ0 (2.50)
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The impact angle β can be obtained from,

β + θ2 = arctan
vp,x
vp,y

= arctan
vb cos τ0

g0(x0 + e1)/(vb cos τ0)− vb sin τ0
(2.51)

in which θ2 is known by,

θ2 = arctan
h6 + r2 + e3

l3
(2.52)

The cutting and deformation factors (εc and εd) in the Equation 2.48 are assumed
to be constant [64]. The deformation wear factor εd can be determined from the
wear loss at 90o impact angle by using Equation 2.53,

εd =
ρemb(vp sinβ − ve)2

2WM,b,d,d
(2.53)

By applying the obtained deformation wear factor εd, the deformation wear at
a given angle can be determined by using Equation 2.29. Thus the cutting wear
volume can be obtained by subtracting the deformation wear from total wear loss
using Equation 2.30b). Finally, the cutting factor is calculated by Equation 2.54,

εc =
ρempv

2
p cosβ

2(WM,d,p,e −WM,d,p,d)
(2.54)

In summary, this section illustrates two examples respectively of predicting abra-
sive and erosive wear of bulk solids handling equipment surfaces. To estimate the
wear in practice, all parameters in theoretical equations must be determined. To
do so, wear test apparatuses are used to analyze wear parameters.

2.5 Wear test apparatus

This section summarizes the most commonly used apparatuses for abrasive and
erosive wear tests by single particle and bulk solids based on bulk solids han-
dling conditions. To find out appropriate wear apparatus for performing test, the
advantages and disadvantages of each apparatus are discussed.

2.5.1 Abrasive wear test apparatus

Figure 2.21 illustrates a pin-on-disk tribometer [68] that can be used to obtain slid-
ing wear loss of a sample surface by single particle. The wear tester consists of
three parts: operating computer, pin-on-disk device and infrared camera. The op-
erating computer is to operate the pin-on-disk device and infrared camera. The
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pin-on-disk device is designed based on standard test method [69] for conduct-
ing particle sliding wear test. The infrared camera is used to capture the dynamic
temperature on the tested sample.

Figure 2.21: Schematic of a pin-on-disk tribometer

The advantages of this wear test apparatus are summarized as follows.

(1) Wear can be obtained at any given distances.

(2) Wear by various particle shapes can be measured.

(3) The friction force and particle penetration depth can be recorded.

(4) The temperature variances on certain area of disk surface can be monitored by
the infrared camera.

Two disadvantages of this wear test apparatus are:

(1) To avoid severe vibrations, the applied maximum sliding speed is lower than
that of the bulk solid speed in practice.

(2) The temperature rise is influenced by environmental conditions.

To measure abrasive wear by bulk solids, the linear belt [21, 70, 71] and the circle
bed wear test apparatuses [72] are widely used. The linear belt wear test appara-
tus is shown in Figure 2.22 [21]. It is built on the basis of a belt conveying system.
A storage bin is used for continuous supply of bulk solids. A bucket elevator as
well as a return chute is used to collect and reuse the bulk solids. The normal load
originates from the weight on the sample holding bracket. The shear forces are
monitored by a shear load cell [72].

The advantages of this linear belt wear test apparatus are [72]:

(1) It continuously supply a random collection of bulk solids to the underside of
the test specimen;
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(2) A small proportion of bulk material compared to the total is used for wearing
specimen;

(3) Constant belt velocity is achieved under the test specimen.

Figure 2.22: Linear belt wear test apparatus [21]

The disadvantages of the linear belt wear test apparatus are given as follows [72].

(1) It lacks operation reliability (e.g. inconstant flow of the wear media in the feed
bin);

(2) Wear media changes due to the involvement of contaminants;

(3) Wear media can also degrade;

(4) Dust and spillage is triggered;

(5) Wear media depth can be too small to enable self alignment of the particles.

The circle bed wear test apparatus presented in Figure 2.23, which is available in
the university of Newcastle, Australia. In this tester, the rotating annular bed is
used to transport bulk solids and provide the wear velocity. Moderate loads can
be applied on the test sample via a counterweighted load-arm. A passive plough
and a grading mixing system are used to sufficiently mix the wear composites and
a passive consolidator to increase density of bulk solids. The mechanical power
and various velocities are provided by the hydraulic drive [72].

The circular bed wear test apparatus also has the first two advantages that the
linear belt has. Besides, it has the following advantages [72]:

(1) It has a high factor of reliability due to usage of single drive unit;

(2) It causes relatively low production of dust, noise and spillage;

(3) It is convenient to clean after test and thus avoid introducing contaminants;

(4) A small amount of wear media is required to conduct a test;

(5) A wide range wear velocity can be achieved.
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Figure 2.23: Circle bed wear tester [72] (picture provided by G. Lodewijks)

The disadvantages with the circular bed wear test apparatus are [72]:

(1) It is difficult to determine the maximum normal load that can be applied to
the specimen holder;

(2) The bed speed has a variation of approximately ±7 %;

(3) Much dust can be produced at high speeds.

2.5.2 Erosive wear test apparatus

Figure 2.24 shows a test apparatus to measure impact wear by single particle [66].
This test apparatus consists of a gas reservoir, a fast acting valve, a launch tube,
a stopping plate and a target assembly. The target assembly contains the sample
holder which is to be impacted by single particle. An acrylic piston is applied
to direct the accelerated particles to impact the sample holder. A transducer is
used to measure the projectile velocity. To minimize gas cushioning in front of the
piston, a vacuum pump is fixed at the target assembly end to the launch tube.

Figure 2.24: Schematic of a gas gun used for performing particle impact [66]
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The advantages of this tester are:

(1) Any desired impact angle can be achieved by rotating the sample holder;

(2) No hazard occurs to environment when pure nitrogen gas is used;

(3) Particle velocity can be accelerated to a very high level (up to 600 m/s).

The disadvantages of this tester are:

(1) Pretests are required to obtain consistent impact velocity;

(2) It is difficult to accurately adjust particle velocity, and thus in each test multi-
ple particles are used to achieve identical impact velocity.

The most frequently used apparatuses for measuring erosive wear by bulk solids
are the gas-blast [73–75] and the centrifugal accelerator [76]. Figure 2.25 shows
the gas-blast erosive wear test apparatus. This apparatus contains a boron carbide
nozzle to guide the impacting particles. A screw feeder is used to feed bulk solids
into the injector housing. The target holder is mounted on a rotational table to
achieve an adjustable impact angle. Two control valves are used to adjust the
acceleration of bulk solids. One is used to control the dispersion of bulk solids
and the other is to control the speed of bulk solids by adjusting the capacity of the
used gas [73].

Figure 2.25: Gas-blast erosive wear test apparatus [73]

The advantages of gas-blast erosive wear test apparatus are [73]:

(1) The test duration is relatively short;

(2) Few controllable parameters and thus results analysis is simple.
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The disadvantages of this gas-blast test apparatus are [73]:

(1) It is difficult to assess when steady-state impact begins;

(2) It is difficult to assess particle velocity;

(3) It causes high influences of adverse gas on particle motions

(4) For each test, wear takes place solely for one impact angle.

(5) It is difficult to model high capability of particle concentration.

The centrifugal-accelerator erosion test apparatus is shown in Figure 2.26 [73, 74].
This test apparatus consists of a balanced disc whose rotating velocity can be var-
ied continuously. A mechanical arrangement ensures even splitting of the abra-
sive flow into six acceleration tubes respectively for six target specimens. Bulk
solids can be fed by using a vibratory feeder [73] or a conical hopper feeder [74].

Figure 2.26: Centrifugal-accelerator erosive wear test apparatus [74]

The advantages of the centrifugal accelerator test apparatus are [74],

(1) Multiple tests on several target specimen and different impact angles can be
carried out simultaneously;

(2) Impact velocity can be simply determined;

(3) A reasonable range of particle concentration capacity can be achieved;

(4) The influence of gas on particle motions is minimal;

(5) Steady-state erosion conditions can be easily determined.

The disadvantages of centrifugal accelerator test apparatus are [74]:

(1) It is difficult to assess the mass of bulk solids that strike each target;
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(2) Test duration is long because of the time to check erosion history of each target.

Thus far the most commonly used wear test apparatuses used in bulk solids han-
dling are compared. Choice of wear apparatus for determining a wear parameter
depends on the bulk solids handling conditions and selected wear equations.

2.6 Limitations of evaluating practical wear

Using the analytical wear models to predict wear in bulk solids handling, the lim-
itations of the following five points must be considered. They are: the bulk solids,
equipment surface, wear conditions, failure types and wear test apparatuses.

(1) Wear models are based on generalized characteristics of bulk solids. Bulk
solids normally have a variety of particle shapes, which trigger different con-
tact area and contact stress. Moreover, the degradation and segregation of
bulk solids reduce surface roughness and sizes. These variances are not incor-
porated in deriving wear equations.

(2) Wear models are based on simplified characteristics of equipment surfaces.
The surfaces of equipment are not ideally flat and the material properties are
not necessarily homogeneous. Besides, equipment surfaces may suffer from
strain hardening during wear process, which makes the wear equations un-
suitable.

(3) Wear models cannot fully comprise the variances of wear conditions. For in-
stance, wear models are not capable of accounting for nonuniform properties
of bulk flow. Furthermore, the environment factors such as temperature in-
crease, vibrations, etc are not incorporated in the wear equations.

(4) Wear consequences are categorized according to simplified failure types. In
this research it is assumed that failure types are either ductile or brittle. How-
ever, certain failures are neither ductile nor brittle [58]. Furthermore, all wear
equations for brittle failure are based fracture model I, whereas, other failure
models are also possible.

(5) Due to the disadvantages with every wear apparatus, experimental tests can-
not accurately predict volume loss in regard to bulk solids handling condi-
tions, thus affecting the reliability of determined wear parameters and wear
equations.

2.7 Conclusions

To answer the subquestion of ”Which analytical wear models can be used to quantify
the surface wear of bulk solids handling equipment?”, this chapter gives an overview
of the wear characteristics in bulk solids handling and available wear models to
assess wear of bulk solids. Four conclusions are drawn as below.
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(1) In bulk solids handling, two main wear types are identified, namely, the abra-
sive wear and erosive wear. Both wear types generally trigger ductile failures
on the ductile and brittle surfaces of bulk solids handling equipment. How-
ever, a brittle surface equipment can also suffer from brittle failures.

(2) With respect to ductile and brittle surfaces, the equations for quantifying ab-
solute wear by bulk solids are developed on the basis of the absolute wear
volume loss for single particle. Besides, wear factors can also be used for com-
paring wear rates by bulk solids.

(3) Based on simplifications of the three aspects, namely, particulate solids, equip-
ment surface and wear conditions, the abrasive and erosive wear in bulk solids
handling can be theoretically predicted using analytical wear models.

(4) The parameters for wear equations can be determined by selecting appropri-
ate test apparatuses. Nevertheless, due to disadvantages of wear test appara-
tuses, discrepancies of parameter determinations by experiments have to be
reconciled.

This chapter presented a comprehensive study on the analytical wear models in
bulk solids handling. The analytical wear models are used to quantify wear and
also to investigate the wear reduction mechanisms in biology. In the next chap-
ter, the potential application of bionic design to reduce the wear in bulk solids
handling will be explored.





3 CHAPTER

Bionic design method for wear
reduction in bulk solids handling∗

Chapter 2 analyzes the abrasive wear and erosive wear models in bulk
solids handling. In order to obtain further reduction of the surface

wear of bulk solids handling equipment, a new solution must be explored.

This chapter develops a bionic design method for the surface wear reduc-
tion of bulk solids handling equipment. In this chapter, section 3.1 sum-
marizes the conventional methods for the surface wear reduction. Sec-
tion 3.2 characterizes the surface morphologies from biologically wear-
resistant surfaces. Section 3.3 illustrates the available bionic models for
wear reduction. Section 3.4 formulates a bionic design method for wear
reduction in bulks solids handling. Section 3.5 provides two bionic mod-
els for the abrasive and the erosive wear reduction, respectively. Finally,
the conclusions are presented in section 3.6.

3.1 Conventional methods for wear reduction

The literature on wear reduction of bulk solids handling equipment has high-
lighted five conventional methods, which are given as follows.

(1) Using theoretical predictions of wear loss to design equipment profiles. For
instance, Roberts [4] optimized the curvature of transfer chutes based on the
predictions of particle flow trajectories under bulk solids handling conditions;

(2) Utilizing wear-resistant materials or linings to protect equipment surfaces that
suffer from severe wear. For example, incorporating a lining component within
an impact plate [78].
∗This chapter is based on Guangming Chen, Dingena L Schott, and Gabriel Lodewijks. Bionic

design methodology for wear reduction of bulk solids handling equipment. Particulate Science and
Technology, 35(4):p. –, 2017
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(3) Adding assistant components to utilize self-wear mechanism by the trans-
ported bulk solids. For instance, adding perpendicular ribs on chute bottom
relative to bulk flow direction [79, 80], as shown in Figure 3.1 (a).

Figure 3.1: Two traditional methods to reduce wear (a) utilizing self-wear mecha-
nism (b) using fluidized gas [79, 80]

(4) Supplying additional power to reduce the contact force between particulate
solids and equipment surface. An illustration of supplying air to chute bottom
during transporting process is shown in Figure 3.1 (b) [1, 35].

(5) Fabricating surface geometry patterns based on empirical evidence [81, 82].
Figure 3.2 shows wavy ribs on a grab surface, which is assumed to be capable
of reducing grabbing resistance with respect to bulk solids [83].

Figure 3.2: Array riblet pattern on the surface of grab [83]

To date, in literature, bionic design method has not yet been used for the surface
wear reduction of bulk solids handling equipment. To introduce bionic design
method to bulk solids handling for surface wear reduction, the biological wear-
resistant surfaces are analyzed in the next section.
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3.2 Biologically wear-resistant surfaces

Biological surfaces have optimized characteristics as a result of evolution over
millions of years. The surface morphology is an important characteristic for bio-
logical organs to reduce wear in accordance with their living environment. This
section summarizes the morphologies from biologically wear-resistant surfaces.
Moreover, the biologically wear-resistant mechanisms in relation to the surface
morphologies are analyzed.

3.2.1 Wear-resistant surface morphologies

The biological wear-resistant surfaces are discovered from the living creatures that
inhibit soil [6, 7, 13, 84, 85] and sand environments [40, 86–91]. In biology, due
to interactions (e.g., rolling, sliding and impact) between biological surfaces and
their living (soil and sand) environments, the biological surfaces are effective in
reducing the wear by particulate solids. To develop a bionic design method for
wear reduction in bulk solids handling, the biological morphologies are charac-
terized with respect to reducing abrasive wear and erosive wear.

Figure 3.3 presents nine wear-resistant surfaces from several soil and sand living
creatures. Figure 3.3(a) shows the convex morphology on the head of a dung bee-
tle [6, 13]; 3.3(b) shows concave morphology on the back of ground beetle [13];
Figure 3.3 (c) shows the ribs on a pangolin scale [7]; Figure 3.3 (d) shows the dor-
sal body of a desert sandfish [86], which has squama morphology. Figure 3.3 (e)
shows the ribs with nodes of a shell surface [84]; Figure 3.3 (f) shows the lamellar
micro-ornamentation from a desert snake [40]; Figure 3.3 (g) shows the corrugated
scales of desert lizard [92]; Figure 3.3 (h) shows a surface of the back body of a
desert scorpion, which has the morphology of intermediate grooves [87]; Figure
3.3 (i) shows the micro-ridges [93], which have nano-spikes between the micro-
ridges [94].

As seen in Figure 3.3, the morphologies of these biological wear-resistant surfaces
are non-smooth, and are distributed by discrete elements such as convexes [6].
The biological morphologies have sizes ranging from nanometer to millimeter.
These non-smooth surface morphologies form the biological structures that can
significantly affect wear resistance [13, 14, 85]. In order to apply wear-resistant
morphologies to engineering, the underlying wear-resistant mechanisms corre-
sponding to the non-smooth biological morphologies must be analyzed [95, 96].

3.2.2 Biologically wear-resistant mechanisms

Based on the abrasive and erosive wear models in chapter 2, it is postulated that
non-smooth morphologies can enable reduction of friction (resistance) and contact
forces (stress), thus reducing wear. In the two aspects of abrasive and erosive wear
reduction, Table 3.1 presents the wear-resistant mechanisms corresponding to the
biological morphologies presented in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Biological wear-resistant surface morphologies (a) convex domes from
dung beetle [13] (b) concave pits from ground beetle [13] (c) ribs on a pangolin
scale [7] (d) convex scales on the body of a desert sandfish [86] (e) ribs with nodes
of a shell surface [85] (f) lamellar micro-ornamentation from a desert snake cite
[40]; (g) corrugated scales of desert lizard [87, 92]; (h) grooves on the body surface
a desert scorpion [87]; (i) micro-ridges on the scales of sandfish [93, 94]

Table 3.1: Biological morphologies and wear-resistant mechanisms

Biological morphologies Wear-resistant mechanisms

Abrasive convex domes and concaves reduce adhesion and resistance force [6, 19, 97, 98]
wear ribs generate guiding and rolling effects [7]
reduction lamellar strips create friction directionality, reduce stick-slip [40]

convex scales create friction directionality [8, 11]

grooves decompose particle cutting force [89]
Erosive inverted ”V” ridges reduce cutting force by dispersing particles [93]
wear nano-spikes reduce contact area [94]
reduction semi-ellipsoidal ridges resist critical stress [94]

and enhance particle-particle impact [99]

3.3 Analysis of bionic models for wear reduction

A bionic model can be designed by mimicking an existing natural object, or by
modifying nature’s model to achieve a desirable function [14]. In order to un-
derstand that bionic design can be used for wear reduction, this section illustrates
three bionic models for abrasive wear reduction and two bionic models for erosive
wear reduction.
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3.3.1 Bionic models for abrasive wear reduction

The three bionic models for abrasive wear reduction are the bionic bulldozing
plates, bionic disk ploughs and bionic rib models. These three models are de-
signed based on morphologies of convexes, concaves and ribs, which were sum-
marized in Table 3.1.

A bionic bulldozing model [6] is presented in Figure 3.4. To demonstrate the
soil resistance reduction of bionic bulldozing plates, experimental tests were con-
ducted using an optimal design method of D-optimum theory [6]. Accordingly,
twenty-two bionic bulldozing plates and a conventional (smooth) plate were fab-
ricated. In comparison with the smooth plate, the soil resistance acting on bionic
bulldozing plates was reduced by 13% on average. The configuration for the most
optimal plate are 7 mm in height and 25 mm in base diameter, 45 in number, and
parallelogram arrangement of the convex shapes.[6]. In addition, it is theoreti-
cally predicted that a bionic plate of parallelogram arrangement can reduce soil
resistance by up to 18%.

The reason for soil resistance reduction is that the convex domes break the con-
tinuous forces between soil material and the surface of bulldozing plates[6]. Re-
sultantly, the abrasive wear on tool surfaces can be reduced. In the experimental
tests, the particulate solids, worn surface and wear conditions are as follows:

Figure 3.4: Application of convex domes on a bulldozing plate surface (a) geomet-
rical design (b) bionic model [6, 97]

(a) Particulate solids: A clay soil with an average moisture content of 27.8% (dry
basis) was used. The particle size distribution of the used soil is shown in
Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Particle size distribution of experimental soil [6]

Size (mm) > 0.05 0.05-0.01 0.01-0.005 < 0.001

% wt 20.94 18.18 7.91 37.16

(b) Worn surface: Two types of bionic surfaces of rectangle and parallelogram
arrangements were designed, which are shown in Figure 3(a). Based on the
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ratio of the area occupied by convex domes to the total area 45%, the height
and the base diameter of convex dome are set in the range of 2-8 mm and 16-
32 mm, respectively. The number of convex domes are in the range of 20-50.
The size of the matrix for all bulldozing plates is 400 mm in length and 200
mm in width. All bulldozing plates are made of plain carbon steel.

(c) Wear conditions: The soil-engaging tests were proceeded in an indoor soil bin
as shown in the Figure 3.4. The soil resistance was measured using a SR-30C
data recorder [6]. During the twenty-two groups of experimental tests, the
wear parameters of cut angle, cut depth, forward speed and soil particle size
distribution remained constant.

Two bionic disk ploughs [98] are shown in Figure 3.5, which respectively has con-
vex and concave morphologies. To evaluate the soil resistance reduction, nine
groups of tests are designed, which include one plain, four convex and four con-
cave disk ploughs with different morphological parameters are designed. These
nine tests were carried out in an indoor soil bin. Results showed that for the
sliding speeds higher than 0.56 m/s, all the designed bionic disk ploughs have a
significant reduction compared to the conventional one. In general, bionic convex
disk ploughs give higher reduction compared to concave ones. The maximum
reduction of wear was achieved at 19% by a bionic convex disk plough. The cor-
responding values of geometrical parameters are: convex height 3mm and bionic
unit density 30%.

This wear reduction mechanism is attributed to that the non-smooth bionic units
of convexes and concaves reduce the contact areas between soil and disk plough
surfaces and thus weaken the continuity of soil. As a result, the adhesive forces
between soil and the surface of disk plough are reduced [6]. In the experimental
tests, the particulate solids, worn surface and wear conditions are as shown below:

Figure 3.5: Bionic disk ploughs (a) a bionic convex disk plough (b) a bionic con-
cave disk plough [98]

(1) Particulate solids: Black clay soil was used and a proper fitting process was
proceeded. The average moisture is 23.25% (dry basis) and the bulk density is
1620 kg/m3. The particle size distribution of this soil is shown in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Particle size distribution of the experimental soil [98]

Size (mm) > 0.074-0.05 0.05-0.01 0.01-0.005 < 0.005-0.002

Weight (%) 33 42.5 15.5 9

(2) Worn surface: All the bionic units of convexes and concaves for the disk
ploughs have the base radius of 10 mm. Both the convexes and concaves on
the bionic surfaces have two levels of height, namely, 1 mm and 3 mm. The
densities of bionic units have two levels of 10% and 30%. A parallelogram
arrangement is utilized as shown in Figure 3.5. All the disc ploughs are made
of 65Mn steel. The dimensions for the matrix of the disc ploughs are 440 mm
in diameter, 60 mm for concavity and 5.5 mm in thickness.

(3) Wear conditions: In the experiments, the used driving power is an electric
carriage which moves on rail tracks. It connects the soil bin from two sides.
The speeds of the electric carriage are in the range of 0.3-1.2 m/s. A sensor is
applied to measure the horizontal forces acting on disk ploughs. Each test is
repeated three times and the average is used. The constant conditions for the
experiments contains: tilt angle 15o, disc angle 45o and ploughing depth 150
mm.

A bionic rib model [100] is depicted in Figure 3.6. Abrasive wear tests on the bionic
rib surfaces were carried out to investigate the influences of geometrical and wear
parameters. Results showed that in general, bionic models with the rib distance
less than 30 mm, promote a lower wear rate, in comparison to a conventional
smooth surface. Using D-optimum design theory [6], the minimum wear occurred
under the conditions of abrasive material sizes of 0.104-0.214 mm, sliding velocity
of 1.68 m/s and rib distance of 15.71 mm. Moreover, the wear rate corresponding
to the parallel case is lower than that of the perpendicular case [7].

The reason for the abrasive wear reduction is that the movements of particles are
guided when the sliding direction is in parallel with the orientation of corrugated
ribs, whilst the rolling motions of particles are enhanced when sliding direction is
perpendicular. In the experiments, the particulate solids, worn surface and wear
conditions are as shown below:

Figure 3.6: Bionic rib surface (a) geometrical design (b) bionic rib samples [100]

(1) Particulate solids: The abrasive material contains 96.5wt% quartz sand and
3.5 wt% bentonite. The average size of bentonite is approximately 0.075 mm.
Three sizes of the abrasive material were used: 0.104-0.214 mm, 0.214-0.420
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mm and 0.420-0.840 mm, which are shown in Figure 3.7(a-c). The water con-
tent is between 3 wt% and 5 wt%.

Figure 3.7: Three levels of sizes of particulate solids (a) 0.010-0.21 mm (b) 0.21-0.42
mm (c) 0.42-0.84 mm [100]

(2) Worn surface: Figure 3.6 (b) shows the three bionic rib specimen. The used
material for manufacturing worn samples was plain carbon steel. The rib in-
tervals of three samples are 15.71mm, 12.56mm and 9.42mm, respectively.

(3) Wear condition: The tests were carried out on an abrasive wear tester as il-
lustrated in Figure 3.8. In the experiments, bionic models were fixed on the
holders and a full sliding distance of 820m was assigned. For each sliding
distance, of 420 m, half of abrasive material is replaced with fresh one. The
submerging depth of the specimen was 70mm. The impingement angle of
the abrasive materials against specimen varied within 33o-37o. Three relative
sliding velocities were 1.68m/s, 2.35m/s and 3.02m/s, respectively.

Figure 3.8: Schematic of abrasive wear tester (1-3: compacting wheels; 4-7: bionic
specimens; 8: assistant mixer; 9: circular rotary container 10: bulk solids) [7]

3.3.2 Bionic models for erosive wear reduction

The bionic models that utilize biological morphologies for erosive wear reduction
are bionic ridge surface and bionic groove surface, which were designed respec-
tively based on ridge morphology and the intermediate groove morphology as
summarized in Table 3.1.

A bionic ridge model [93] is displayed in the Figure 3.9. To verify the ability of
erosive wear reduction, a bionic ridge surface and a conventional flat surface
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were prepared. The experimental results showed that the eroding material of
sand grains maintained continuous flow motion on the bionic ridge surface area
whereas the sand grains suspended motion at the conventional flat surface. Thus
indicates that the bionic ridge surface promotes lower friction than the flat surface
with respect to particulate solids.

Figure 3.9: Application of ridge morphology (a) bionic model (b) comparison be-
tween bionic ridge surface and a flat surface [93]

The reason for the lower friction is that the ridges can dissipate the contact force
applied by the bulk flow of eroding particles, thus that the bionic ridge surface can
suffer less erosive wear than the flat surface. In the experiments, the particulate
solids, worn surface and wear conditions are as follows:

(1) Particulate solids: The used abrasive material to erode the bionic specimen is
sand grains as shown in Figure 3.9(b). These sand grains have average particle
size of 0.25 mm and were collected from the Sahara desert.

(2) Worn surface: Figure 3.9(a) shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image of the bionic micro-ridge surface. Epoxy polyoxymethylene was used
to fabricate an area of 10 mm × 10 mm with uniform morphology of inverted
”V” ridges. Besides, an area of conventional flat surface was prepared (seen
in Figure 3.9(b)).

(3) Wear condition: A sandblasting cannula was used to continuously supply
sand grains. The sand grains fell onto the inclined tested surface, and flew
over both fabricated bionic ridge surface and non-treated flat surface. The
sliding characteristics of the sand grains on the bionic surface were accurately
observed by a digital microscope.

A bionic groove model [89] is depicted in Figure 3.10. To verify the erosive wear
reduction ability, simulations studies were carried out, by which it was demon-
strated that the contact pressure for low particle impinging angle was significantly
reduced due to the disturbances from grooves. At the impact angle of 30o and
using the eroding material of silica sand of 150 µm particle size, the experiments
based on D-optimum theory were conducted to investigate the significance of geo-
metric parameters (groove height (H), groove distance (D) and groove width (W))
on wear rate and optimize the bionic model. The experimental results showed
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that the significance of the geometric parameters was in the order of H, D and W.
The lowest erosion rate was the combination of D=2mm, W=5mm and H=4 mm.

The reason for erosive wear reduction is that the contact pressure for low particle
impinging angle was significantly reduced for the particle impacts at low impact-
ing angles. The bionic surface, particulate solids and wear conditions are:

Figure 3.10: Geometrical design of a bionic groove model [93]

(1) Particulate solids: The eroding material of dry silica sands is shown in Figure
3.11, which has average particle diameter equal to 150 µm.

Figure 3.11: Eroding material of Silica sands [91]

(2) Worn surface: The dimensions of the rectangular matrix of the bionic speci-
men (Figure 3.10 are 50 mm × 50 mm × 5 mm. The groove height (H) and
groove distance (D) are both in the range of 2-4mm, and the groove width (W)
is in the range of 3-4 mm. The bionic specimen are made of mild steel.

(3) Wear conditions: The schematic illustration of the used erosion test rig is
shown in Figure 3.12. Preliminary experiments indicated the weight loss of
bionic samples reached steady state after 10−15 minutes erosion duration.
Therefore in each test the sample was initially eroded for 15 minutes. Then
wear loss for a five minutes test period was measured by using an electronic
balance under the accuracy of ±0.01mg. The pressure of the air compressor
was 0.5 MPa. Through all tests, the eroding material of silica sand and eroding
material injection angle remained constant.

To sum up, this section analyzes the available bionic models for abrasive wear
and erosive wear reduction. It demonstrates that bionic models can be applied for
surface wear reduction with respect to particulate solids. Based on the similarity
that bulk solids handling equipment surfaces also suffer from wear by particulate
solids, the application of bionic design in bulk solids handling will be discussed.
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Figure 3.12: Schematic illustration of erosion test rig: 1: air compressor; 2: air pipe;
3: pressure control valve; 4: control box; 5: dust collector; 6: blast gun; 7: nozzle;
8: sample holder; 9: particle container [89]

3.4 Bionic design for bulk solids handling equipment

To introduce bionic design to bulk solids handling for surface wear reduction,
this section compares the wear characteristics between biology and industries.
Besides, the available bionic design methods are reviewed and a bionic design
method for surface wear reduction of bulk solids handling equipment is devel-
oped.

3.4.1 Wear characteristics in biology and industries

Table 3.4 compares the three wear aspects from biology to agricultural industry
and bulk solids handling industry. From Table 3.4, it is identified that both biology
and bulk solids handling deal with dry particulate solids under wear conditions
of high speed and high pressure. In combination with the similarities between
bulk solids handling industry and agricultural industry which already adopted
bionic design, the potential applicability of bionic design for wear reduction of
bulk solids handling equipment surfaces is demonstrated.

3.4.2 Review of bionic design methods

Fourteen systematical bionic design methods are found from available literature
[14, 20, 95, 101–111]. Two of them start from a biological solution, which are cate-
gorized as solution-based. These two methods are summarized in Table 3.5. The
remaining twelve bionic design methods begin with a problem analysis, which
are characterized as problem-based. These twelve methods are summarized in
Table 3.6.
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Table 3.4: Wear characteristics in biology and industries

Particulate solids Worn surface Wear conditions

wet and dry non-smooth biologic organs
Biology particles, sizes from composed by discrete actively and passively

fines to lumps, e.g. elements, e.g. engaging with solids,
soil and sand convexes, concaves low and high speeds,

low contact pressure

moist or semi mostly smooth instruments actively
Agricultural -viscous soil, or flat metals, engaging with solids,
industry fine sizes sizes of meters low speed,

and low contact pressure

dense dry and mostly smooth instruments actively
Bulk solids moist solids, or flat metals, engaging with particles,
handling industry sizes from fines sizes of meters low speed; low and

to lumps high contact pressure

Table 3.5: Two bionic design methods that are solution-based

Colomb [101] Helms et al. [102]

Analysis Biological
identification solution

Transformation Define the biological
solution

Implementation Principle extraction

Product Reframe the solution
development

Problem search

Problem definition

Principle application
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Table 3.6: Comparisons of twelve bionic design methods that are problem-based

Junior et al. [103, 104] Gramman [105, 106] Hill [107] Vincent et al. [14]

Identification Formulate Analyze contradiction Define the problem
of need

Selection and Search and assign Identify biological Analyze and
sampling solution structure understand

Observation of the Analyze biological Analyze biological Compare and find
sample system structure solutions

Analogy analysis Evaluate the system Transfer solution Connect nature
and technology

Implementation Implement Vary and combine Create new system
of design or product

Select the best
solution

Elaborate the solution

Sartori, et al. [106] Hastrich [108] Gebeshuber et al. [20] Helms et al. [102]

Identify required Identify /Distill Problem definition Identify requirements
function

Identify conditions Translate Reframe the problem Biologize the function

Find a biological Discover Biological solution Find nature’s
solution search best practice

Identify function Abstract Define the Generate design
principle biological solution ideas

Identify biological Emulate Principle extraction
structure

Utilize the structure Evaluate Principle application

Adapt the solution

Lenau [109] Nagel et al. [95] Kilmer [110] Kore et al. [111]

Search Identify State Combine requirements
and nature inspirations

Analysis Understand Collect Structures selection

Principles Define question Analyze Document data

Design Select morphology Ideate Principle

Evaluate Define scale Choose Bionic modeling
and refine

Define functional Implement Simulation analysis
model and construct

Validate Evaluate
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3.4.3 Bionic design method for surface wear reduction

According to Table 3.5 and Table 3.6, all the bionic design methods have either ex-
plicitly or implicitly incorporated the bionic design principle of biological function
analysis. To develop a bionic design method for wear reduction of bulk solids han-
dling equipment, the problem-based methods (Table 3.6) can be referred. More
specifically, the bionic design method derived by Nagel et al. [95] and by Kore
et al. [111] can be applied to transfer biologically wear-resistant morphologies to
bulk solids handling equipment surfaces. In addition, the 40 inventive principles
of TRIZ [112] [14, 113] and D-optimum theory [6, 89] are based on the analysis of
available bionic models.

Figure 3.13 shows the bionic design method for surface wear reduction of bulk
solids handling equipment. It consists of five steps, which are illustrated below.

Step (1): Search for bio-inspirations in biology where biological systems confront
similar situations. One can also refer to the available text book to seek for biologi-
cal functions [114];

Step (2): Analyze biological function mechanisms and extract the functional ele-
ments [115];

Step (3): Propose wear-resistant model (bionic model) based on the function mech-
anisms in biological system, or using the inventive principles of TRIZ [112];

Step (4): Define the geometrical size of the bionic model in correspondence to
industrial levels;

Step (5): Evaluate and optimize the proposed bionic models with respect to prac-
tical conditions.

Figure 3.13: Bionic design method for wear reduction in bulk solids handling

Figure 3.13 points out two feedback processes, of which Re-search is used when a
selected wear resistant mechanism proves difficult in application, and Re-propose
can be required once a bionic model is unsatisfying.

3.5 Bionic models for surface wear reduction

In Chapter 2, an abrasive wear scenario and an erosive wear scenario in a belt
conveying system are illustrated in Figures 2.17 and 2.19. Using the proposed
bionic design method, this section presents the bionic models for reducing the
surface wear of bulk solids handling equipment.
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3.5.1 Bionic model for abrasive wear reduction

Based on the five procedures of the bionic design method in Figure 3.13, a bionic
model for reducing the abrasive wear of bulk solids handling equipment is pro-
posed, which is illustrated below.

Step (1): Search for the abrasive wear resistant phenomena in biology. Table 3.1
shows several biological morphologies which can be used as bio-inspirations.

Step (2): The wear reduction mechanisms from several biological morphologies
are also presented in Table 3.1. For handling iron ore dry material, the function
principle of creating friction directionality by using convex scales is utilized (Fig-
ure 3.14.)

Step (3): To propose a bionic model that can effectively reduce abrasive wear, the
directionality can be enhanced by creating a new dimension using TRIZ [112] in-
novative principle of ”Transition into a new dimension”. Hence the geometrical de-
sign of parallelogram arrangement of semi-ellipsoids (similar to the convex scales
on sandfish body surface [11]) is proposed. Thus the bionic model for abrasive
wear reduction is designed as shown in Figure 3.15.

Figure 3.14: Increasing friction directionality by applying semi-ellipsoids

Figure 3.15: Bionic model for abrasive wear reduction

Step (4): Due to significant variation between the sizes of biological morphologies
and those of bulk solids handling, the geometrical parameters (a0 − d0 in Figure
3.16) for the bionic model must be investigated.
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Figure 3.16: Geometrical parameters of bionic model for abrasive wear reduction

Step (5): To evaluate the wear abilities of the bionic model, experimental tests can
be used with the application of D-optimum theory [6]. Alternatively, the numer-
ical simulations based on discrete element method (DEM) can be used to predict
abrasive wear by bulk solids [116].

3.5.2 Bionic model for erosive wear reduction

Following the five procedures as shown in Figure 3.13, a bionic model for reducing
erosive wear of bulk solids handling equipment is elucidated as follows.

Step (1): Search for the erosive wear resistant phenomena in biology. Table 3.1
also summarizes the biological morphologies which can be used for erosive wear
reduction.

Figure 3.17: Wear reduction by reducing contact friction based on [94]

Step (2): The erosive wear reduction mechanisms from three biological morpholo-
gies are presented in Table 3.1. For the handling of dry material iron ore, the
wear reduction mechanisms by the spikes and ridges are utilized, which are: the
spikes reduce contact friction whereas the semi-ellipsoidal ridges prevent the oc-
currences of exceeding critical stress [94]. This friction reduction mechanism is
illustrated in Figure 3.17. In addition, it is predicted that the ridges can enhance
particle-particle impacts by changing particle behaviors, which is illustrated in
Figure 3.18. Due to the energy absorption by particles, the impact energy and
thus erosive wear of equipment surface can be reduced [99].
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Figure 3.18: Wear reduction by enhancing particle-particle impacts, based on [99]

Figure 3.19: Bionic model for erosive wear reduction

Figure 3.20: Geometrical parameters of bionic model for erosive wear reduction
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Step (3): Based on the wear reduction mechanisms (Figures 3.17 and 3.18), the
bionic model composed of convex spikes between ellipsoidal ridges is proposed,
which is shown in Figure 3.19.

Step (4): To evaluate the ability of erosive wear reduction, the geometrical parame-
ters for the proposed bionic model must be studied. These geometrical parameters
(e0 − j0 ) are shown in Figure 3.20.

Step (5): Similar to the prediction of abrasive wear, both experimental [6] and
simulation [117] techniques can be utilized.

3.6 Conclusions

To answer the subquestion of How to develop a bionic design method to reduce the
surface wear of bulk solids handling equipment?, this chapter introduces bionic design
and analyzes the potential application of surface wear reduction of bulk solids
handling equipment. Four conclusions are drawn as follows:

(1) The biological morphologies from biological wear-resistant surfaces are non-
smooth, which have important effects on the ability of wear reduction. The
wear-resistant mechanisms provide possible solutions for surface wear reduc-
tion of bulk solids handling equipment.

(2) The available bionic models used for wear reduction can be analyzed from
three aspects: bionic surface, particulate solids and wear conditions. The ex-
perimental validations demonstrate that both abrasive and erosive wear re-
duction can be achieved using biological morphologies.

(3) The analogies of wear aspects from biology to agricultural and bulk materi-
als handling industries are identified. This indicates significant potential for
using bionic design for wear reduction of bulk solids handling equipment sur-
faces.

(4) In combination with the analysis of the available bionic design methods, a
bionic design method is formulated for the wear reduction of bulk material
handling equipment. In addition, two possible bionic models, for reduction
of abrasive and erosive wear respectively, are proposed.

This chapter presents two bionic models for reducing the abrasive and erosive
wear of bulk solids handling equipment surfaces. To be able to use DEM to model
the wear of bionic surfaces, material and contact parameters are required to deter-
mined. In the next chapter, the tests to determine these parameters are illustrated.
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Experimental studies for
determinations of DEM parameters∗

Chapter 3 introduced DEM as a numerical technique that can be used
to model wear in bulk solids handling systems. To achieve realistic

wear prediction using the DEM simulations, the input values of the DEM
model must be determined. Therefore, experimental tests for determining
DEM parameters are required.

This chapter presents three tests for evaluating materials and contact pa-
rameters of iron ore and mild steel. In detail, section 4.1 provides the
hardness tests for iron ore and mild steel. Section 4.2 describes the pin-
on-disk wear tests. Section 4.3 elaborates on the inclining surface tests.
Finally, conclusions are given in section 4.4.

4.1 Hardness test

Hardness is the surface ability of resisting mechanical deformations subjected by
an indenter applied by comprehensive forces [28]. The hardness of a material is a
crucial factor for estimating wear [37].

In the iron ore supply market, Sishen is one of the most demanded ore types due
to its high percentage of iron oxides that are used for manufacturing steel prod-
ucts [23]. Many pieces of bulk solids handling equipment are made of mild steel.
Therefore it is interesting to study the wear of mild steel caused by Sishen parti-
cles. For this, the hardness of Sishen particles and mild steel will be measured.

∗This chapter is based on Guangming Chen, Yueting Liu, Gabriel Lodewijks, and Dingena L
Schott. Determination of the coefficient of sliding wear under iron ore handling conditions. Under
review
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4.1.1 Vickers hardness test

The Vickers hardness test is widely used for measuring the hardness of metals
[28]. Figure 4.1 (a) displays a hardness tester that can be used to perform Vickers
test [119]. This tester has a wide load range of 0.098 N to 98 N, and is used to mea-
sure micro and macro hardness subjected to small and large loads. [119]. Figure
4.1 (b) presents the schematic of Vickers hardness test. The Vickers indenter is a
square-based diamond cone with an angle of 136o. The Vickers hardness number
(Hv) is determined by the load over the surface contact area of indentation, and is
expressed by Equation 4.1 [28].

Figure 4.1: Vickers hardness test (a) lab apparatus and (b) schematic illustration
[119]

Hv =
2Fp sin(136o/2)

d2
a

≈ 0.0182× Fp
d2
a

(4.1)

where Fp is the normal load applied on a test surface and da is the arithmetic mean
of the two diagonals, i.e, da = (d1 + d2)/2.

4.1.2 Sample preparations

To accurately measure hardness, the surfaces of iron ore particles and mild steel
must be prepared through grinding and polishing. The tested Sishen particles
are selected from the sample which is shown in Figure 2.1 [23]. Based on the
particle size distribution and the median size d50 = 3 mm [23], two groups of
Sishen particles, namely, big and small are chosen as shown in Figure 4.2.

For conveniently grinding and polishing, each group of particles are glued in a
mold. Thus two molds are made as shown in Figure 4.3. grinding, the grit sizes
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of the utilized sandpapers are subsequently 80, 160, 320, 800, 1200 and 2400 rang-
ing from course to fine. To efficiently clear off the scratches made by the previous
sandpaper, the mold is rotated by 90o each time a sandpaper is applied. For pol-
ishing, two surface roughness, namely, 3µm and 1µm are subsequently applied.
In the same way, a mild steel surface is prepared. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the
prepared iron ore particle and mild steel surfaces for hardness test.

Figure 2.1: A sample of bulk solids (a) Sishen iron ore (b) particle size distribution
[23]

Figure 4.2: Two selected groups of Sishen particles

4.1.3 Surface examination

A visual of the surface of the prepared Sishen iron ore particle sample before the
Vickers hardness test is shown in Figure 4.5(a), in which the white color repre-
sents the inner material of the apparent surface texture, whereas the dark denotes
the gaps. It indicates that Sishen particle has porous nonuniform inner structure.
Additional imply that the texture varies with locations of an apparent surface and
thus also with particles. The inner structure of mild steel is quite compacted and
uniform.
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Figure 4.3: Iron ore particles after milling and polishing

Figure 4.4: A mild steel surface after milling and polishing

Figure 4.5: Surface texture of a Sishen particle (a) before test (b) after test (400×)

The applied load for hardness tests can be determined based on the surface pres-
sure of bulk solids handling equipment [21]. Accordingly, a load of 9.8N is ap-
propriate for the hardness tests in this research. The result of a Vickers hardness
test of an iron ore particle surface is shown in Figure 4.5(b), which is observed
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under 400 magnitude. Using the two diagonals (d1 and d2) of the indentation area
and the applied load (Fp), a Vickers hardness number is calculated by Equation
4.1. To fully examine the hardness of varied surfaces, each surface of a particle is
measured both at core area and outer area, and each area is measured eight times.
Totally 320 hardness tests were carried out on the two groups of Sishen particles.

4.1.4 Results of Vickers hardness number

Figure 4.6 displays the 320 hardness numbers that were obtained from 320 tests.
The same color of 16 data represents the tests on one particle surface at both core
and outer areas. It was shown that the hardness number varies from 60 to 960
based on all obtained data. The large variance can be ascribed to the difference and
inhomogeneity of inner structures for a single surface and for different particles.

Figure 4.6: Results of 320 hardness tests from 20 Sishen particles

Figure 4.7: Frequency distribution of Vickers hardness number of Sishen iron ore
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Using data presented in Figure 4.6, the frequency distribution of hardness num-
bers for Sishen particles is determined, which is shown in Figure 4.7. Using 95%
confidence interval, the Vickers hardness number for Sishen is at Hv,p = 476± 19.
In the same way, the Vickers hardness number of mild steel is measured Hv,e =
143±4. It can be calculated that a high possibility of Hv,p/Hv,e > 1.2. This infers
that Sishe particles can cause severe wear [37].

4.2 Pin-on-disk wear test

Besides that wear can be assessed using Vickers hardness test, it is also important
to quantify sliding wear caused by particles. To apply Equation 2.3 to predict
sliding wear volume (such as using DEM simulations), the coefficient of sliding
wear αs must be appropriately estimated. By using a pin-on-disk wear tribometer,
the sliding wear volume can be measured and αs can be calculated.

4.2.1 Experimental set up

Figure 4.8 shows a pin-on-disk tribometer for performing sliding wear tests. The
infrared camera is used to capture the temperatures on the surfaces of tested sam-
ples. The standard method [69] is applied for conducting pin-on-disk wear tests.
More explanations to this tribometer are given in chapter 2 (section 2.5.1).

Figure 4.8: Pin-on-disk test apparatus

4.2.2 Experimental plan

Four parameters that affect sliding wear are to be tested:

(1) Particle shape, which affects contact properties [24, 120];
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(2) Sliding distance, which has different wear rates for different wear states [45];

(3) Particle sliding speed, which can affect wear by affecting temperatures [121];

(4) Indentation force, which affects wear significantly.

Table 4.1 presents four series of tests to examine the effect of the four parameters
on sliding wear. In test series I, in tests No. 1-8 and 25-26 eight natural particle tips
and two spherical particle tips are used respectively. In test series II, each particle
in tests No. 9-16 is used once and corresponds to one distance. In comparison,
each particle in tests No. 27-28 is used for the whole range of distances. Test series
III is used to investigate the influence of the sliding speed, in which similar shapes
of particles are selected to minimize the contact differences. Test series IV is used
to investigate wear subjected to different indentation forces, in which relatively
similar particle tips are also used.

Table 4.1: Experimental plan for pin-on-disk wear tests

Test series Test No. Wear parameters Variation Base values

I 1-8 ; 25-26 particle shapes [–] non-spherical, spherical –
II 9-16 ; 27-28 sliding distance ls [m] 9 –225 180
III 17-20 sliding speed v [m/s] 0.05 – 0.35 0.15
IV 21-24 normal force Fn[N ] 1 – 10 5

For all the 28 tests, the distance between the pin and the central axis of disk r0= 22
mm. To understand sliding wear, the coefficient of sliding friction and the contact
temperature are also measured. The accuracy of measured temperature is±0.1oC.
To measure wear loss in mass, an electronic balance which has the accuracy of±0.5
mg is used. For obtaining wear volume by mass and density, a gas-expansion
pycnometer is used to measure the density of Sishen particles.

4.2.3 Sample preparations

To perform a pin-on-disk wear test between a Sishen particle and a mild steel
surface, each particle must be tightly attached to the end of a pin. Corresponding
to the experimental plan, 28 pin samples were made, and are labeled No. 1-28
as shown in Figure 4.9. Among the 28 pins, No. 25-26 are ended with spherical
particle tips that were fabricated by laser carving. Because a certain amount of
water was used during the fabricating process, the oxidation of these two Sishen
particles could be triggered.

Figure 4.10 shows the samples of mild steel disks, which are prepared using the
same procedures as that for hardness test. The radii and thickness of all the disks
are 26.5 mm and 6 mm, respectively. During the wear tests, each pin corresponds
to a specific mild steel disk surface.
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Figure 4.9: Experimental pins with SiShen particles

Figure 4.10: Samples of Prepared mild disks

4.2.4 Calculation of the coefficient of sliding wear

Due to the inhomogeneity of wear morphology of mild steel surface, large vari-
ations are triggered the calculation of wear volumes based on the measurements
of wear profiles. Therefore, the wear loss in mass is measured using a laboratory
electron balance (with the accuracy of± 0.5 mg). Using a gas-expansion pycnome-
ter, the average density of Sishen particles ρp is measured to be 4865±72 kg/m3

(using 95% confidence interval), which accounts for relatively big and relatively
small particles. The density of the used mild steel ρp is measured at 7932 kg/m3.
Thus the wear volumes can be calculated for all tests using Equation 4.2,

WV =
∆m

ρ
(4.2)

where ∆m is the mass loss by sliding wear and ρ is the density of worn material.

With the obtained wear volumes and Table 4.1, the coefficient of sliding wear for
both particle and mild steel can be determined. Based on sliding wear Equation
2.3, the coefficient of sliding wear is derived in Equation 4.3:
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αs =
WV

Fnls
(4.3)

4.2.5 Results and discussion

In this section, the results of the pin-on-disk tests are discussed. It is referred
to Table 4.1 for the experimental plan. Moreover, this section also includes the
characterizations of the sliding friction and temperature rise.

Wear subjected to particle shapes: Test series I

Figure 4.11 shows the morphologies of particles before tests (No. 1-8) and after the
tests (No. 1’-8’). It is noted that the tips of particles are marked blue which is for
efficiently visualizing 3D morphologies using a microscope. This figure demon-
strates that certain particle tips have remarkable changes (i.e. No. 2-2’, 6-6’ and
7-7’) while the others have minor changes. A suggested reason is that the unequal
wear loss is mainly due to different particle hardness (Figure 4.7) and partially
ascribed to the tip shapes [46].

Figure 4.11: Pin particle tips before test (No. 1-8) and after test (No. 1’-8’)

Figure 4.12 presents the morphologies for the two spherical particles (No. 25-26)
before and after tests. The worn surface of No. 25 particle shows red oxides, which
is different from the others. Based on the observation of a substantial mass loss of
red color debris dropped from the spherical particle during the test, it is believed
that this particle has more porous inner structure. This structure can be caused by
oxidation because the water was added during fabricating process. Therefore, test
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No. 25 is discarded in the future analysis. However, the surface of No. 26 particle
after test (No. 26’) is similar to the others. From the comparison of the test result
fo test 25 and 26, and tests 1-8 and 26, it can be concluded that No. 26 particle is
not corroded due to the fabricating process.

Figure 4.12: of spherical particle tips before (No. 25-26) and after test (No. 25’-26’)

Figure 4.13(a) shows an an example of the morphology of the wear path on a mild
steel disk surface. During wear processes by a particle tip, grooves were formed
as a result of the removal and transfer of the surface material of mild steel. The
wear morphology is inhomogeneous due to the wear of the particle asperities.
Figure 4.13(b) displays the three dimensional topography of the wear path and
Figure 4.13(c) plots the wear profile for the measured cross-sectional area.

Figure 4.13: Wear morphology of a mild steel disk surface (a) an area of wear path;
(b) 3D visualization; (c) profile of the measured cross-section area
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Figures 4.14 and 4.15 present the calculated wear volumes of tests No. 1-8 and
26 for particle and mild steel disk, respectively. It shows that the volume loss of
both particle and mild steel varies significantly. The suggested reason is also that
is mainly ascribed to the difference in particle hardness [37] and partially to the
variance in particle shapes. By comparison, the deviation for particles is larger,
a suggested explanation is that different Sishen particles have different hardness
and thus different wear loss [46].

Figure 4.14: Wear of particles No. 1-8 and 26

Figure 4.15: Wear of mild steel disks No. 1-8 and 26

To estimate the average coefficient of sliding wear subjected to both non-spherical
and spherical particle tip, the wear volumes for particles No. 1-8 and No. 26
were used (Particle No. 25 was discarded as stated earlier). The average of wear
volumes is calculated at (7.95±0.49)×10−10m3. Assuming that ductile failures oc-
curred to Sishen iron ore particle with respect to the sliding test, and using the base
values of sliding distance and indentation force in Table 4.1, the average coefficient
of sliding wear for Sishen particles is calculated at αs,p=(8.83±0.67)×10−13m2/N.
In the same way, the average wear volume of mild steel disks in tests No. 1-8 and
No. 26 is calculated at (2.69±0.30)×10−10m3. The average coefficient of sliding
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wear for mild steel is calculated at αs,e=(2.99±0.36)×10−13m2/N.

Wear subjected to sliding distances: Test series II

Figures 4.16 and 4.17 respectively present the wear volumes for the particles and
mild steel disks used in tests No. 9-16. It can be seen that wear volumes do not
always increase with respect to increasing sliding distance [45, 46]. Typically, the
volume in test No. 14 is extraordinary high for the particle while quite low for the
mild steel disk. By carrying out hardness test on the surface of used particle No.
14, it was shown that this particle has porous structure and a low hardness of this
particle. Thus this particle can be easily worn whist the corresponding mild steel
surface suffer less wear.

Figure 4.16: Wear of particles No. 9-16

Figure 4.17: Wear of mild steel disks No. 9-16

To avoid the influences of the differences of hardness and shapes of particle tips on
wear, two particles are individually tested with respect to the same set of distances
in Table 4.1. Figures 4.18 and 4.19 shows the wear volumes for particles and mild
steels respectively. It can be seen that for both particle and mild steel, the wear
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loss increases continuously with increasing sliding distance. Figures 4.18 and 4.19
also demonstrate that the mean wear volumes for both particle and mild steel are
higher than the average obtained fromc tests No. 1-8 and 26 at the distance 180 m.
This is due to the fact that when measuring mass loss for the tests No. 27-28, the
wear debris was cleansed, therefore particle tip can be fully in contact with mild
steel for the subsequent tests and causes more wear.

Figure 4.18: Wear as a function of sliding distance for particles No. 27-28

Figure 4.19: Wear as a function of sliding distance for mild steels No. 27-28

Figures 4.18 and 4.19 also indicate that for both particle and mild steel, the wear at
transient state increases faster than the steady state. For the wear at transient state,
the correlation between the wear volume and sliding distance can be formulated
by Equation 2.1 [45],

WV,d,p,s,t = A0(1− e−B0lt) (2.1)
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By using presented data for the transient-state in Figures 4.18 and 4.19 the con-
stants A0 and B0 can be determined by curve fitting using MATLAB R© [122]. In
combination with the linear fit for the steady-state using Archard’s Equation 2.3,
the formulas to express the wear volumes of the particles used in tests No. 27-28
with respect a set of wear distances are given in Equations 4.4 and 4.5, and for No.
27-28 mild steel disks in Equations 4.6 and 4.7.

For the sliding wear of particles and mild steel disks, the following notations are
used to represent wear volumes.

WV,p,s: Wear Volume of iron ore Particle by Sliding test

WV,m,s: Wear Volume of Mild steel by Sliding test

Particle No. 27,

WV,p,s =

{
8.58× (1− e−0.088ls)× 10−10, 0 ≤ ls ≤ 50

(0.0095× ls + 8.0)× 10−10, 50 ≤ ls ≤ 225

(4.4a)

(4.4b)

Particle No. 28,

WV,p,s =

{
8.35× (1− e−0.086ls)× 10−10, 0 ≤ ls ≤ 45

(0.01× ls + 7.71)× 10−10, 45 ≤ ls ≤ 225

(4.5a)

(4.5b)

Mild steel No. 27,

WV,m,s =

{
5.98× (1− e−0.019ls)× 10−10, 0 ≤ ls ≤ 50

(0.02× ls + 2.67)× 10−10, 50 ≤ ls ≤ 225

(4.6a)

(4.6b)

Mild steel No. 28,

WV,m,s =

{
2.73× (1− e−0.013ls)× 10−10, 0 ≤ ls ≤ 45

(0.0098× ls + 0.77)× 10−10, 45 ≤ ls ≤ 225

(4.7a)

(4.7b)

Wear subjected to sliding speeds: Test series III

Tests No. 17-20 are carried out to investigate the impact of sliding speed on wear
volume. The Figures 4.20 and 4.21 respectively show the wear volumes of particle
and mild steel with respect changing sliding speeds. It can be seen that No. 17
particle has a high volume while No. 20 has a low volume. However, according
to Straffelini et al. [123], low sliding speeds may have minor effect on wear sub-
jected to constant contact. The reason is believed to be the porous and uneven
inner structure as well as the low hardness [37] based on hardness test . The wear
volumes for mild steel disks do not differ significantly as expected [121].

Wear subjected to indentation forces: Test series IV

Tests No. 21-24 are carried out to investigate the effect of the indentation force
on wear volume. Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23 show the results of wear volumes
as functions of sliding distance for particle and mild steel, respectively. The yel-
low areas are the wear volumes calculated by applying the average coefficients of
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sliding wear αs,p=(8.83±0.67)×10−13m2/N and αs,e=(2.99±0.36)×10−13 m2/N to
Archard’s Equation 2.3. By accounting for the variations, the experimental data
are consistent with the predicted range of wear volumes.

Figure 4.20: Wear volume of particle as a function of siding speed

Figure 4.21: Wear volume of mild steel as a function of siding speed

Characterization of sliding friction

The coefficient of sliding friction is defined as the ratio of tangential force Ft to
normal Fn, and is shown in Equation 4.8,

µs =
Ft
Fn

(4.8)

Due to the variance of contact between particle and disk during a wearing process,
the tangential force Ft changes and thus the coefficient of friction varies. When
the coefficient of sliding friction is plotted as a function of distance, two types of
friction curves can be distinguished.
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Figure 4.22: Wear volume of particle tip as a function of indentation force

Figure 4.23: Wear volume of mild steel as a function of indentation force

Figure 4.24 shows the Type 1 characteristic, which is plotted using test No. 3.
It shows that the coefficient of sliding friction initially maintains an increasing
trend and arrives at the maximum value. Then it goes down by certain level and
maintains a relatively stable value. The friction Type 2 is plotted in Figure 4.25 by
using the result of test No. 7. It shows that for whole wear process the coefficient
of friction maintains an increasing trend prior to reaching a relatively constant
state. Moreover, it is noticed that for Type 2 the fluctuations at steady-state are
severer. By comparing with the wear volumes for Type 2, it is concluded that
more wear loss is triggered from for the severer fluctuations at steady-state.

Type 1 friction characteristic happens to majority tests, whereas Type 2 occurs to
a few tests. Possible reason is that Type 1 is in correspondence to the hardness
ratio Hp/He > 1.2 [37] which are the majority cases referring to Figure 4.6. On the
contrary, Type 2 is for Hp/He ≤ 1.2 [37] which are the minor cases (Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.24: Type 1 frictional characteristic (test No. 7)

Figure 4.25: Type 2 frictional characteristic (test No. 3)

By comparing Figures 4.24 and 4.25 with wear volume loss in Figures 4.18 and
4.19, the friction characteristics are also consistent with wear states. By this, it is
obtained that for all four series of 28 tests the maximum coefficient of sliding fric-
tion lies in 0.6-0.8 for transient state while in 0.2-0.6 for steady-state. In addition, it
is obtained that the wear distance lies in 20 to 80 m with respect to transient state
for all tests.

Characterization of temperature increase

Figure 4.26 shows an image of the thermal field during a pin-on-disk test. In this
figure, points 1 and 2 are chosen in the proximity area of the contact between
particle and mild steel disk. Others two points (3 and 4) and a square area are
simply used as references. The thermal field shows that the surface of the particle
suffers a higher temperature than that of mild steel disk.

An illustration of temperature increase is shown in Figure 4.27, which is plotted
according to test No. 26. It can be seen that the contact temperature increases
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during transient wear state and approximately maintains constant at steady state,
which is also observed in the measurement in [124]. The reason for the variance of
temperature rise is due to the change of sliding friction based on heat generation
theory (Equation 4.9).

Ur =
µsFnvs
An

(4.9)

where Ur is the rate of heat generation, An is the contact area.

Furthermore, according to the experimental results, it is obtained that the temper-
ature increase faster with respect to higher indentation forces or sliding speeds,
which are as expected using the heat generation theory (Equation 4.9). In order to
verify the measured contact temperature, the text No. 26 which utilizes a spheri-
cal particle tip, is selected to theoretically estimate the corresponding temperature
increase, which is presented as follows.

Figure 4.26: Thermal field and measurements of contact temperature

The increase of contact temperature Tc can be obtained using [125],

1

Tc
=

1

Tp
+

1

Td
(4.10)

where Tp and Td are respectively calculated temperatures by assuming that all
heat flows in the particle or the disk.

Based on test No. 26, An is estimated by assuming that the contact is a circular
area, which has a radius of a1 [125], i.e,

An = πa1
2 (4.11)
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Figure 4.27: Temperature increase for particle in test No. 26

For the stationary particle tip, the average rise of contact temperature Tp is esti-
mated by [125],

Tp = 0.5ΠT0 (4.12)

where Π and T0 are respectively given by Equations 4.13 and 4.14 [125],

Π =
vsaρhs

2k
(4.13)

T0 =
πUr
ρhsvs

(4.14)

in which hs is specific heat, k is thermal conductivity.

For the moving mild steel disk which has a relatively low speed, the average tem-
perature rise is estimated by Equation 4.15 (a) or (b) depending on the dimension-
less parameter Π [125],

Td =

{
0.5ΠT0 for Π < 0.1

0.5ξ(Π)ΠT0 for 0.1 ≤ Π ≤ 5

(4.15a)
(4.15b)

where ξ(Π) is presented in Table 4.2 [126].

Table 4.2: Value of ξ(Π) corresponding to Π [126]

Π 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 5

ξ(Π) 0.85 0.83 0.75 0.66 0.57 0.44

Table 4.3 listed the parameter values for estimating temperature increase of iron
ore and mild steel for the test No. 26.
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Table 4.3: Parameter values for calculating temperature blue for test No. 26

Material parameters Contact parameters

density specific heat conductivity friction force velocity radius
ρ hs k µs Fn vs a1

Particle 4865 472 [127] 18 [127] 0.5 5 0.15 0.0004Disk 7932 490 [127] 54 [127]

Using Equations 4.13 and 4.14, it is obtained that Π=3.83 and T0=7.49 oC respec-
tively. With this, the temperature for particle No. 26 is Tp = 13.02 oC using Equa-
tion 4.12. In analogy, using Equation 4.13, it is obtained Π=2.16 for mild steel disk.
Referring to Table 4.3 [126], ξ(2.16) u 0.57 using Table 4.2 [126]. Thus T0 is calcu-
lated at 4.02 oC. Using Equation 4.15, the temperature rise for the mild steel disk
is Td = 2.47 oC Eventually, using Equation 4.10, it is obtained that Tc =2.11 oC.

In comparison with the highest point of contact temperature increase (1.9 oC) in
Figure 4.27, the theoretical calculation is slightly higher. A suggested reason is
that the heat is lost to the ambient air and to the wear debris [124]. Therefore it is
confirmed that the contact temperatures are successfully measured. For all tests
measured from beginning till steady state wear, the estimated values of contact
temperature increase lies in 1.3 and 2.2oC. Under such range of temperature rise,
the influence on wear is negligible [121, 128]

4.3 Inclining surface test

An inclining surface can be used to measure the coefficient of static friction. A lit-
erature survey reports that the coefficients of static friction of iron ore pellets were
studied using a pin-on-disk device [129]. However, the friction between Sishen
particles and steel have not yet been determined. Based on the two assumptions
in bulk solids handling: namely, particles can be in a very loose status, and par-
ticles are in a highly compacted state [21], the coefficients of static friction are
measured for the contact between discrete particles and a steel surface, and for
the contact between bonded particles and a steel surface.

4.3.1 Static friction for discrete particles

Figure 4.28 shows the device used to measure static friction of discrete particles.
This tester employs a motor to enable the inclination of the bottom surface with re-
spect to an axis as pointed in Figure 4.28. The angle between the inclining surface
and horizontal surface is denoted as inclination angle, and can be automatically
measured with the accuracy of ±0.05o.

To carry out a test, individual particles are randomly placed on the bottom of
steel surface at a horizontal level. With a certain rate the inclination angle of the
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steel plate is increased. Except few particles roll downwards as increasing incli-
nation angle, the majority particles simply slide at certain inclining level. The
corresponding maximum angle is used to determine the coefficient of static fric-
tion for the sliding motion of particles, and Equation 4.16 can be used to calculate
coefficient of static friction.

Figure 4.28: Measuring the coefficient of static friction of discrete particles

µst = tanθw (4.16)

To obtain a reliable coefficient of static friction, ten groups of iron ore samples were
used, and each group was tested three times. Therefore total 30 tests proceeded.
Based on the 95% confidence interval, the measured wall friction angle for discrete
particles is: θw,d = 23.1±0.3oC. The variance is caused by the difference in shapes
and sizes of particles [130, 131]. Correspondingly, the coefficient of static friction
for discrete particles is µst,d = 0.43± 0.01 (Equation 4.16).

4.3.2 Static friction for bonded particles

Figure 4.29 shows the twelve groups of bonded particles. In each group, particles
are randomly glued together. Similar to the test for discrete particles, each group
of bonded particles is tested three times with regard to varied contact between
surfaces of particles and steel. A total number of 36 tests were executed. Based
on the 95% confidence interval, the average measured angle for boned particles is:
θw,b = 26.3±1.3oC, which gives the coefficient of static friction for boned particles
µst,b = 0.49± 0.03 (Equation 4.16).

By comparison, the static friction for highly compacted bulk solids is approxi-
mately 14% larger than that of loose state. The reason is that when particles are
bonded, multiple particle tips are in contact with surface, which produce more
resistance that that of a single particle tip.
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Figure 4.29: Twelve groups of glued multiple particles

4.4 Conclusions

To answer the subquestion of ”What experiments can be used to determine the DEM
parameters for modeling wear in bulk solids handling?”, this chapter discusses three
tests used to determine material and contact parameters for iron ore and mild
steel. Conclusions are given as below:

(1) The hardness number of Sishen particle varied by measured locations and also
by particles. Using a 95% confidence interval, the Vickers hardness number for
Sishen particles is determined as: 476± 19.

(2) The average coefficients of sliding wear are determined for particle and mild
steel are determined atαs,p = (8.83±0.67)×10−13 m2/N andαs,e = (2.99±0.36)×
10−13 m2/N respectively. Furthermore, the sliding wear volumes for particle
and mild steel are determined with respect to transient state and steady state.

(3) The coefficient of sliding friction is varied by particles and distances. In ad-
dition, two types of friction characteristics are distinguished: namely, friction
increases to a peak value at transient state and friction maintains increasing
trend at transient state.

(4) At an open test environment, the contact temperature rise for single particle
sliding is between 1.3 and 2.2oC. This range of temperature rise has no impact
on the wear rate.

(5) The coefficients of static friction for discrete particles and bonded particles are
0.43± 0.01s and 0.49± 0.03 respectively. It shows that the coefficient of static
friction for discrete particles is approximately 14% lower than that of bonded
particles.

The experimental tests provide crucial referential values determining DEM pa-
rameters for modeling mild steel wear by Sishen particles. Based on the obtained
data from experimental tests, the next chapter presents the verifications of wear
predictions by single particle.
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Verification of wear prediction by the
discrete element method

Chapter 4 presented experimental tests for measuring material and
contact parameters for iron ore particles and a mild steel. Using

theses parameters, the interaction between particle and equipment can be
modeled. Therefore, the wear of equipment surface can be predicted by
using DEM simulations. To assess the reliability of the simulation models,
it is essential to firstly wear predictions based on the behavior of a single
particle.

This chapter theoretically verifies the wear predictions using single parti-
cle wear models and is organized into four sections. Section 5.1 introduces
the DEM simulations for wear prediction in bulk solids handling. Section
5.2∗ presents the verification of particle sliding wear. Section 5.3 provides
the verification of particle impact wear. Finally, conclusions are given in
section 5.4.

5.1 Discrete element method

The discrete (or distinct) element method (DEM) was initially developed by Cun-
dall and Strack [133] to predict mechanics of rocks that were composed by spher-
ical particles. Hence, DEM has been extensively used to model dynamic interac-
tions of various granular matters. This section starts with elaborations on equi-
librium equations of two contact particles. After that the applications of DEM
for wear prediction are reviewed. Furthermore, the used Hertz-Mindlin no-slip
contact model in this research is illustrated.

∗This section is based on Guangming Chen, Dingena Schott, and Gabriel Lodewijks. Sensitiv-
ity analysis of dem prediction for sliding wear by single iron ore particle. Engineering Computations,
34(6):p. –, 2017
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5.1.1 Equilibrium equations

Figure 5.1 shows two spherical particles that are in contact. The movements of
particles abides Newton’s second law of motion [133]. For each particle, a con-
tact force and also a gravitational force are applied. The equilibrium equations
for calculating translational and rotational motions (e.g. particle i) are given in
Equations 5.1(a-b).

Figure 5.1: Contact between two spherical particles i and j [133]


mi

dvri
dt

= Fc +miggg

Ii
dωωωri
dt

= Mt,ij + Mr,ij

(5.1a)

(5.1b)

In Equation 5.1a, mi is the mass of particle i; vvvri is the velocity of particle i rela-
tive to particle j; ggg is global gravity (ggg = [0, 0,−9.81]

−1). FFF c is the contact force
between particles. FFF c is composed of a normal force FFFn and a tangential contact
force FFF t (Equation 5.2),

FFF c = FFFn +FFF t (5.2)

In Equation 5.1b, Ii is the moment of inertia of particle i. MMMr,ij is the torque
induced by particle rolling friction. MMM t,ij is the torque induced by tangential force,

MMM t,ij = − ωωωri
|ωωωri |

Ftri (5.3)

where ωωωri is the angular velocity of particle i relative to particle j; ri is the radius
of particle i.

Equations 5.1(a-b) are used to determine equilibriums of forces and torques sub-
jected to particle-particle contact. These equations are also applicable for particle-
geometry contact.
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5.1.2 Review of wear prediction by DEM

A series of contact models are developed to simulate behaviors of bulk solids
[134]. For non-cohesive materials, the Hertz-Mindlin no-slip contact model [116,
135, 136] and Linear-Spring-Dashpot (LSD) model [136, 137] are used. For cohe-
sive materials, the Hertz-Mindlin Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) [138, 139] con-
tact model can be applied.

In bulk solids handling, the Hertz-Mindlin no-slip contact model has been used to
predict the abrasion and impact on the liner [135, 140], lifter [141–143] and screen
mesh [144, 145]. Furthermore, this model is used to predict impact force on a
transfer plate [136], transfer chute [146] and pipe wall [147]. The LSD model has
been applied on predicting the impact forces on a transfer plate [136].

In the available research that uses DEM to predict wear, it was done by assum-
ing that the wear prediction by single particle is correctly determined. However,
several parameters that can affect wear must be investigated. For instance, Sato
et al. [143] indicated that particle size (radius) might affect sliding wear. Further-
more, Powell et al. [116] suggested evaluation of the effects of mesh sizes on the
wear predictions. Thus far, at single particle level, the sensitivity of DEM param-
eters on the wear prediction has not yet been published in detail by the research
community.

In this project, the Sishen iron ore sample has a moisture content that is less than
3.0% [23, 148]. The internal friction angle of the Sishen iron ore is measured at
around 45o, which indicates this bulk sample is not very cohesive. Therefore,
the Hertz-Mindlin no-slip contact model is chosen to model interactions of Sishen
particles.

5.1.3 Hertz-Mindlin no-slip contact model

Figure 5.2 illustrates the Hertz-Mindlin (no-slip) contact model [149]. This model
consists of two springs, two dampers and a slider. The springs are used to repre-
sent the particle stiffness in normal and tangential directions. Two dampers are
used to model the damping forces and the slider is applied to generate a friction
force. The normal force Fn is calculated according to Equation 5.4,

Fn = −2

3
Snδ

1/2
n +Dnvn (5.4)

where Sn, δn ,Dn and vn are the overlap, coefficient of damping force and velocity
in the normal direction of the contact.

The tangential force is also calculated based on the overlap and damping force in
the tangential direction. However, the tangential force is restrained by Coulomb
law [150]. The tangential force is expressed by Equation 5.5.

Ft = min{−Stδt +Dtvt, µstFn} (5.5)
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in which µst is the coefficient of static friction; St, δt, Dt and vt are the stiffness,
overlap, coefficient of damping force and velocity in the tangential direction of the
contact. Expressions for the coefficients of spring stiffness and damping in normal
and tangential direction are given in Table 5.1. Besides, the used equivalents are
presented in Table 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Parameters for Hertz-Mindlin no-slip contact model [149]

Table 5.1: Coefficients of spring stiffness and damping in normal and tangential
directions [135, 151]

Coefficients Normal direction Tangential direction

Spring stiffness Sn = 2E∗√r∗δn St = 8G∗√r∗δn
Damping Dn = −2

√
5
6

ln e√
ln2e+π2

√
Snm∗ Dt = −2

√
5
6

ln e√
ln2e+π2

√
Stm∗

Table 5.2: Equivalents for the contact model [135, 151]

Equivalents
1
E∗ =

1−νp
2Gp

+
1−νg
2Gg

1
G∗ =

2−νp
Gp

+
2−νg
Gg

1
r∗ = 1

rp
+ 1
rg

1
m∗ = 1

mp
+ 1
mg

In bulk solids handling processes, abrasive wear is mainly caused by particle slid-
ing. The erosive wear is caused by the succeeding impacts of individual particles.
Therefore, wear models of particle sliding and particle impact will be respectively
investigated in the following two sections.

5.2 Particle sliding wear

To model sliding wear by a single particle, the laboratory pin-on-disk test (chapter
4) is simulated by using DEM. To quantify sliding wear, Archard’s model (Equa-
tion 2.2) is implemented. The accuracy of the predicted wear volume is assessed
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by comparing DEM outputs with theoretical calculations based on the average
measured parameters. The stability of simulation model is evaluated by repeti-
tive tests of a reference case. In addition, the sensitivities of DEM parameters on
the wear prediction are investigated.

5.2.1 Simulation model

Figure 5.3 shows the simulation model of a pin-on-disk wear test, which is mod-
eled using the software EDEM R© 2.7.1 [149]. Here ω is the angular velocity of the
disc geometry with respect to its central axis (OO

′
) and Fp is the indentation force

acting on the pin particle. A single mono-size spherical particle [152] is used to
represent Sishen iron ore. As that in experiments, this particle is positioned at a
distance r0 =0.022 m with regard to the central axis (OO

′
) and thus a full revolu-

tion of the disk covers a sliding distance 0.1382 m.

Figure 5.3: Simulation model for pin-on-disk wear test

To restrain the particle movements incurred by the rotating disk as in practice, a
standard cylindrical geometry (holder) is applied and the rolling motion of the
particle is disabled. The holder is vertically positioned and is parallel to the center
axis of the disc. To place a particle into the holder, the radius of holder has to
be slightly larger than the radius of the modeled particle. In this research, all the
radii of holders are 0.1 mm larger than the inside particles.

Figure 5.4 illustrates the DEM simulation cycle of modeling a pin-on-disk wear
test. It implies that, as geometry rotates, the simulation model subsequently un-
dergoes four procedures in each time step until the simulation time has been
reached. These four procedures are: apply indentation force, detect contact, cal-
culate wear and update contact. The indentation force on the particle is applied
by the particle body force by using EDEM R© API [149] and the global gravitational
force. The Hertz-Mindlin no-slip contact model [116, 129] is used to calculate the
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contact forces between particle and geometry. In the DEM simulations, a geome-
try surface is constructed with meshes which interact with particles. To quantify
the wear volume, Equation 5.7 is derived, which is presented below.

Figure 5.4: Simulation cycle of a pin-on-disk wear test based on [153]

Using the sliding wear Equation 2.3 and the normal force Equation 5.4, the sliding
wear from a meshed geometry surface for a distance ∆l is given by Equation 5.6.

∆WV = αs,eFn∆l = αs,eFnvt∆t = αs,e(−
2

3
Snδ

1/2
n +Dnvn)ωr0∆t (5.6)

The total wearWV in the DEM simulations for a sliding distance l is a sum of wear
from all contact meshes, as shown in Equation 5.7.

WV =
∑

∆WV = αs,e
∑

(−2

3
Snδ

1/2
n +Dnvn)ωr0∆t (5.7)

Thus far, the sliding wear equation and the simulation cycle have been illustrated
for modeling a pin-on-disk wear test. By inputing appropriate values of the pa-
rameters to the simulation model, the sliding wear of mild steel caused by Sishen
particles can be predicted. Accordingly, the determination of the DEM parameters
will be presented.

5.2.2 Determination of DEM parameters

This section illustrates the determinations of DEM parameters to predict sliding
wear by using the simulation model of pin-on-disk wear test. All the DEM param-
eters are classified into four categories, namely, particle, geometry, contact and
simulation. In this research, the values of the DEM parameters are determined on
the basis of available resources and laboratory wear tests.

Based on the sliding wear Equation 5.7, four particle parameters are used as inputs
in DEM simulations, which are:
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(1) radius rp;

(2) density ρp;

(3) Poisson’s ratio νp;

(4) shear modulus Gp;

The determination of these four particle parameters is shown as follows:

Referring to the particle size distribution of the Sishen iron ore (Figure 2.1) and
its median size d50 = 3mm [23], the modeled spherical particles radii are 1-4 mm
to account for the sizes for majority particles. Using a gas-expansion pycnometer,
the particle densities are measured, which varies from 4768 to 4970 kg/m3 from
small to large sizes. The average density is 4865 kg/m3.

Because Sishen iron ore contains a large percentage of hematite which has Pois-
son’s ratio 0.24 [154] [155], thus Poisson′s ratio for Sishen particles is determined
at 0.24. In combination with the variances of particle densities and inner micro-
structures, eventually, the Poisson′s ratio of Sishen iron ore is estimated in the
range of 0.23-0.26.

The shear modulus of Sishen particles is determined according to Equation 5.8
[156]:

G =
E

2(1 + ν)
(5.8)

in which the Young’s modulus of Sishen particlesE is given by an empirical Equa-
tion [154],

Ep = 55.27 + 128.87(ρp/1000− 4.0) (5.9)

Using equations 5.9 and the measured Sishen particle densities ρp = (4768-4970)
kg/m3, the Young′s modulus of iron ore particle is calculated at (154.24-180.27)
GPa. By applying the calculated values of the Young′s modulus and the average
Poisson’s ratio of particle (i.e. 0.24) to Equation 5.8, the shear modulus is deter-
mined at (62.19-72.69) GPa.

Table 5.3 summaries the determined values for the particle parameters.

Table 5.3: Values for particle parameters

DEM parameters Values

Particle

radius rp [×10−3]m 1− 4
density ρp[kg/m3] 4768− 4970

Poisson’s ratio νp [–] 0.23− 0.26
shear modulus Gp [GPa] 62.19− 72.69

Based on the geometry parameters in Equation 5.7, while also accounting for ge-
ometry mesh size, the following five geometrical parameters of the mild steel disk
must be determined:
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(1) density ρp;

(2) Poisson’s ratio νp;

(3) shear modulus Gp;

(4) rotating speed ωg ;

(5) mesh size dg ;

The determinations of these five geometry parameters are presented as belows:

The density of the used mild steel plates was measured as 7932kg/m3. The Pois-
son ratio and the shear modulus of mild steel are given in available research [157],
which are 0.30 and 78 GPa, respectively. For maintaining consistency with our
laboratory pin-on-disk wear test, the rotating speeds of the geometry set as (130.1-
911.6) o/s, resulting in sliding velocity 0.05-0.35m/s. A higher velocity causes
unstable contact due to vibrations of the system. The geometry is meshed into
tetrahedrons using the software ANSYS R© [158]. To achieve a smooth transition
between the triangular meshes, the maximum size of mesh sides is set by 4.4×10−3

m. By accounting for the reduction of computational time which proportionally
relates to number of meshes, the minimal mesh size is set by 0.55×10−3 m.

Table 5.4 presents the determined values for the disk geometry parameters.

Table 5.4: Values for disk parameters

DEM parameters Values

Disk

density ρg[kg/m3] 7932
Poisson’s ratio νg [–] 0.30

shear modulus Gp [GPa] 78
rotating speed ωg [o/s] 130.1− 911.6

mesh size dg [× 10−3] m 0.55− 4.4

The geometry parameters of a cylindrical holder has no influence on steady-state
wear. Therefore, a standard cylindrical geometry in the software EDEM R© 2.7.1
[134] is used to generate a holder. Meanwhile, the default values for the geomet-
rical parameters are applied.

Table 5.5 presents the determined values for the holder geometry parameters.

Table 5.5: Values for holder geometry parameters

DEM parameters Values

Holder
density ρg[kg/m3] 2500

Poisson’s ratio νg [–] 0.25
shear modulus Gp [GPa] 0.1

For the contact parameters between particle and geometry, three parameters must
be determined, which are:
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(1) coefficient of restitution e;

(2) coefficient of static friction µst;

(3) coefficient of rolling friction µr;

The values of these three parameters are determined in the following manner:

First, the applied coefficient of restitution is to 0.42 by referring to experimental
tests of iron ore pellets [129]. By accounting for the variety of the shape and den-
sities of Sishen iron ore particles, a range of 0.35-0.50 is applied to the coefficient
of restitution. According to Equation 5.7, the wear volume is not related to the
coefficient of friction, therefore the value of 1.0 is applied. By applying this value,
it is beneficial to minimize particle sliding movement before reaching a steady-
state wear. Even though the particle is not allowed to roll, the coefficient of rolling
friction is given by zero according to [157].

Table 5.6 provides the determined values for the contact between particle and disc
geometry.

Table 5.6: Values for particle/disk contact parameters

DEM parameters Values

Particle/Disk
coefficient of restitution e [–] 0.35− 0.50

coefficient of static friction µst [–] 1.0
coefficient of rolling friction µr [–] 0

For the interaction between particle and holder, the value of coefficient of resti-
tution is significantly low so that the response of the particle during contact with
the holder is largely damped. The other inputs of coefficients of static friction and
rolling friction are identical to those of particle/disc contact. Table 5.7 gives the
values for the contact between particle and holder.

Table 5.7: Values for particle/holder contact parameters

DEM parameters Values

Particle/Holder
coefficient of restitution e [–] 0.0001

coefficient of static friction µst [–] 1.0
coefficient of rolling friction µr [–] 0

Equation 5.7 gives three simulation parameters, which are indentation force, co-
efficient of sliding wear and sliding distance. Besides the three parameters, the
applied time step must be determined. All four simulation parameters are pre-
sented as below.

(1) indentation force Fp;

(2) coefficient of sliding wear αs,e;

(3) sliding distance ls;
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(4) time step ∆t;

The determination of the values for these four parameters is given below.

Referring to the force setting of laboratory test, a range of 3−9N indentation are
applied on particle. Under this range, the corresponding contact pressure is com-
parable to that of bulk solids handling [21].

To determine the coefficient of sliding wear αs,e, the indentation characteristic for
a sphere indenting a ductile flat surface is illustrated in Figure 5.5. In this figure, δn
is the normal overlap; A1 is cross-sectional chord area under a sphere indentation.
a1 is the radius of the contact area [159]. The coefficient of αs,e is expressed by
Equation 5.10 and its derivation is given in Appendix A.

Figure 5.5: A rigid particle indents against an elastic surface [160]

αs,e =
3φ4[arc sin ( δnrp )

1/2 − ( δnrp )
1/2

+ ( δnrp )
3/2

]

4E∗( δnrp )
3/2

(5.10)

In Equation 5.10, the coefficient φ4 is the ratio of area loss relative to the full cross-
sectional area under spherical indentation. The term δn

rp
is suggested as a constant

for a given applied load regardless of particle sizes [47]. This is based on the fact
that the applied load might be expected to be inversely proportional to the square
of particle radius rp2, and to be proportional to the square of indentation depth
δn

2 [47].

To estimate δn
rp

, Equation 5.11 is introduced [160],

He ≈ 3Ye (5.11)
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in which He is hardness of a metal surface and Ye is the elastic load limit. For a
spherical particle indent against ductile surface , Ye can be equated to the maxi-
mum indentation pressure Pm, i.e. [35],

Ye = Pm (5.12)

where Pm is given by [160],

Pm =
2

π
E∗(

δn
rp

)
1/2

(5.13)

Based on Equations 5.11 – 5.13, it is obtained,

δn
rp

= (
πHe

6E∗
)
2

(5.14)

The hardness of mild steel is experimentally measured atHe=1.38 GPa. The equiv-
alent Young

′
s modulus is calculated atE∗ =96.74 GPa based on equations in Table

5.2. Using these values Equation 5.14 leads to δn
rp

= 5.58× 10−5.

To estimate the coefficient of fraction φ4, it is assumed that A2 is the real wear loss
from the area of the displaced groove A1, then the fraction φ4 is expressed by,

φ4 =
A2

A1
(5.15)

A2 can be measured from a wear profile using a pin-on-disk test. However, it is
difficult to accurately measure A2 with respect to a single revolution. Therefore,
a number of revolutions Nr are made to obtain a total loss A3 from the displaced
groove. Thus the real area loss A2 for one revolution can be estimated by,

A3 =
A2

Nr
(5.16)

To determine A3, the pin-on-disk wear test for a spherical tip of iron ore particle
is illustrated in Figure 5.6. Figure 5.6(a) presents the fabricated spherical tip of a
Sishen particle. Figure 5.6(b) illustrates the approach to measure the area of cross-
section. Figure 5.6(c) displays the three wear contours from three measurements.
A3 is obtained as the net area of the worn surface.

In the pin-on-disk test of using the spherical head of Sishen iron ore particle rp=
3 mm, revolutions Nr=1302.5 which corresponding to l=180 m, the mean value
of the net area A3 from the three wear contours is 4.13×10−9m2. Using Equation
5.16, the average loss per revolution A2=3.16×10−12 m2. In combination with A0

= 3.74×10−12m2 calculated by using Equation A.8, the coefficient of fraction is
calculated as φ4=0.84. E∗ is estimated at 96.74 GPa. Eventually, Equation 5.10
gives αs,e = 6.51×10−12m2/N.
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Figure 5.6: Determination of the coefficient of fraction (a) a pin with a spherical
head of iron ore particle; (b) measuring an area of cross-section; (c) three wear
contours based on three measurements

The sliding distance is set to 180 m (corresponding to 20 mins of testing), which
refers to our laboratory pin-on-disk tests. The simulation parameter of time step
is estimated using the Rayleigh time step, that is [161]:

tR = πrp

√
ρp/Gp/(0.1631νp + 0.8766) (5.17)

In DEM simulations, a lower value than Rayleigh time step is commonly used
for increasing the accuracy of the simulation results. However, in attempting to
reduce computational time and maintain simulation accuracy, the test range of
values for time step ∆t = (50–130)% tR, which corresponds to 1.0–2.5 × 10−6s.

Table 5.8 lists the determined values for the simulation parameters.

Table 5.8: Values for simulation parameters

DEM parameters Values

Simulation

indentation force Fp [N] 3− 9
coefficient of sliding wear αs,e [×10 −12m2/N] 6.51

sliding distance ls [m] 138.2
time step ∆t [×10 −6s] 1.0− 2.5

To sum up, values of the DEM parameters have been determined on the basis of
analytical and experimental results. Using these values, the realistic prediction of
wear by DEM can be obtained, which is presented as below.
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5.2.3 Reference case of sliding wear prediction

Using Tables 5.3 – 5.8, a group of values used as a reference case is selected, which
is given in Table 5.9. In correspondence to Table 5.9, Figure 5.7 presents the wear
prediction, in which the legend bar represents the magnitude of the wear volume
from each mesh. Due to the nonuniform meshes, the wear volumes from each
worn mesh are not the same.

Table 5.9: Reference case of parameter values for pin-on-disk wear test

Categories Wear aspects DEM parameters Values

Particle iron ore

radius rp [× 10−3m] 2
density ρp[kg/m3] 4850

Poisson’s ratio νp [–] 0.24
shear modulus Gp [GPa] 65

Geometry

disk

density ρg[kg/m3] 7932
Poisson’s ratio νg [–] 0.3

shear modulus Gp [GPa] 78
rotating speed g [o/s] 390.8

mesh size dg [×10−3m] 1.1

holder
density ρg[kg/m3] 2500

Poisson’s ratio νg [–] 0.25
shear modulus Gp [GPa] 0.1

Contact

iron ore/disk
coefficient of restitution e [–] 0.4

coefficient of static friction µst [–] 1.0
coefficient of rolling friction µr [–] 0

iron ore/holder
coefficient of restitution e [–] 0.00001

coefficient of static friction µst [–] 1.0
coefficient of rolling friction µr [–] 0

Simulation conditions

indentation force Fp [N] 5
coefficient of sliding wear αs,e [×10 −12 m2/N] 6.51

sliding distance l [m] 180
time step ∆t [×10 −6 s] 1.5

To verify the accuracy of the predicted wear volume, Figure 5.8 presents the result
of the reaction force in accordance with each time step for the early wear stage.
This figure shows that the reaction force (Fn) initially increases to maximum, then
it decreases with fluctuations and after 0.00001 s arrives at an expected constant.
These overshoots are caused by the variance of overlap when applying the exter-
nal force, i.e. particle body force [153]. The predicted forces are consistent with the
calculation using Equation 5.4. Moreover, it is seen that the reaction force reaches
a steady value in a very short period.

Figure 5.9 presents the particle tangential velocity corresponding to the early wear
stage between 0 - 0.0012 s. Initially, the tangential velocity exhibits the same char-
acteristics as that of the reaction force until it reaches constant speed. However,
it begins to decrease when the particle comes in contact with the geometry of the
holder. From the moment 0.0012 s on, the particle tangential velocity gradually re-
duces to zero, which means that the movement of the particle has been restrained
by the holder.
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It is expected that the particle tangential velocity maintains a constant of zero after
0.0012 s. However, the particle tangential velocity overshoots intermittently and
triggers occurrences of numerical errors, as presented in Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.7: Wear for a sliding distance of 1200s (180m) of the reference case

Figure 5.8: Reaction force as at an early wear stage

To further analyze the numerical scattered data, the first occurrence in Figure 5.9
is illustrated in Figure 5.11. It shows that particle tangential velocity drops to a
negative value but immediately changes to positive. Then it continues to increase
until reaching a peak. After that, the velocity begins to decreases and adjust to
originally value (zero). By comparing the sudden increase with the wear track in
Figure 5.7, it is concluded that a numerical error occurs whilst the particle crosses
a joint side of the geometry meshes.

In order to examine the influence of the scattered data on total wear, the wear
volume corresponding to the early stage 0.0312 s is illustrated in Figure 5.12. Re-
ferring to Figure 5.10, it demonstrates that the total wear can maintain a linear
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increase even when numerical scattered data occur. This indicates that the in-
fluence of the numerical scattered data is negligible in comparison to the total
wear, especially when considering that sliding distance is in the range of meters.
Furthermore, the linear increase of wear volume indicates that steady-state wear
starts after the particle is in full contact with the holder.

Figure 5.9: Particle tangential velocity at an early wear stage

Figure 5.10: Particle tangential velocity after coming into contact with holder

Figure 5.13 shows the predicted wear volume over the sliding distance 180 m at
the steady-state using Equation 5.7. The predicted wear volume is 5861×10−12 m3,
which differs less than 0.04% in regard to the theoretical calculation of 5859×10−12

m3 using Equation 5.7. Therefore, the accuracy of the DEM prediction of wear is
verified.

In addition, stability tests are carried out by repeating the simulation of the refer-
ence case three times. All the predictions from the repetitive tests give identical
wear volume 5681×10−12m3. This demonstrates that highly accurate and stable
predictions of wear volumes can be achieved by using the simulation model.
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Figure 5.11: Numerical error when particle passes a mesh side

Figure 5.12: Wear volume as a function of time at the early stage

Figure 5.13: Wear volume for 20 mins (180 m) at the steady state
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5.2.4 Sensitivity study of particle sliding wear

The previous discussions concluded that accurate and stable wear predictions can
be achieved. Therefore, the wear loss for one revolution can be used to investigate
the sensitivity of DEM parameters. This section presents the sensitivity analysis
based on the real properties of the material. Besides, extended values of DEM
parameters are investigated for reducing computational time.

Based on the determinations of DEM parameters in section 5.2.2, nine variables
respectively from the categories of particle, disk, contact and simulation are iden-
tified. Table 5.10 lists the values of the nine variables used for the sensitivity study.

Table 5.10: Values of DEM parameter for sensitivity study

Categories DEM parameters Values

Particle

radius rp [× 10−3m] 1, 2, 3, 4
density ρp[kg/m3] 4750, 4850, 4950, 5050
Poisson ratio νp [–] 0.23, 0.24, 0.25, 0.26

shear modulus Gp [GPa] 60, 65, 70, 75

Geometry rotating speed ωg [o/s] 2.27, 6.82, 11.36, 15.91
mesh size dg [× 10−3m] 0.55, 1.1, 2.2, 4.4

Contact coefficient of restitution e 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50

Simulation indentation force Fp [N] 3, 5, 7, 9
time step ∆t [×10 −6s] 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5

For particle parameters, increasing the particle radius can cause significant in-
crease of wear volume, which is shown in Figures 5.14. The significant increase
is due to the extra gravitational force as a result of the increased particle mass
which depends on the radius to the power three. By comparison, increasing par-
ticle density results in a minor increase (Figure 5.15). This is ascribed to the extra
gravitational force as a result of the increase of particle mass which depends on
the density to the power one. However, a change in the Poisson’s ratio or the
shear modulus shows no influence. The estimate wear remains the same volume
of 4.50×10−12m3 as that of the theoretical calculation by using Equation 5.7.

For disk geometry parameters, it is examined that varying rotating speed has no
influence on wear volume. This is because total sliding distance is maintained
constant when varying rotating speeds. Referring to the experimental results (Fig-
ure 4.21) that limited variances occur with respect to varying sliding speeds, it
confirms that wear is independent of the sliding speed at 0.05-0.35 m/s.

Although varying mesh sizes has no influence on wear, the area of wear distribu-
tion is affected, as shown in Figure 5.7. To achieve a uniform distribution of wear
prediction, the maximum mesh size d1 must be smaller than the particle radius
rp referring to the mesh setting used for the reference case (Figure 5.7). On the
other hand, the minimal size is restrained by the diameter of the indented area,
which is 2

√
rpδn (Appendix A). Therefore, the recommended mesh size setting is

2
√
rpδn < d1 < rp.
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Figure 5.14: Wear as a function of particle radius

Figure 5.15: Wear as a function of particle density

For the contact parameter coefficient of restitution e, all the DEM predictions give
the wear volume of 4.50×10−12 m3 that is equivalent to the theoretical calculation.
This is ascribed to that the coefficient of restitution has no influence on normal
force Fn and thus not affecting wear at steady state.

For the simulation parameters, the wear volumes as a function of indentation force
is illustrated in Figure 5.16. As predicted by Equation 5.7, wear volume increases
proportionally to indentation force. The positive value of y-intercept means the
wear loss simply by gravitational force. The time step has no influence on wear
volume with respect to the determined values.

Thus far, the sensitivities of DEM parameters using the determined values based
on material properties are obtained, which are given in Table 5.11. Table 5.11
shows that the sliding wear is not influenced by particle shear moduli nor by time
step using the values from material real properties. In the DEM simulations, low-
ering shear moduli is preferable because it can enable reduction of computational
time by using larger time steps [148]. Therefore, lower shear moduli will be ex-
plored with regard to the applicability in modeling sliding wear. Furthermore,
simulations for a range of larger time steps are carried out.
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Figure 5.16: Wear volume as a function of indentation force

Table 5.11: Results of sensitivity studies based on material real properties

Categories DEM parameters Influences on wear volume

Particle

radius rp [×10−3m]
polynomial increase

y = 0.0002x3 − 0.0002x2 + 0.0007x+ 4.4953

density ρp[kg/m3]
linear increase

y = 0.0000003x+ 4.4959
Poisson ratio νp [–] no influence

shear modulus Gp [GPa] no influence

Geometry rotating speed ωg [o/s] no influence
mesh size dg [×10−3m] no influence

Contact coefficient of restitution e [–] no influence

Simulation indentation force Fp [N] linear increase
y = 0.8992x+ 0.0017

time step ∆t [×10 −6s] no influence

The selection of lower shear moduli is based on the reference case values in Table
5.9, thus a series of particle shear moduli ΩGp (Ω=1/10, 1/40, 1/70 and 1/100)
are used. Simulation results demonstrated that wear volumes are not changed
by lower moduli for steady-state stage. The reason is that the shear modulus
has no influence on the normal force at the steady-state. Nevertheless, to reach
the applied indentation force, the normal overlaps become higher and undergo
longer unsteady time (Figure 5.17).

Considering the wear modeling bulk solids handing, the influences on normal
overlap and time might affect the flow behaviors of bulk solids in direct contact
with equipment. In addition, a change of particle shear modulus directly affects
particle-particle interaction and thus bulk behavior as well. Therefore, for mod-
eling the wear in bulk solids handling it is not appropriate to use lower particle
shear moduli to reduce computation time.

The wear predictions of higher time steps use (160-240)%tR, i.e. (3.0-4.5)×10−6 s,
and the results are plotted in Figure 5.18. It infers that accurate prediction of 4.50
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×10−12 m3 can still be achieved as time step is increased to 3.50×10−6 s (187%tR).
Thus, the maximum time step for modeling sliding wear can be set by 187%tR.

Figure 5.17: Normal overlaps as functions of particle shear moduli

Figure 5.18: Wear volume with respect to higher time steps ((160-240)%tR)

In summary, the reliance of DEM prediction of particle sliding wear has been veri-
fied. This model can be used for predicting wear subjected to multiple particles.In
the next section, the verification of DEM prediction of particle impact wear is pre-
sented.

5.3 Particle impact wear

In this section, the simulation model for modeling particle impact wear is pre-
sented. Using the determined parameter values, a reference case is carried out to
evaluate the reliability of the DEM prediction. In addition, a sensitivity analysis is
performed to study the impact of the selected DEM parameters.
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5.3.1 Simulation model

Figure 5.19 presents the DEM simulation model used for predicting particle im-
pact wear, which is built by using EDEM R© 2.7.1 [149]. This model consists of a
moving particle and a meshed rectangular geometry, which respectively repre-
sents a Sishen particle and mild steel plate. The particle is initially positioned at
0.02 m height relative to the geometry surface and is 0.02m distance from the plate
center. The particle velocity has only a translational velocity vp. The sizes of the
rectangular plate (length, width and height) are 53 mm × 48 mm × 6 mm.

Figure 5.19: Simulation model of particle impact wear

Figure 5.20 illustrates the simulation cycle for the wear prediction by single par-
ticle impact. It consists of five procedures: namely, generate a particle, assign
particle motion, detect contact, calculate contact energy and update contact [153].
In this simulation model, it is noted that particle impact wear is estimated from
cumulative cutting energy Ek,c and cumulative deformation energy Ek,d. This is
based on the impact wear Equation 5.18 [56, 57, 64],

Figure 5.20: Simulation cycle for particle impact wear based on [153]
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WV,e =
Ek,c
εc

+
Ek,d
εd

(5.18)

in which εc and εd are cutting and deformation factors. Ek,c and Ek,d are given by
Equations 5.19(a-b) [117, 134, 136],

 Ek,c =
∑
|Ftvt∆t|

Ek,d =
∑
|Fnvn∆t|

(5.19a)

(5.19b)

5.3.2 Determination of DEM parameters

Similar to the determinations of DEM parameter values used to predict particle
sliding wear, all the DEM parameters for predicting particle impact wear by using
the simulation model (Figure 5.20) are classified into four categories. These four
categories are: particle, geometry, contact and simulation.

For the particle parameters, according to the contact energy Equation 5.19, and us-
ing Tables 5.1 and 5.2, five particle parameters must be determined for predicting
impact wear, which are:

(1) radius rp;

(2) density ρp;

(3) Poisson’s ratio νp;

(4) shear modulus Gp;

(5) velocity vp;

The determinations of radius, density, Poisson’s ratio and shear modulus are iden-
tical to those for particle sliding wear. However, the particle velocities is set at 1-7
m/s according to bulk solids handling conditions [4].

For the geometrical parameters, the material of the modeled rectangular geometry
is identical to the disk used in the simulation model for predicting particle sliding
wear. Therefore, the same values for the same below geometry parameters are
applied.

(1) density ρp;

(2) Poisson’s ratio νp;

(3) shear modulus Gp;

(4) mesh size dg ;
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Three contact parameters are applied at that for modeling particle sliding wear,

(1) coefficient of restitution e;

(2) coefficient of static friction µst;

(3) coefficient of rolling friction µr;

For the coefficients of restitution and rolling friction, the same values for particle
sliding wear are applied. For the coefficient of static friction, it is estimated at
0.5-0.8 by referring to the experimental tests of iron ore pellets [129].

The wear energy Equation 5.19(a-b) show that the impact angle and time step
need to be determined. Besides, the gravitation acceleration have to be specified.

(1) impact angle β;

(2) time step ∆t;

(3) gravitational acceleration gi;

The investigated values of impact angles lie in 15-60o. The time step is approxi-
mated by 1/10 of the collision time (tc) based on Equation 5.20 [136, 162]. Mean-
while, the time step can also be determined by using Rayleigh time step [136]. The
gravitational acceleration is set to zero for the simplicity of calculating particle ve-
locities before and after impact.

tc = 2.87× [
(m∗)

2

r∗(E∗)
2
vp

]

1/5

(5.20)

5.3.3 Reference case of impact wear prediction

On the basis of the discussions in section 5.3.2, a reference case is determined to
model the impact wear of mild steel surface by a Sishen particle. Table 5.12 lists
the values for the DEM parameters of the reference case. Figure 5.21 shows the
predicted cumulative cutting energy of the reference case.

Furthermore, the predicted cumulative cutting energy and cumulative deforma-
tion energy is illustrated in Figure 5.22. It is seen that both cumulative cutting
and cumulative deformation energy increases sharply during impact process. The
predicted cumulative cutting energy and cumulative deformation energy after im-
pact are 0.21× 10−3J and 0.23× 10−3J , respectively.

In addition, the cutting and deformation forces are also plotted (Figure 5.22). It
is seen that the cutting force is governed by the deformation force, which is as
expected based on Equation 5.5. By using impulse-momentum theory (Equation
5.21), the normal force and tangential force can be verified.
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Table 5.12: Values of DEM parameters for reference case

Categories DEM parameters Values

Particle

radius rp[×10−3m] 2
density ρp[kg/m3] 4850

Poisson’s ratio νp [–] 0.24
shear modulus Gp [GPa] 65

velocity vp [m/s] 3

Geometry

density ρg[kg/m3] 7932
Poisson’s ratio νg [–] 0.3

shear modulus Gp [GPa] 78
mesh size dg [×10−3] m 1.1

Contact
coefficient of restitution e [–] 0.4

coefficient of static friction µs [–] 0.6
coefficient of rolling friction µr [–] 0

Simulation
impact angle β [o] 30

time step ∆t [×10−6s] 1.0
gravitational acceleration gi [m/s2] 0

Figure 5.21: Simulation result for single particle impact wear

FFFntc = mp(vvvp,0,n − vvvp,1,n) (5.21)

The normal force is calculated by,

Fn = mp(vp,0,n + vp,1,n)/tc (5.22)

Correspondingly, the tangential force is given by,

Ft = µstFn (5.23)

Using Equations 5.22 and 5.23, the average normal force and average tangential
force are calculated at 28.4 N and 17.2N. Based on the DEM prediction (Figure
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5.23) of the average normal force (25.2 N) and average tangential force (15.1 N), it
indicates that the DEM predictions are 11% smaller than the theoretical values. In
addition, repeated simulations of the reference case are carried out, which all give
the same predictions. Based on the analysis, it is concluded that this simulation
model can provide acceptable predictions of particle impact wear.

Figure 5.22: Cumulative cutting and deformation energy as a function of time

Figure 5.23: Cutting and deformation (normal and tangential) forces as a function
of time

5.3.4 Sensitivity study of particle impact wear

Based on the parameter determinations in section 5.3.2, total nine variables are
identified from the three categories of particle, contact and simulation. To ex-
amine the sensitivities of these nine parameters on particle impact wear, the test
values are presented in Table 5.13. In combination with other values from refer-
ence case (Table 5.12), the impact wear energy is predicted with respect to the nine
parameters, which are shown in Figures 5.24–5.33.

For the particles parameters, simulations demonstrates that particle radius, den-
sity and velocity have influences on wear. By comparisons, particle Poisson’s ratio
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and shear modulus have negligible influences. Figure 5.24 presents the cumula-
tive cutting and deformation energy as functions of particle radius. It shows that
both cumulative cutting and cumulative deformation energy undergo polynomial
increase with increasing particle radius. This is due to the fact that particle mass
increases with increasing particle radius by the power three.

Table 5.13: Values of DEM parameters for sensitivity study

Categories DEM parameters Values

Particle

radius rp [×10−3]m 1, 2, 3, 4
density ρp[kg/m3] 4750, 4850, 4950, 5050

Poisson’s ratio νp [–] 0.23, 0.24, 0.25, 0.26
shear modulus Gp [GPa] 60, 65, 70, 75

velocity vp [m/s] 1, 3, 5, 7

Contact coefficient of restitution e [–] 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50
coefficient of static friction µs [–] 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8

Simulation impact angle β [o] 15, 30, 45, 60,
time step ∆t [×10 −6s] 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0

Figure 5.24: Impact wear energy as a function of particle radius

Figure 5.25 illustrates the cumulative cutting and deformation energy as functions
of particle density. It shows that both cumulative cutting energy and cumula-
tive deformation energy increases approximately in parallel with respect to the
increase of particle density. This is ascribed to the fact that the linear increase of
particle mass as a result of increasing density.

Figure 5.26 presents the cumulative cutting and deformation energy as functions
of particle Poisson’s ratio. It is seen that both cumulative cutting energy and cu-
mulative deformation energy experiences a slight linear increase. This can be in-
terpreted as, when Poisson’s ratio is increased, the equivalent Young’s modulus is
increased (Table 5.2) and thus the range of normal force Fn is wider (Equation 5.4),
which also results in wider range of tangential force (Equation 5.5). Accordingly,
the cumulative cutting and deformation energy is higher.

Figure 5.27 presents the cumulative cutting and deformation energy as functions
of particle shear modulus. It is observed that increasing shear modulus causes a
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very minor increase on deformation energy, whilst no difference is observed on
cumulative cutting energy. This reason is that when increasing shear modulus,
the Young’s modulus is increased (Table 5.2) and thus the range of normal force
becomes larger (Equation 5.4). Nevertheless, the impact of the tested range is less
insignificant to tangential force according to Equation 5.5.

Figure 5.25: Impact wear energy a function of particle density

Figure 5.26: Impact wear energy as a function of particle Poisson’s ratio

Figure 5.27: Impact wear energy as a function of particle shear modulus
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Figure 5.28 shows the cumulative cutting and deformation energy as a function of
particle velocity. It is seen that both cutting and deformation energy experiences
exponential rise. The reason is that the kinetic energy increases with increasing
particle velocity. In addition, it is noticed that the deformation energy increases
more than the cutting energy, which is ascribed to the fact that increasing particle
velocity causes larger change to the normal force than the tangential.

For the contact parameters (coefficients of restitution and static friction), it is ex-
amined that for both parameters, the cumulative cutting energy experiences an
increase whilst the cumulative deformation energy maintains constant, which are
shown in Figures 5.29 and 5.30. The reason for the increase of cumulative cutting
energy by increasing coefficient of restitution is that the damping coefficient Dt

is decreased, which results in the increase of the variance of tangential force and
thus that the tangential energy is increased. However, the deformation energy is
not sensitive to coefficient of static friction within the test range. The increase of
cumulative cutting energy by increasing the coefficient of static friction is also due
to the increase of tangential force (Equation 5.5).

Figure 5.28: Impact wear energy as a function of particle velocity

Figure 5.29: Impact wear energy as a function of coefficient of restitution

For the simulation parameters (impact angle and time step), the predicted im-
pact energy is shown in Figures 5.31 and 5.32. It is observed from Figure 5.31
that the cumulative cutting energy has a peak value at 30o impact angle as is also
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predicted in [117]. The cumulative deformation energy maintains a polynomial
increase. For the determined time steps in Table 5.13, both cumulative cutting and
cumulative deformation energy maintains increasing trends. However, due to the
fact that the kinetic energy is the unchanged, the total energy must be at a relative
steady value. Therefore the increased time steps are investigated (Figure 5.33.)

Figure 5.30: Impact wear energy as a function of coefficient of static friction

Figure 5.31: Impact wear energy as a function of impact angle

Figure 5.32: Impact wear energy as a function of time step
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Figure 5.33 demonstrates that both cumulative cutting and deformation energy
arrives at a relatively constant value at 3.5×10−6s. For higher values than that,
the impact energy becomes unsteady with large variations. Thus, for modeling
particle impact wear, the maximum time step is also limited at 187%tR.

Figure 5.33: Impact wear energy as a function of time step of an increased range

5.4 Conclusions

To answer the subquestion of ”How to predict the surface wear of bulk solids handling
equipment by using the DEM simulations?”, this chapter verifies wear predictions
of particle sliding test and particle impact test, respectively from two simulation
models. Four conclusions are drawn below.

(1) Using the Hertz-Mindlin no-slip contact model, the sliding wear at steady
state for a single particle can be accurately predicted.

(2) The effects of the selected DEM parameters on the prediction of wear volume
are obtained by conducting a sensitivity study. This provides significant refer-
ences for modeling the sliding wear in bulk solids handling.

(3) Using the Hertz-Mindlin no-slip contact model, the DEM predictions are 11%
smaller than the theoretical estimation. Under this deviation, the prediction of
the corresponding particle impact energy is acceptable.

(4) The effects of the DEM parameters on the predictions of particle impact energy
are revealed. This is useful to the selections of appropriate values for modeling
the erosive wear in bulk solids handling.

This chapter presents the verifications of DEM predictions of particle sliding wear
and particle impact wear. In the next chapter, an abrasive wear scenario in bulk
solids handling is modeled to evaluate wear from bionic surfaces and a smooth
surface.



6 CHAPTER

Abrasive wear reduction of bulk
solids handling equipment surfaces∗

Chapter 4 and chapter 5 respectively presented experimental and sim-
ulation investigations for predicting wear of a steel surface by a sin-

gle iron ore particle. In combination with modeling flow behavior of iron
ore bulk solids, the wear loss for the conventional and bionic surfaces of
bulk solids handling equipment can be predicted.

This chapter numerically demonstrates the abrasive wear reduction of a
bionic surface in comparison to a conventional smooth one. In this chap-
ter, section 6.1 describes the reference case of an abrasive wear scenario;
section 6.2 illustrates the determinations of DEM parameters; section 6.3
determines the wear prediction of a conventional smooth surface; section
6.4 provides the wear predictions of bionic surfaces. Finally, conclusions
are given in section 6.5.

6.1 Referential setup for modeling abrasive wear

As was explained in chapter 2, a loading chute can suffer from severe abrasive
wear on the bottom surface (Figure 2.17) [4]. Therefore, bionic design was in-
troduced to investigate the possibility of wear reduction. This reduction can be
studied by using the DEM simulations. To model the wear of conventional and
bionic surfaces of a chute bottom, the referential setting for this scenario (Figure
2.17b) is determined in this section.

To efficiently model wear of the chute surface, from a computational point of view
using the DEM, the number of particles must be reduced. Therefore, the modeled

∗This chapter is based on Guangming Chen, Dingena L. Schott, and Gabriel Lodewijks. Numerical
investigation of a bionic model for abrasive wear reduction of bulk-solids-handling equipment. In
Proceedings of the 5th International Conference of Bionic Engineering, pages 1–15. International Society of
Bionic Engineering (ISBE), 2016.
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widths of the belt and the loading chute are one fifth of real sizes [4]. The deter-
mined values of dimensions and positions for modeling the abrasive wear of the
loading chute bottom surface are given in Table 6.1 [4].

Figure 2.17b: Positions and dimensions of the transfer equipment based on [4]

Table 6.1: Referential dimensions and positions of a loading chute based on [4]

Denotations B1 Bc h1 h2 h3 h4 l1 l2 R0 R1 S1 S2

Values (m) 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.3 1.8 0.4 0.5 0.25 0.2 2.0 0.2 0.2

Corresponding to the used dimensions and positions (Table 6.1), the applied ini-
tial feed rate is 100 t/h and the speed of the belt is 0.20 m/s [4]. By neglecting air
drag, the calculated horizontal and vertical velocities of bulk solids at the initial
contact with respect to the surface of chute bottom are vx,0 = 0.20 m/s and vy,0 =
-5.33 m/s (Equation 2.45), respectively. The angle between bottom and inclining
side is determined by γ1 = 45o [4]. To achieve self-cleaning by the transported
iron ore, the chute cut-off angle is set to Φ ≈ θw + 5o = 30o by using the measured
wall friction angle θw in chapter 4.

For this transfer process, the interacting particles with respect to chute bottom
surface have sliding and also rolling motions. The sliding and rolling behaviors
of particles will be modeled by using DEM. However, to quantify the abrasive
wear, the wear caused by particle rolling is not accounted for since it has a minor
contribution [4, 35]. Therefore, the abrasive wear loss is quantified solely from
sliding wear (Equation 5.7).
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6.2 Determination of DEM parameters

As shown in chapter 5, all parameters for carrying out a DEM simulation are cate-
gorized into particle, geometry, contact and simulation parameters. To determine
the values of the DEM parameters for modeling wear by multiple particles, the
determinations in chapter 5 for a single particle are used. In addition, experimen-
tal and simulation tests to model bulk flow behavior [130] are carried out thus all
DEM parameters are determined.

6.2.1 Particle parameters

For the particle parameters, the particle sizes of experimental sample of Sishen
iron ore are given in Figure 6.1. However, the used particle size range is 3-8 mm to
reduce computational time by decreasing particle number. Figure 6.1 also shows
the modeled particle size distribution. To ensure that the chosen particle sizes can
correctly represent the flow behavior as in practice, the experimental and simu-
lation of bulk flow behavior [164] are performed (Figure 6.6), which is presented
in section 6.2.5. The average particle density was measured at 4865 kg/m3 (chap-
ter 4). Other particle parameters are stated in Table 5.3. Table 6.2 summaries the
determined values for particle parameters.

Figure 6.1: Particle size distribution for the wear modeling

Table 6.2: Values for particle parameters

Category Wear aspect DEM parameters Values

Particle iron ore

radius rp [× 10−3m] 1.5 – 4
density ρp[kg/m3] 4865

Poisson’s ratio νp [–] 0.24
shear modulus Gp [GPa] 65
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6.2.2 Geometry parameters

In this research, the material of the chute surface is mild steel. The density, Pois-
son’s ratio and shear modulus of the mild steel surface were determined in chap-
ter 5 (Table 5.4). The geometrical dimensions are given in Table 6.1. To predict
wear of chute bottom surface using DEM, the chute geometry must be carefully
meshed. The Ansys Workbench 16.2 [158] is used for meshing. The applied mesh
setting preferences are: CFD-Fluent, high smooth sizing and using max face size
of 0.006 m. Table 6.3 gives the values of the chute geometry parameters.

Table 6.3: Values for geometry parameters

Category Wear aspect DEM parameters Values

Geometry chute

density ρg[kg/m3] 7932
Poisson ratio νg [–] 0.3

shear modulus Gp [GPa] 78
maximal mesh size dg [×10−3m] 6.0

6.2.3 Contact parameters

The contact parameters involve the two types, namely, iron ore/iron ore and iron
ore/steel. For the parameters subjected to iron ore/iron ore contact, the adopted
coefficient of restitution is 0.45 based on [129]. The coefficients of static and rolling
friction for the interactions of iron ore particles are determined by simulating bulk
solids behavior (section 6.2.5) [165]. For iron ore/chute contact, the coefficient of
restitution were discussed in chapter 5. The applied coefficients of static friction
and rolling friction are given by 0.46 and 0.3 according to experimental tests (chap-
ter 4). Table 6.4 presents the values for the iron ore/chute contact parameters.

Table 6.4: Values for the iron ore/chute contact parameters

Category Wear aspect DEM parameters Values

Contact iron ore/chute
coefficient of restitution e [–] 0.4

coefficient of static friction µst [–] 0.46
coefficient of rolling friction µr [–] 0.3

6.2.4 Simulation parameters

There are six simulation parameters must be determined, namely, particle gener-
ation rate, initial horizontal velocity, initial vertical velocity, coefficient of sliding
wear, total time and time step. In DEM simulations, a particle factory is utilized
to generate bulk solids with specific flow rate and velocities [149]. In combination
with the determinations of the modeled scenario in section 6.1, the experimental
tests in chapter 4 and the determination of time step in chapter 5, the values for
the six simulation parameters are obtained, as given in Table 6.5.
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Table 6.5: Values for simulation parameters

Category Wear aspect DEM parameters Values

Simulation conditions

particle generation rate qb [kg/s] 27.78
initial horizontal velocity vy [m/s] 0.2

initial vertical velocity vz [m/s] 5.33
coefficient of sliding wear αs,e [×10−13m2/N ] 3.0

total time ∆t [s] 4.0
time step ∆t [×10−6s] 1.5

6.2.5 Experimental and simulation of bulk flow behavior

To obtain the input values of DEM parameters of iron ore, an experimental setup
was designed (Figure 6.6) based on the inclining surface tester (Figure 4.28). This
tester can be used to predict bulk flow behavior [166, 167]. To start a test, the front
sheet must be instantly released by quickly rotating it upwards. Simultaneously,
the bottom surface starts to rotate against an axis (Figure 4.28). A bin with a steel
bottom surface is used to receive the bulk solids falling from the inclining surface.
During the experimental tests, two rotating speeds, namely, 0.18 o/s and 1.31 o/s
are used. For each speed the tests are repeated eight times. The same material is
reused after one test.

The parameters for modeling the experimental test are based on sections 6.2.1-
6.2.4. The same particle characters as in section 6.2.1 is used. For the geometry
parameters, a rectangular steel sheet is prepared for the experimental test (Figure
6.6).In addition, a feeder constructed by acrylic sheets is used to store the sample
of iron ore bulk solids. The density, Poisson’s ratio and shear modulus of acrylic
sheet are given by 1136 kg/m3, 0.4 and 11 GPa [136, 168]. These geometries are
generated by using the built-in models in the software EDEM R© 2.7.1 [149]. Other
dimensions are identical to the experimental setup (Figure 6.6).

For the contact between iron ore and acrylic sheet, the coefficient of restitution, the
coefficient of static friction and the coefficient of rolling friction are determined at
0.5, 0.24 and 0.22 [136, 168]. To enable effective modeling, the periodic bound-
ary [169] is used to reduce simulation scale. Accordingly, the modeled domain
is decreased while still maintaining the ratio of domain width to particle size
Zs/dmax > 4 [169].

Based on preliminary simulations of the experimental tests, the rotating speed
can be increased up to ten time while still maintaining similar bulk flow behavior.
Therefore, to reduce computational time, ten times of the experimental speeds are
applied in simulations, which are 1.8 o/s and 13.1 o/s respectively. In the simu-
lations, three repetitive simulations are done to obtain the error range subjected
to one rotating speed. Using the trial-and-error method, the bulk flow behavior is
modeled by comparing three angles (Ψ1,Ψ2 and Ψ3) from experiments and sim-
ulations (Figure 6.2). Figure 6.2 shows three snapshots from Experiment 1 and
Simulation 1.

Figure 6.2 shows that the simulated bulk flow behavior maintains high similarities
with the results of the experiments. However, after all particles have fallen onto
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the bin bottom (Figure 6.2c), the bulk pile is unstable due to the fact that the used
spherical particles can maintain horizontal speeds as a result of low resistance
between particles and bin bottom surface. In practice, the pile shape is steady due
to higher sliding resistance generated by non-spherical particles. Therefore, the
angle Ψ3 is determined when the kinetic energy of total particles reach a relatively
stable and low value (1.8×10−5 J).

Figure 6.2: Iron ore bulk flow behavior from Experiment 1 and Simulation 1 (a)
angle by ledge test (b) angle of bulk flow and (c) angle of repose

Table 6.6: Comparisons of three angles obtained by experiments and simulation

Particle radius Rotating speed Angle 1 Angle 2 Angle 3
rp [×10−3 m] ωs [o/s] Ψ1 [o] Ψ2 [o] Ψ3 [o]

Experiment 1 0-9 0.18 33.8±0.7 35.6±1.2 38.9±1.1
Simulation 1 1.5-4 1.8 35.4±0.2 35.4±0.7 42.4±1.4

Experiment 2 0-9 1.31 33.7±0.9 37.7±0.7 33.3±0.8
Simulation 2 1.5-4 13.1 32.7±0.6 37.8±0.4 33.8±0.9

The measured three angles ( Ψ1,Ψ2 and Ψ3) from both simulations and experi-
ments are summarized in Table 6.6. Although the angle Ψ3 (in Simulation 1) falls
outside the range of experimental results, the other angles from the simulations lie
in the experimental ranges. Thus the input values for the DEM simulation can be
used to model the flow behavior of iron ore bulk solids. Table 6.7 lists the values
used in the DEM simulations, in which the error range for the angles are obtained
using 95% confidence interval.
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Table 6.7: Values of DEM parameters for iron ore bulk flow behavior

Categories Items DEM parameters Values

Particle iron ore

radius rp [× 10−3m] 1.5 – 4
density ρp [kg/m3] 4865

Poisson’s ratio νp [–] 0.24
shear modulus Gp [GPa] 65

Geometry

steel sheet
density ρg [kg/m3] 7932

Poisson’s ratio νg [–] 0.3
shear modulus Gp [GPa] 78

acrylic sheet
density ρg [kg/m3] 1136

Poisson’s ratio νg [–] 0.4
shear modulus Gp [GPa] 1.1

Contact

iron ore/iron ore
coefficient of restitution e [–] 0.45

coefficient of static friction µs [–] 0.41
coefficient of rolling friction µr [–] 0.22

iron ore/steel sheet
coefficient of restitution e [–] 0.4

coefficient of static friction µst [–] 0.46
coefficient of rolling friction µr [–] 0.3

iron ore/acrylic sheet
coefficient of restitution e [–] 0.5

coefficient of static friction µst [–] 0.24
coefficient of rolling friction µr [–] 0.22

Simulation conditions

total mass of bulk solids mb [kg] 2.78
mass generating rate qb [kg/s] 1.5

initial velocity of bulk solids vz [m/s] 1.0
rotating speed v0 [o/s] 1.8, 13.1
time step ∆t [×10−6s] 1.5

6.3 Abrasive wear prediction of a smooth surface

Using the sliding wear prediction model in chapter 5 and the determined DEM
values in Tables 6.2-6.5 and 6.7, the abrasive wear for the iron ore handling con-
ditions can be predicted. This section illustrates the DEM prediction of abrasive
wear on a smooth surface of the loading chute. In addition, the theoretically cal-
culation of the abrasive wear volume prediction is provided.

6.3.1 Simulation model

Table 6.8 presents the geometry and simulation parameters for modeling abrasive
wear on a loading chute. Using the software EDEM 2.7.1 R© [149], the DEM model
for abrasive wear prediction is built as depicted in Figure 6.3(a). To efficiently
model wear process, the particle factory is adjusted and placed close to the area
where the bulk solids begin to have contact with the chute bottom (Figure 6.3b).
The height of the particle factory is 0.1 m and the width equates to the width of
the chute bottom.
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Table 6.8: Values for modeling abrasive wear on loading chute

Categories Wear aspects DEM parameters Values

Particle iron ore

radius rp [× 10−3m] 1.5 – 4
density ρp[kg/m3] 4865
Poisson ratio νp [–] 0.24

shear modulus Gp [GPa] 65

Geometry chute

density ρg[kg/m3] 7932
Poisson ratio νg [–] 0.3

shear modulus Gp [GPa] 78
maximal mesh size dg [×10−3m] 6.0

Contact

iron ore/iron ore
coefficient of restitution e [–] 0.45

coefficient of static friction µst [–] 0.41
coefficient of rolling friction µr [–] 0.22

iron ore/chute
coefficient of restitution e [–] 0.4

coefficient of static friction µst [–] 0.46
coefficient of rolling friction µr [–] 0.3

Simulation conditions

particle generation rate qb [kg/s] 27.78
initial horizontal velocity vy [m/s] 0.2

initial vertical velocity vz [m/s] 5.33
coefficient of sliding wear αs,e [×10−13m2/N ] 3.0

total time ∆t [s] 4.0
time step ∆t [×10−6s] 1.5

Figure 6.3: Simulation model for predicting abrasive wear on a loading chute (a)
modeling a transfer process (b) modified particle factory
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6.3.2 Results

Figure 6.4 presents the wear prediction for the smooth chute surface correspond-
ing to Figure 6.3b. In this figure, three wear zones 1-3 are identified. Zone 1 is the
curved surface to which severe wear occurs due to the high normal force triggered
by the impact of bulk solids. Zone 2 represents the curved surface which suffers
the sliding wear, and Zone 3 shows the wear of the straight surface when bulk
solids recontact and travel off the chute. The legend bar denotes the range of the
total wear loss for individual meshes through the feeding time.

Figure 6.4: Abrasive wear prediction of a smooth surface of a loading chute

Simulations show that after 0.5 s a steady bulk flow is achieved. The predicted
wear rates for the three zones 1-3 are Qqb,s,1 = 0.97 ×10−10m3/s, Qqb,s,2 = 1.72
×10−10m3/s and Qqb,s,3 = 0.48 ×10−10m3/s. By repeating this simulation three
times, it is calculated that the wear loss deviates by 1.0%. This deviation is accept-
able in comparison to total wear loss.

6.3.3 Theoretical calculation

Section 6.3.2 presented the predicted wear rates for the three zones 1-3. The re-
sults of Zones 1 and 3 are affected by the impact forces generated by bulk solids
impacts. Nevertheless, Zone 2 can be theoretically verified by using theoretical
calculations. Based on Equations 2.41 and 4.3, the wear rate by the sliding of bulk
solids for the curved surface of chute bottom is,

Qqb,s = αs,eqb

∫ θL,m

θL,0

[vs(θL)
2

+R1g sin θL]dθL (6.1)
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where θL,0 and θL,m are chute slope angles corresponding to two locations that
bulk solids start to contact and leave the bottom surface.

The velocity of bulk solids at any location θL is given by [4],

vs(θL)
2

=
2gR1

4µ2
e + 1

[(1− 2µ2
e) sin θL + 3µe cos θL] + Γe−2µeθL (6.2)

in which µe is estimated at 0.4 based on the assumption of transporting a shal-
low layer of iron ore particle and thus having low pressure. Accordingly, µe is
calculated at 0.47 using Equation 2.43. For the modeled case in Figure 6.3, Γ is
evaluated by [4]

Γ = {v2
0 −

2gR1

4µ2
e + 1

[(1− 2µ2
e) sin θL + 3µe cos θL]}e2µeθL (6.3)

Using v = v0 = 5.34m/s at θ = θ0 = 28.36o, it is obtained that Γ = −4.68.

To estimate the wear rate for Zone 2, the chute slope angles θL,0 and θL,m are
measured at 35.34o and 64.15o, respectively. By inserting Γ into Equation 6.2,
and integrating Equation 6.1, the theoretical wear rate for Zone 2 is obtained at
1.68 ×10−10m3/s. In comparison with the DEM prediction of Zone 2, i.e, 1.72
×10−10m3/s, it is concluded that the DEM simulation model can be used to pre-
dict the sliding wear by iron ore bulk solids.

6.4 Abrasive wear prediction of bionic surfaces

To predict wear reduction of the bionic surface chute, this section firstly presents
the determination of the geometrical parameters of the bionic model for abrasive
wear reduction. Then the wear of a base case of a bionic surface is predicted
and is compared to that of a smooth surface. Furthermore, the sensitivities of
geometrical parameters on abrasive wear are investigated.

6.4.1 Geometrical parameters of the bionic model

Figure 6.5(a) illustrates the geometrical parameters of the bionic model (chapter
3). The values for the geometrical parameters of the bionic model are determined
in the following way:

For the geometrical parameters a0 and b0 on the semi-ellipsoidal convex, it is
known that a0 ≥ b0 so that particles can be transfered by the curved chute. The
parameter b0 can be determined based on the condition that the height of the con-
vex is not larger than particle diameter to enable particle to roll (i.e, b0 < d50 = 3.0
mm) [7]. Considering that a smaller convex causes more meshes and the meshing
and simulation time is proportional to the number of meshes, the minimum size
of b0 is selected at 1.5 mm.
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The geometrical parameters c0 and d0 are based on the fact that less wear is pre-
dicted when the distance between adjacent convexes is larger than the width of
convexes [11]. Thus c0 and d0 are bigger than a0. However, the used distances of
c0 and d0 are much larger. In this manner, the meshing time and simulation time
is reduced as a result of decreasing mesh number by decreasing the number of
convexes. Table 6.9 lists the values for the geometrical parameters a0 – d0 for the
bionic model of the chute.

Figure 6.5: Bionic design of non-smooth surface (a) geometrical parameters (b)
meshed geometry of the base case of bionic surfaces (group 2)

Table 6.9: Geometrical parameters of the bionic model

Geometrical parameters group 1 group 2 group 3 group 4

major radius a0 [mm] 2 3 4 5
minor radius b0 [mm] 1.5 2 2.5 3

vertical distance c0 [mm] 30 40 50 60
horizontal distance d0 [mm] 25 30 35 40

In Table 6.9, group 2 is selected as a base case and the corresponding bionic surface
is shown in Figure 6.5b. Other values are used to investigate the sensitivity of
corresponding parameters (section 6.4.3).

6.4.2 Wear comparison for a bionic surface and a smooth surface

Figure 6.6 shows the wear prediction of the bionic surface for the base case (group
2 of Table 6.9). It can be seen that the bionic surface also has the same wear zones
1-3 as that of the smooth surface (Figure 6.4). In addition, it is observed that more
wear occurs to semi-ellipsoidal convexes than to the matrix of bottom surface.

To compare the wear rates for the smooth and the bionic surfaces, the total wear
volumes of the whole chute with respect to time are presented in Figure 6.7.It
shows that the both bionic surface and smooth surface initially undergo curve
increase and quickly reach linear increase. The bionic surface produces lower
wear volumes than the smooth one for transport period (0 - 4s). By comparing the
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rates of mass flow at chute outlets, it demonstrates that the transport capability for
the bionic surface can be maintained at the steady state (Figure 6.8). The difference
of the transport capacity at the initial time (start-up phenomenon) is due to the
that effect of bionic convexes, which is illustrated by Figures 6.9 and 6.10.

Figure 6.6: Wear prediction for the base case of a bionic surface (group 2)

Figure 6.7: Wear volumes for the smooth and bionic surfaces (group 2)

The reduction of wear can be quantified by Equation 6.4:

Wr =
WV,s −WV,b

WV,s
× 100% (6.4)
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in which Wr is designated as the ratio of wear reduction; WV,s and WV,b are wear
volumes with respect to smooth surface and bionic surface. By using their wear
volumes from 1.6 s to 2.4 s, the ratio of wear reduction is calculated at 30.7%.

Figure 6.8: Transport capabilities for the smooth and bionic surfaces (group 2)

To understand the wear reduction mechanism using bionic surface, the particle
velocity distributions from chute bottom view are compared in Figure 6.9. It
shows that the overall velocity of bulk solids for the bionic surface is lower than
that of the smooth one. However, the thickness of bulk solids on the bionic surface
is larger, which is shown by the sectional middle view in Figure 6.10. It indicates
that a certain amount of particles suspend above the chute channel, which is as-
cribed to the fact that semi-ellipsoidal convexes changing particle sliding motions.

Figure 6.9: Bottom view of velocities for bionic and smooth surfaces (group 2)

In addition, the contact pressure on these two chutes is compared in Figure 6.11.
It shows that the pressure on the bionic surface is less sever than on the smooth
surface. Due to the fact that a bionic surface can influence the direction of motion
of bulk solids, the resultant pressure on the straight outlet area is higher than that
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on the resultant pressure on the outlet area of the smooth surface. The predictions
of pressure are consistent with the wear predictions of bionic surface (Figure 6.6)
and smooth surface (Figure 6.4).

Figure 6.10: Sectional view of particle velocities for bionic and smooth surfaces
(group 2)

Figure 6.11: Contact pressure for the bionic and smooth surface (group 2)

Therefore, the wear reduction mechanism is explained by the following: the semi-
ellipsoidal convexes increase the directionality of transported particles with re-
spect to equipment surface. This breaks the continuity of the sliding bulk solids
[170], consequently the contact pressure between bulk solids and chute surface is
reduced so that wear is reduced. Although a bionic surface causes certain par-
ticles to travel off the chute channel, in practice the occurrence is not significant
because in practice the transport capacity is much larger such that the simulated
scenario and thus particles can hardly move off the chute bottom.
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6.4.3 Sensitivity study of geometrical parameters

The previous section has demonstrated the abrasive wear reduction of a bionic
surface with wear prediction of a smooth surface. In order to investigate the
impact of the bionic surface subject to the variation of geometrical parameters
(a0−d0), a sensitivity study has been performed. The figures 6.12-6.15 present the
wear volumes of bionic surfaces subjected to the four geometrical parameters a0–
b0. In each figure, the wear of a smooth surface is also incorporated for reference
purpose. The parameters used in the sensitivity analysis are all given in Table 6.9.
Different geometrical parameters have different effects on the wear predictions,
which are illustrated below.

Figure 6.12 illustrates the wear volumes of the four bionic surfaces subjected to
four major radii. It is observed that wear volume increases with increasing major
radius a0. (The parameters b0, c0 and d0 are denoted in group 2.) In particular,
a significant increase occurs when increasing a0 =2 mm to 3 mm. However, the
increase in wear volume becomes minor for a0 >3 mm. The reason for this is that
the contact directionality of a0 =2 mm the convexes are hemispherical, giving
maximum contact directionality and thus can maximally enable the reduction of
wear [11]. With increasing a0, the convexes become ellipsoidal and less sensitive.
For a0 =2 mm, the highest ratio of wear reduction is calculated at 43%.

Figure 6.12: Wear volume as a function of major radius a0

Figure 6.13 presents the wear volumes for the four bionic surfaces with respect
to four minor radii. It shows that with increasing the minor radius, a steady
and significant wear reduction is obtained. The reason is that with increasing
the minor radius, the shape of a semi-ellipsoidal convex tends to change to semi-
hemispherical (i.e. a0/b0 = 1). This change is beneficial to the increase of contact
as the cases for the minimum wear of the major radius a0=2 mm. Thus the highest
wear reduction is obtained at 63% for b0 = 3 mm. The results have consistencies
with the research of applying spherical convexes for reducing soil resistance [97].

Figure 6.14 shows the wear volumes for the bionic surfaces of four vertical dis-
tances. In this figure, a minor increase of wear is observed with increasing vertical
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distance c0 from 30 to 60 mm. The reason is that when the vertical distance c0
is much larger than the particle size (i.e. c0 > 3dp), more wear is predicted with
increasing vertical distance. However, the influences of semi-ellipsoidal convexes
are insignificant [7]. For c0 =30 mm, the highest ratio of wear reduction is calcu-
lated at 37%.

Figure 6.13: Wear volume as a function of minor radius b0

Figure 6.14: Wear volume as a function of vertical distance c0

Figure 6.15 provides the wear volumes with respect to the horizontal distance d0

of four bionic surfaces. It is seen that the wear volume increases with increasing
horizontal distance d0. The reason is similar to the wear results while increas-
ing the vertical distance c0. Thus it can be concluded that when the horizontal
distance d0 > 3dp, the larger the d0, the smaller the contact directionality. In ad-
dition, it is observed that for d0 > 3dp, the larger the d0, the faster the increase of
wear volume is apparent due to the faster decrease of contact directionality. For
d0 =25 mm, the highest ratio of wear reduction is calculated at 38%.
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Figure 6.15: Wear volume as a function of transverse distance d0

In summary, it is shown that the wear volumes of all bionic surfaces are lower than
the wear volume obtained with a smooth surface at all values of the determined
geometrical parameters. The highest reduction occurs at the longer hemispheric
radius of 3mm, with a reduction of 63%.

6.5 Conclusions

To answer the subquestion of ” What are the effects of applying bionic surfaces on abra-
sive wear reduction?”, this chapter has demonstrated the abrasive wear reduction
of bulk solids handling equipment by using bionic design. Four conclusions are
drawn follow.

(1) Using the values determined from experimental tests, the steady state of the
sliding wear in iron ore handling is accurately predicted.

(2) In comparison with a conventional smooth surface, the wear reduction of a
bionic surface is successfully demonstrated.

(3) The effects of geometrical parameters on the wear prediction of bionic surface
are obtained. It is shown that the maximum reduction of wear achieved is 63%
from hemispheric convexes of a bionic surface.

(4) This research provides significant value for applying bionic design method to
reduce abrasive wear in bulk solids handling.

This chapter investigated the abrasive wear reduction using the bionic design
method. In parallel with the investigation on abrasive wear reduction, the ero-
sive wear reduction will be explored in the next chapter.





7 CHAPTER

Erosive wear reduction of bulk solids
handling equipment surfaces

Chapter 6 demonstrated that the abrasive wear of bulk solids han-
dling equipment surface can be successfully reduced using a bionic

design method. To apply the bionic design method for erosive wear re-
duction, the wear for a conventional smooth surface and bionic surfaces
will be investigated.

This chapter presents the investigation of the erosive wear reduction of
bulk solids handling equipment by applying a bionic model. This chapter
is organized into four sections. Section 7.1 illustrates the reference case for
erosive wear modeling; section 7.2 provides the erosive wear prediction
of a smooth surface; section 7.3 presents the erosive wear predictions of
bionic surfaces. Finally, conclusions are given in section 7.4.

7.1 Referential setup for modeling erosive wear

As was introduced in chapter 2, the erosive wear of an impact chute (or a hood)
(Figure 2.20) is a significant issue at a bulk transfer station. To reduce the erosive
wear on an impact chute surface, an analysis will be made into the applicability
of an impact chute with a bionic design. This analysis will be made using a DEM
model. First, a referential setup is determined for the DEM simulations. Table 7.1
lists the corresponding dimension and positions.

Table 7.1: Referential dimensions and positions of an impact chute based on [4]

Denotations b2 B3 e1 e2 e3 h5 r2 R2

Values (m) 0.15 0.1 0.13 0.45 1.42 0.06 0.6 2.8

129
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Figure 2.20: Erosive wear on a curved impact chute [4]

In addition to the selected dimensions and positions, the applied conveyor speed
is 5.5m/s by referring to bulk solids handling conditions [4]. The inclination angle
at discharging point can be determined as τ0 = 10o [4]. The modeled chamfer
angle between the bottom and a joining side can be γ2 = 45o.

7.2 Erosive wear prediction of a smooth surface

Using the same approach to quantify impact wear by a single particle (Chapter 5),
the erosive wear by bulk solids is also investigated from cumulative cutting and
cumulative deformation energy. This section presents the erosive wear prediction
of a smooth surface of the curved impact chute. To verify the DEM prediction,
theoretical calculation is also presented.

7.2.1 Simulation model

The values of the DEM parameters for simulating erosive wear are mainly from
Table 6.8, which were used for modeling abrasive wear. However, to mesh the
small sizes of convex spikes, the mesh size must be reduced. In this simulation
model, the maximum mesh size is set at 2.0× 10−3 m, because reducing it further
is difficult by considering the meshing time. Using this setting, the shapes of
meshed convex spikes are pyramidal. The time step is set 1.0 × 10−6s similar to
what was used for particle impact wear. The width of particle factory is equal to
the chute bottom width, which is 0.1 m.

In addition, to efficiently investigate the erosive wear using EDEM R© 2.7.1 [149],
the particle factory is placed closely to the impact area of chute surface. Accord-
ingly, the velocities of particles are adjusted using Equation 2.49 (Figure 2.20).
Table 7.2 presents the determined values for the parameters used for modeling
erosive wear.
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Table 7.2: Values for modeling erosive wear on a curved impact chute

Categories Wear aspects DEM parameters Values

Particle iron ore

radius rp [× 10−3m] 1.5 – 4
density ρp[kg/m3] 4865
Poisson ratio νp [–] 0.24

shear modulus Gp [GPa] 65

Geometry chute

density ρg[kg/m3] 7932
Poisson ratio νg [–] 0.3

shear modulus Gp [GPa] 78
maximum mesh size dg [×10−3m] 2.0

Contact

iron ore/iron ore
coefficient of restitution e [–] 0.45

coefficient of static friction µst [–] 0.41
coefficient of rolling friction µr [–] 0.22

iron ore/chute
coefficient of restitution e [–] 0.4

coefficient of static friction µst [–] 0.46
coefficient of rolling friction µr [–] 0.3

Simulation conditions

particle generation rate qb [kg/s] 27.78
initial horizontal velocity vy [m/s] 4.92

initial vertical velocity vz [m/s] 1.40
total time t [s] 1.5

time step ∆t [×10−6s] 1.0

Using the geometrical settings in Table 7.1 and the DEM values in Table 7.2, the
simulation model for predicting erosive wear on the curved impact chute is built
in the software EDEM R© 2.7.1 [149], which is depicted in Figure 7.1. It also outlines
the main impact wear area as predicted by the analytical model (Figure 2.20).

Figure 7.1: Simulation model for predicting erosive wear
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7.2.2 Results

From the analytical model given in Figure 2.20, it shows that the impact angle β is
very low. Therefore, the cutting wear is dominant over deformation according to
[56, 57]. Figure 7.2 presents the cumulative cutting energy on the curved impact
for the simulation of Figure 7.1. It also illustrates the wear distribution of the
impact area. The legend denotes the scale of wear energy for individual meshes.

Figure 7.2: Total cutting energy on the smooth surface

The predicted data of the total normal force and the total tangential force on the
impact area are given in Figure 7.3. It can be seen that the tangential force is influ-
enced by the deformation force, which is as expected in accordance with Equation
5.5. The reason for the fluctuations for both forces is that unequal mass of particles
made impact on the chute surface at given instant. Nevertheless, the fluctuations
desegregate and the majority data reach relatively stable levels as the expected
transport capacity is arrived (after 0.9 s). The average normal force and tangential
force are 30 N and 14 N for the period 0.9-1.5 s. It is also noticed an unexpected
occurrence of a quite high normal force between 1.2 s and 1.5 s, which may be
triggered by the maximum flow rate of the bulk solids.

7.2.3 Theoretical calculation

To evaluate the reliability of the predicted tangential and normal force (Figure
7.3), theoretical calculations will be carried out. The total impact force exerted by
bulk solids can be approximated by using the impulse-momentum theory given
in Equation 7.1 [136],
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∑
FFF = qb(vvvb,0

− vvv
b,1

) (7.1)

where qb is the mass flow rate of bulk solids; vvv
b,0

and vvv
b,1

are the velocities of bulk
solids before and after impact.

Figure 7.3: DEM prediction of the total tangential and normal forces on the smooth
surface

Based on Equation 7.1, the average normal force FN triggered by bulk solids can
be obtained by,

FN = qb(vb,0,n + vb,1,n) = qbvb,1,0 sinβ(1 + e) (7.2)

Correspondingly, the average tangential force FT is given by,

FT = µstFN (7.3)

Using Equations 2.51 and 2.52, the impact angle β can be found to be 8.71o. In
combination with the values in Table 7.2, the average normal force and the av-
erage tangential forces are calculated and are respectively 37 N and 17 N using
Equations 7.2 and 7.3. By comparison, the DEM predicted values (30 N and 14
N) are respectively 18% lower. This may be partially ascribed to the limitation of
using the Hertz-Mindlin no-slip contact model to predict particle impact, which
was discussed in chapter 5. Another possible explanation is that while particles
are in contact with chute surface during impact, the succeeding impact can occur
to particles instead of chute surface, and thus decreasing impact forces. By this, it
is concluded that quantitative prediction of erosive wear can be achieved.
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7.3 Erosive wear prediction of bionic surfaces

Using this simulation model which was verified in section 7.2, the erosive wear
of a bionic surface of the curved chute can also be predicted. In this section, the
values of geometrical parameters of the a bionic model are determined. Then
the wear prediction of a bionic surface is compared with that of the smooth one.
Furthermore, a sensitivity study on geometrical parameters of the bionic model is
carried out.

7.3.1 Geometrical parameters of the bionic model

To achieve erosive wear reduction on the curved chute surface, the proposed
bionic model of chapter 3 will be applied on the impact wear area. Based on the
illustration of the biological morphology for erosive wear reduction (Figure 3.17),
the values for the geometrical parameters (e0− j0) (Figure 7.4a) are determined as
below.

Figure 3.17: Wear reduction by reducing contact friction based on [94]

For the radii of spikes e0, the minimum size is determined at 1.25 mm. Because us-
ing a smaller value requires too much computational time (in meshing and simu-
lation) due to largely increased number of geometry meshes. However, it is noted
again using the determined sizes, the meshed convex spikes are pyramidal as a
result of the determined maximum mesh size (i.e, 2.0 mm). To enable particle
rolling [7] after impact, the maximum size of spike radius can be set by 2.0 mm,
which is lower than the median size (i.e, d50 = 3.0 mm) of the used bulk solids.
To reduce contact friction by increasing the chances of particle impact on convex
spikes instead of on smooth area (Table 3.1), the maximum horizontal and vertical
distances between adjacent spikes (i.e, f0 and g0) are limited by particle sizes.

The determination of the distance between ridges h0 can be referred to Figure 3.17,
in which it shows that the distance is less than a particle diameter. However, for
the erosive wear subjected to low impact angles, this distance can be increased
while ridges can still effectively resist impact force. In this manner, the number
of spikes and ridges can be reduced and thus the computational time is reduced.
For the dimensions of the ridges (i0 and j0), their height i0 must be larger than
the spike radius in order to prevent large impact forces acting on spikes. On the
other hand, the maximum size is evaluated based on the fact that particles should
be able to efficiently travel through the chute channel. Table 7.3 lists the values for
the geometrical parameters e0 − j0.
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Figure 7.4: A bionic surface of a curved chute bottom (a) geometrical parameters
(b) bionic design on the bottom surface (group 2)

Table 7.3: Parametric variation for erosive wear prediction of bionic surfaces

Geometrical parameters group 1 group 2 group 3 group 4

spike radius e0 [mm] 1.25 1.5 1.75 2.0
spike/spike horizontal distance f0 [mm] 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0

spike/spike vertical distance g0 [mm] 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0
ridge/ridge distance h0 [mm] 16 18 20 22

ridge width i0 [mm] 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5
ridge height j0 [mm] 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5

7.3.2 Wear comparison for a bionic surface and a smooth surface

To compare wear from a bionic surface to that of a smooth surface, group 2 of
Table 7.3, is selected as a base case. The corresponding bionic surface is shown
in Figure 7.4b. The predicted cumulative cutting energy on the bionic surface is
shown in Figure 7.5. It is seen that the ridges suffer more from severe wear than
the convex spikes between the ridges. This is because for the set of values (group
2) the majority impact occurs to ridges subjected to the low impact angle.

To compare wear of a chute with a bionic surface with a chute with a smooth
surface, Figure 7.6 presents the cumulative cutting and cumulative deformation
energy for the bionic and the smooth surfaces. It can be seen that the cutting
energy and deformation for both smooth and bionic surfaces maintain a linear
increase after 0.9 s. This means that the steady state of the transport as well as
the wear of bottom chute surface is reached. Furthermore, Figure 7.6 illustrates
that the cumulative cutting energy is reduced by the bionic surface. However, the
cumulative deformation energy goes up.
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Figure 7.5: Tangential impact energy distribution on the bionic surface group 2

Figure 7.6: Comparison of cumulative cutting and deformation energy (group 2)

To evaluate wear volume, Equation 5.18 is used to quantify erosive wear volume.

WV,e =
Ek,c
εc

+
Ek,d
εd

(5.18)

in which εc and εd are respectively cutting and deformation factors. The accurate
values for these two factors have to be determined by conducting wear tests [64].
However, to estimate the reduction of wear for the bionic surface, a coefficient Λ
is introduced to relate εc with εd, i.e,
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εc = Λεd (7.4)

According to the research of erosive wear of metallic materials, the values of Λ
is between 1/4 to 4/4 [64]. Figure 7.7 presents the ratio for the reduction wear
by using the bionic surface (group 2) using Equation 6.4. It is seen that wear
reduction can be achieved from 25% to 14% corresponding to Λ from 1/4 to 4/4.

Figure 7.7: Ratio of reduction of wear for the bionic surface as a function of Λ
(group 2)

In order to estimate the absolute wear volume, the wear factors for mild steel
surface with respect to Sishen iron ore particles are referred to the combination
of mild steel surface and ilmenite bulk solids [64]. This is based on the fact that
ilmenite bulk solids probably have similar particle hardness, particle size range
and irregularities of shapes. Thus the measured values for the combination of
mild steel surface and ilmenite bulk solids εc = 1.3× 107 J/kg and εd = 2.8× 107

J/kg (and thus Λ = 0.46) are applied for this research. Figure 7.8 presents the wear
volumes for the bionic and smooth surfaces obtained by using Equation 5.18. It
can be seen from Figure 7.8 that wear reduction can be achieved by using bionic
surface. For the steady transport state (after 0.9 s), wear reduction is calculated at
22% ( Equation 6.4).

In order to understand the wear reduction mechanism, Figure 7.9 presents the
sectional middle view of bulk solids velocities for the bionic surface and smooth
surface. It can be seen that certain particles travel off the main flow stream from
the bionic surface chute. To be able to more clearly observe the deviated particles,
the velocities of the particles at the interacting layer relative to equipment surface
are shown in Figure 7.10. It can be seen that a number of particles in the inter-
acting layer of the bionic surface have lower velocities and random directions. By
comparison, the particles on the smooth surface have higher velocities and the
directions are uniform.
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Figure 7.8: Wear volumes for the bionic and smooth surfaces (group 2)

Figure 7.9: Particle velocities on the bionic surface (group 2) and smooth surface

Figure 7.10: Particle velocities of the interaction layers on the bionic surface (group
2) and smooth surface
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Figures 7.9 and 7.10 imply that bionic surfaces cause trajectories of certain parti-
cles to deviate off the main bulk flow. This slightly lowers the transport capacity
of the bionic surface chute in comparison with to the smooth surface chute, which
is seen in Figure 7.11. However, the deviated particles can fall onto hood of the
transfer based on the setup in Figure 2.19 , thus the transport capacity can still be
maintained.

Figure 7.11: Comparison of transport capacity for the bionic surface (group 2) and
smooth surface

Therefore the wear reduction mechanism maybe interpreted as: the ridges and
spikes on the bionic surface enable random direction of particles after impact.
As a result, the random direction of particles promote more impact relative to
successive particles and thus the kinetic energy of bulk solids is reduced. This
confirms the prediction of particle behavior as shown in Figure 3.18.

Up to now, the wear reduction by a bionic surface is demonstrated. To assess the
effects of geometrical parameters on wear volume, the sensitivity of geometrical
parameters on wear of bionic surfaces is studied as below.

7.3.3 Sensitivity study of geometrical parameters

To carry out a sensitivity study of the six parameters in Table 7.3, the parameters
of group 2 are used as reference case. For each parameter, three other simulations
are done by using the values in group 2 with that from the groups 1, 3 and 4. The
wear energy for each simulation is calculated. The absolute wear volumes can be
estimated by applying wear factors εc = 1.3× 107 J/kg and εd = 2.8× 107 J/kg (Λ
= 0.46).

It is examined that all six parameters enable a reduction of the cutting energy
but cause an increase of the deformation energy. For the first three parameters:
namely, spike radius (e0), the horizontal and vertical distances between spikes
(f0 and g0), the effect on cumulative cutting or the cumulative deformation en-
ergy is negligible. This is due to the fact that the greatest chances of wear occur
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through ridges instead of spikes within the varied values of spike parameters.
Thus the wear energy and volumes for the three parameters can also be illustrated
by Figures 7.6 and 7.8. However, the other three parameters (h0, i0 and j0) have
influences on cumulative cutting and cumulative deformation energy, which are
respectively illustrated in the following paragraphs.

Figure 7.12 shows the cumulative cutting energy with respect to the ridge/ridge
distance h0 of a bionic surface and a smooth surface. It can be seen that with in-
creasing ridge/ridge distance h0 from 16 to 18 mm, the cumulative cutting energy
undergoes a minor decrease. This is ascribed to the increasing ridge/ridge dis-
tance that allows more particles to impact on spikes which may introduce more
deformation energy [94]. Because the total kinetic energy of bulk solids is con-
stant, the cumulative cutting energy on the chute surface is reduced. However,
from 18 to 22 mm, the interaction between bulk solids and bionic surface main-
tains a stable state. The reason is suggested to be that there is no more increase of
particles impact on the spikes, and thus the cutting energy remains the same.

Figure 7.12: Cumulative cutting energy with respect to ridge/ridge distance h0 of
bionic surfaces and a smooth surface

Figure 7.13 shows the cumulative deformation energy with respect to the ridge/ridge
distance h0 of a bionic surface and a smooth surface. It can be seen that the cu-
mulative deformation energy experiences an increase with increasing ridge/ridge
distance h0 from 16 to 18 mm. This is because more particles impact on the con-
vex spikes when the ridge/ridge distance is larger. Similar to the character of
the cumulative cutting energy (Figure 7.12), the cumulative deformation energy
remains constant when changing the distance from 18 and 22 mm.

Using Equation 5.18, the calculated wear volumes for the variation of ridge/ridge
distance h0 is given in Figure 7.14. It infers that with increasing the distance for
ridge/ridge, a slight reduction of wear can be achieved. The minimum wear vol-
ume is obtained at h0 = 18, 20 or 22 mm, which is 1.99 ×10−5 m3. By using Equa-
tion 6.4, the corresponding ratio of wear reduction is calculated at 24%.
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Figure 7.13: Cumulative deformation energy with respect to ridge/ridge distance
h0 of bionic surfaces and a smooth surface

Figure 7.14: Wear volumes as functions of ridge/ridge distance h0 of bionic sur-
faces and a smooth surface

Figures 7.15 illustrates the cumulative cutting energy with respect to the ridge
width of a bionic surface and a smooth surface. It can be seen that the cumula-
tive cutting energy increases with the increase of ridge width. This is due to the
fact that with increasing width of the ridges, particle impact angle is reduced as
is illustrated in Figure 7.16, i.e, from i0= 3.0 to 4.5 mm, the impact angle β in-
creases. As a result of the decrease of impact angle, the cumulative cutting energy
increases according to the result shown in Figure 5.31.

Figure 7.17 presents the cumulative deformation energy with respect to the ridge
width of a bionic surface and a smooth surface. It can be observed that the cumu-
lative deformation energy reduces with the increase of ridge width. This is due to
the fact that the total kinetic energy is constant, thus when the tangential velocity
is increased, the normal velocity will be reduced.
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Figure 7.15: Cumulative cutting energy with respect to ridge width i0 and a
smooth surface

Figure 7.16: Variation of impact angle by increasing ridge width i0

Figure 5.31: Impact wear energy as a function of impact angle
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Using Equation 5.18, the calculated wear volumes with respect to ridge width are
plotted in Figure 7.18. It shows that the least wear is achieved at the smallest ridge
width, i0 = 3.0 mm. The corresponding volume is 1.98 ×10−5 m3 and promotes
the ratio of wear reduction also at 24%.

Figure 7.17: Cumulative deformation energy with respect to ridge width i0 and a
smooth surface

Figure 7.18: Wear volumes as functions of ridge width i0 of bionic surfaces and a
smooth surface

Figure 7.19 presents the cumulative cutting energy with respect to ridge height of
the bionic surfaces and a smooth surface. It is seen that the cumulative cutting
energy decreases slightly with increasing ridge height. This can be ascribed to
the fact that when increasing the ridge height, the impact angle also increases, as
shown in Figure 7.20, i.e, from i0= 3.0 to 4.5 mm, the impact angle β increases. As
a result, the cumulative cutting energy decreases. This result can be also observed
in Figure 5.31.
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Figure 7.19: Cumulative cutting energy with respect to ridge height j0 of bionic
surfaces and a smooth surface

Figure 7.20: Variation of impact angle by increasing ridge height

Figure 7.21: Cumulative cutting energy with respect to ridge height j0 of bionic
surfaces and a smooth surface
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Figure 7.21 illustrates the cumulative deformation energy with respect to ridge
height of the bionic surfaces and a smooth surface. It shows that the cumulative
deformation energy shows a steady growth with the variation of the ridge height
from 3.0 to 4.5 mm. This is due to the fact that with a decrease of the tangen-
tial velocity. The deformation velocity becomes larger and thus the cumulative
deformation energy increases.

Using Equation 5.18, the calculated wear volumes for the variation of the ridge
height are shown in Figure 7.22. It can be observed that the wear volumes on the
bionic surfaces decrease with the increase of ridge height. The minimum wear
volume is 1.93 ×10−5 m3 obtained at the ridge width j0 = 4.5 mm and the wear
volume is reduced by 26%.

Figure 7.22: Wear volumes as functions of four ridge heights j0 and a smooth
surface

In summary, the sensitivities of geometrical parameters on erosive wear of bionic
surfaces are predicted. It was observed that the spike radius (e0), and the horizon-
tal and vertical distances between spikes (f0 and g0) have negligible influences
on erosive wear. However, increasing ridge/ridge distance h0 gives a maximum
reduction of wear. The increase of ridge width (i0) causes a higher wear volume.
In addition, increasing ridge height (j0) decreases wear volume. The maximum
reduction of wear (26%) over the tested values (Table 7.3) is achieved from the
highest ridge j0 = 4.5 mm.

7.4 Conclusions

To answer the subquestion of ”What are the effects of applying bionic surfaces on ero-
sive wear reduction?”, this chapter investigated a bionic model for erosive wear
reduction of a chute bottom surface. Four conclusions can be drawn as below.

(1) The DEM simulation model for predicting erosive wear of a curved impact
chute is theoretically verified. It can be used for predicting erosive wear in
bulk solids handling.
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(2) This research demonstrated that by applying the wear reduction mechanism
occurring in biology, wear reduction of a chute surface can be achieved.

(3) The effects of geometrical parameters on wear predictions are demonstrated.
In addition, it is shown that the maximum reduction of erosive wear that can
be achieved from a bionic surface is 26% in comparison to a smooth surface.

(4) This research shows high significance for applying bionic design method to
reduce erosive wear in bulk solids handling.

This chapter has demonstrated that bionic design can also be used for the reduc-
tion of erosive wear. In the next chapter, the conclusions and recommendations of
this thesis are presented.
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Conclusions and recommendations

8.1 Conclusions

The main research question of this thesis is ”Can bionic design reduce wear of bulk
solids handling equipment surfaces?”. This question is answered by answering six
subquestions:

(1) Which analytical wear models can be used to quantify the surface wear of bulk
solids handling equipment?

(2) How to develop a bionic design method to reduce the surface wear of bulk
solids handling equipment?

(3) What experiments can be used to determine the DEM parameters for model-
ing wear in bulk solids handling?

(4) How to predict the surface wear of bulk solids handling equipment by using
the DEM simulations?

(5) What are the effects of applying bionic surfaces on abrasive wear reduction?

(6) What are the effects of applying bionic surfaces on erosive wear reduction?

Chapter 2 provided the answers to the first subquestion: ”Which analytical wear
models can be used to quantify the surface wear of bulk solids handling equipment?”

• In bulk solids handling, two main wear types are identified, namely, the abra-
sive wear and erosive wear. Both wear types generally trigger ductile failures
on the ductile and brittle surfaces of bulk solids handling equipment. However,
equipment with a brittle surface can also suffer from brittle failures.

• With respect to ductile and brittle surfaces, the equations for quantifying abso-
lute wear by bulk solids are developed on the basis of the absolute wear volume
loss for single particle. Wear factors can also be used for comparing wear rates
by bulk solids.
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• Based on simplifications of the three aspects, namely, particulate solids, equip-
ment surface and wear conditions, the abrasive and erosive wear in bulk solids
handling can be theoretically predicted using analytical wear models.

• The parameters for wear equations can be determined by selecting appropriate
test apparatuses. Nevertheless, due to disadvantages of wear test apparatuses,
discrepancies of parameter determinations by experiments have to be recon-
ciled.

Chapter 3 answered the subquestion on: ”How to develop a bionic design method to
reduce the surface wear of bulk solids handling equipment?”

• The biological morphologies from biological wear-resistant surfaces are non-
smooth, which have important effects on the ability of wear reduction. The
wear-resistant mechanisms provide possible solutions for surface wear reduc-
tion of bulk solids handling equipment.

• The available bionic models used for wear reduction can be analyzed from three
aspects: bionic surface, particulate solids and wear conditions. The experimen-
tal validations demonstrate that both abrasive and erosive wear reduction can
be achieved using biological morphologies.

• The analogies of wear aspects from biology to agricultural and bulk materials
handling industries are identified. This indicates significant potential for using
bionic design for wear reduction of bulk solids handling equipment surfaces.

• In combination with the analysis of the available bionic design methods, a bionic
design method is formulated for the wear reduction of bulk material handling
equipment. In addition, two possible bionic models, for reduction of abrasive
and erosive wear respectively, are proposed.

Chapter 4 made response on: ”What experiments can be used to determine the DEM
parameters for modeling wear in bulk solids handling”

Mainly three tests were done to determine DEM parameters for modeling wear in
bulk solids handling and the findings are:

• The hardness number of Sishen particle varied by measured locations and also
by particles. Using a 95% confidence interval, the Vickers hardness number for
Sishen particles is determined as: 476± 19.

• The average coefficients of sliding wear are determined for particle and mild
steel are determined at αs,p = (8.83±0.67)×10−13 m2/N and αs,e = (2.99±0.36)×
10−13 m2/N respectively. Furthermore, the sliding wear volumes for particle
and mild steel are determined with respect to transient state and steady state.

• The coefficient of sliding friction is varied by particles and distances. In addi-
tion, two types of friction characteristics are distinguished: namely, friction in-
creases to a peak value at transient state and friction maintains increasing trend
at transient state.
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• At an open test environment, the contact temperature rise for single particle
sliding is between 1.3 and 2.2oC. This range of temperature rise has no impact
on the wear rate.

• The coefficients of static friction for discrete particles and bonded particles are
0.43 ± 0.01s and 0.49 ± 0.03 respectively. It shows that the coefficient of static
friction for discrete particles is approximately 14% lower than that of bonded
particles.

Chapter 5 answered the subquestion of ”How to predict the surface wear of bulk solids
handling equipment by using the DEM simulations? ”

• Using the Hertz-Mindlin no-slip contact model, the sliding wear at steady state
for a single particle can be accurately predicted.

• The effects of the selected DEM parameters on the prediction of the wear vol-
ume are obtained by conducting a sensitivity study. This provides significant
references for modeling the sliding wear in bulk solids handling.

• Using the Hertz-Mindlin no-slip contact model, the DEM predictions are 11%
smaller than the theoretical estimation. Under this deviation, the prediction of
the corresponding particle impact energy is acceptable.

• The effects of the DEM parameters on the predictions of particle impact energy
are revealed. This is useful to the selections of appropriate values for modeling
the erosive wear in bulk solids handling.

Chapter 6 replied the subquestion of ”What are the effects of bionic surfaces on
abrasive wear reduction?

The main findings regarding investigating the wear of bionic surfaces are:

• Using the values determined from experimental tests, the sliding wear at steady
state in iron ore handling is accurately predicted.

• In comparison with a conventional smooth surface, the wear reduction of a
bionic surface is successfully demonstrated.

• The effects of geometrical parameters on the wear prediction of bionic surface
are obtained. It is shown that the maximum reduction of wear achieved is 63%
from hemispheric convexes of a bionic surface.

• This research provides significant value for applying bionic design method to
reduce abrasive wear in bulk solids handling.

Chapter 7 provided the answer to the last key question: ”What are the effects of
bionic surfaces on erosive wear reduction?

• The DEM simulation model for predicting erosive wear of a curved impact
chute is theoretically verified. It can be used for predicting erosive wear in bulk
solids handling.
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• This research demonstrated that by applying the wear reduction mechanism
occurring in biology, wear reduction of a chute surface can be achieved.

• The effects of geometrical parameters on wear predictions are demonstrated. In
addition, it is shown that the maximum reduction of erosive wear that can be
achieved from a bionic surface is 26% in comparison to a smooth surface.

• This research shows high significance for applying bionic design method to re-
duce erosive wear in bulk solids handling.

To conclude, bionic design is an innovative method that can be used for surface
wear reduction of bulk solids handling equipment.

8.2 Recommendations

To improve this research of applying bionic design for surface wear reduction of
bulk solids handling equipment, five recommendations are presented:

(1) The wear predictions as functions of geometrical parameters can be further
investigated using increased an range of parameter values. By analyzing the
results of wear predictions, an optimal design can be recommended for appli-
cations in the bulk solids handling industry.

(2) To improve the outcome of the simulation of the angle of repose Ψ3, more
realistic particle sizes as that of the tested bulk material can be applied. Mean-
while, other contact models such as Linear-Spring-Dashpot (LSD) and Hertz-
Mindlin Johnson -Kendall-Roberts (JKR) can be explored.

(3) To improve the prediction of erosive wear, the LSD or Hertz-Mindlin JKR con-
tact model can be investigated. In addition to the verification of the predicted
impact forces, it is recommended that the correlation between wear volume
and impact energy is determined.

(4) The predicted wear volume is based on the assumption that the coefficient of
wear is constant. However, due to the fact that the coefficient of wear changes
in practice, the experimental validation on wear prediction is required .

(5) To maintain the biological morphologies during wear processes, a bionic model
can be improved by applying different substances to the bionic elements (i.e.
convexes, ridges) and the matrix of a wear body. Alternatively, removable
bionic elements can be fabricated to replace the worn ones.



A APPENDIX

Appendix A

For a particle sliding against a ductile surface, the sliding wear volume for a dis-
tance l is given by Equation 2.2,

WV = αs,e · Fn · ls (2.2)

Alternatively, the wear volume for the equal wear distance l based on the illustra-
tion in Figure 5.5 is give by,

WV = φ4 ·A1 · ls (A.1)

in which φ4 is the fraction of material removal from the indented groove; A0 is
the cross-sectional area of indented groove. Combining Equations 2.2 and A.1, it
gives

αs,eFn = φ4A1 (A.2)

Then,

αs,e =
φ4A1

Fn
(A.3)

Using Figure 5.5, A1 is expressed as,

A1 =
θ3r

2
p

2
− a1(rp − δn) (A.4)

where θ4 the indention angle. a1 is the radius of contact area, which is given by
[160],

a1 =
√
rpδn (A.5)
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θ3 can be obtained from,

sin
θ3

2
=
a1

rp
(A.6)

Substituting a1 by using Equation A.5, Equation A.6 gives,

θ3 = 2arc sin (
δn
rp

)
1/2

(A.7)

Using Equations A.5 and A.7, A1 becomes,

A1 = [arc sin (
δn
rp

)
1/2

− (
δn
rp

)
1/2

+ (
δn
rp

)
3/2

]r2
p (A.8)

In combination with the normal force Fn,

Fn =
4

3
E∗r1/2

p δ3/2
n =

4

3
E∗(

δn
rp

)
3/2

r2
p (A.9)

The coefficient of sliding wear αs,e is then obtained by substituting Equations A.8
and A.9 into Equation A.4.

αs,e =
3φ4[arc sin ( δnrp )

1/2 − ( δnrp )
1/2

+ ( δnrp )
3/2

]

4E∗( δnrp )
3/2

(A.10)

Noted that Equation A.10 was presented as Equation 5.10 in chapter 5.
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Nomenclature

Latin letters

a0 − j0 geometrical parameters of bionic models [m]

a1 radius of the contact area [m]

b1 height of bulk solids on loading chute [m]

b2 height of bulk solids on conveying belt [m]

cl half crack length [m]

da Arithmetic mean of the two diagonals (d1, d2) [m]

dg maximum face size of geometry mesh [m]

d50 the median diameter of bulk solids [m]

dp Ferret’s diameter of a particle [m]

e coefficient of restitution [–]

e1 eccentricity caused from the tilting conveyor [m]

e2 horizontal distance between the two centers of pulley and arc of the cu-

rved impact chute [m]

e3 vertical distance between the two centers of pulley and arc of the curved

impact chute [m]

fa,s abrasive factor for straight surface [m/s]

fa,c abrasive factor for chutes [N/(m× s)]

fe,b factor of erosive wear [N/(m× s)]

g gravitational acceleration [m/s2]

gi gravitational acceleration for the verification of particle impact wear [m/s2]

hc contact length between particle and equipment surface [m]

hs specific heat [J/(Kg ×oC)]

h1 − h4 dimensions of the transfer equipment for studying abrasive wear [m]

h5 height of the side of curved impact chute [m]

165



166 Nomenclature

h6 a dimension for the setup of impact chute [m]

k0 a constant in Neilson and Gilchrist’s equation [–]

k conductivity [W/(m ×oC)]

l1 − l2 horizontal distances for the feeder and the acceleration belt [m]

l3 horizontal distance that bulk solids travel before impact

lr rolling distance [m]

ls sliding distance [m]

ls,s sliding distance for steady-state [m]

ls,t sliding distance for transient-state [m]

m mass [kg]

qb bulk flow rate [kg/s]

r0 rotating radius [m]

r1, r2 pulley radii [m]

rp radius of particle [m]

s1 horizontal distance for the bulk solids feeder [m]

s2 length between chute side and chute bottom [m]

t time [s]

tc contact time [s]

tR Rayleigh time step [s]

v0 initial velocity of bulk solids at the inlet of transfer chute [m/s]

va average bulk flow velocity at the curved part of the transfer chute [m/s]

ve maximum particle velocity at which the impact is still purely elastic [m/

s]

vp particle impact velocity [m/s]

vr residual parallel component of particle velocity at small angles of attack [

m/s]

vs relative sliding velocity of bulk solids with respect to equipment [m/s]

vt tangential velocity of an impacting particle [m/s]

vx relative bulk velocity in horizontal direction [m/s]

vy relative bulk velocity in vertical direction [m/s]

x displacement of particle in x-axial direction [m]

xt cutting length in cutting wear model of ductile failure [m]

y displacement of particle in y-axial direction [m]

yt cutting depth in cutting wear model of ductile failure [m]
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z1 indentation depth under a conical particle tip [m]

z2 cracking depth of brittle failure [m]

A0 constant in the equation for calculating transient wear [m3]

A1 area of cross section by spherical particle indentation [m2]

A2 real loss of area from displace groove for one revolution [m2]

A3 real loss of area from displace groove for Nr revolutions [m2]

Ab wear area by the bulks solids in contact with equipment surface [m2]

An circle contact area of single particle in contact with equipment surface

[m2]

B0 constant in the equation for calculating transient wear [–]

B1 chute bottom width [m]

Bc chute width [m]

C0 ratio of the vertical force to the horizontal force [–]

C1 empirical constant which is defined as the fraction of particles cutting i-

n an idealized manner

C2 constant in Bitter’s cutting wear equation [m3/2 × s1/2/N]

C3 constant in Bitter’s cutting wear equation [m1/2/s1/2]

D damping coefficients [s × N/m]

E Young’s modulus of equipment surface [Pa]

Ek kinetic energy [J]

F total force applied by bulk solids [N]

Fn normal force [N]

Fn,C The critical value of normal force that triggers a brittle fracture [dime-

nsionless]

Fp load applied on a test surface [N]

FD drag force in the chute flow model [N]

FN normal force applied by bulk solids [N]

FT tangential force applied by bulk solids [N]

F
′

N reaction force with respect to the normal force in chute flow model [N]

G shear modulus [Pa]

H hardness [GPa]

Hv Vickers hardness number [–]

Ip moment of inertia of impacting particle [kg×m2]
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Jn normal acceleration of bulk material to contact of the transfer chute sur-

face [m/s2]

Ke kinetic energy [J]

KI stress intensity factor [Pa ×m1/2]

KI,C critical fracture toughness in model I [Pa ×m1/2]

L particle cutting width [m]

M torque acts on a impact particle [N ×m]

Nc cumulative circles of particle indentations [–]

Ni number of indentations per particle perimeter [–]

Np number of particles with contact of equipment surface [–]

Nr number of wear revolutions in a pin-on-disk test [–]

P1 contact pressure in Archard wear model [Pa]

P2 contact pressure for a conical tip indentation [Pa]

P̄ average pressure on equipment surface [Pa]

Ph horizontal component of the contact pressure [Pa]

Pm maximum indentation pressure by spherical particle [Pa]

Qqb,s sliding wear rate by bulk solids [m3/s]

Qqb,e erosive wear rate by bulk solids [m3/s]

R0 radius of pulley [m]

R1 radius of curved chute for accelerating bulk solids [m]

R2 radius of curved impact chute [m]

R3 radius of pulley near the point of discharging bulk solids [m]

S stiffness [N/m]

T temperature [oC]

T0 parameter for evaluating temperature [oC]

Td temperature increase for disk assuming all generated heat flow into di-

sk [oC]

Ur heat generation rate [J/(s×m2)]

W∆mb,s wear volume on the chute surface by the sliding of element mass [m3]

WM wear loss in mass [kg]

Wr ratio of wear reduction [–]

WV wear loss in volume [m3]

Ye elastic load limit [Pa]

Zs width of simulation domain [m]
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Greek letters

αs,e overall coefficient of sliding wear of equipment surface [m2/N]

αs,p overall coefficient of sliding wear of particle [m2/N]

β angle of particle impact [o]

β0 critical value that determines a low or a high impact angle [o]

γ1 angle between the side and the bottom of loading chute [o]

γ2 angle between the side and the bottom of impact chute [o]

δ overlap of indentation depth [m]

εC critical plastic strain [–]

εP mean plastic strain per particle indentation [–]

ζ(β) function of impact angle [m/N]

η0 material dependency of the efficiency of material removal [–]

η1 overall coefficient of the erosive wear in the equation derived by Mbabazi,

et al. [–]

η2 overall coefficient of the erosive wear in the equation derived by Hutchin-

gs [–]

η3 ratio of the volume of material which is plastically strained by each parti-

cle impact [–]

θ1 semi-angle of conical particle tip [o]

θ2 angle between the directions of the tangent line at the intersection of

particle impact and the gravity [o]

θ3 angle in regard to the chord geometry of particle indentation model [o]

θa average value of chute slope angle measured from the gravitational dir-

ection [o]

θL angle between directions of tangential velocity of bulk solids and gravi-

ty in chute flow model [rad]

θL,0 angle between direction of initial velocity v0 of bulk solids and gravity

in chute flow model [rad]

θL,m angle between direction of outlet velocity of bulk solids and gravity in

chute flow model [rad]

θw wall friction angle [o]

κ1 coefficient of sliding wear by single particle with respect to ductile failure
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[–]

κ2 coefficient of rolling wear by single particle with respect to ductile failure

[–]

κc a constant for the cutting mechanism in the erosive wear equation from

O′Flynn et al. [–]

κd a constant for the lip or platelet formation mechanism in the erosive we-

ar equation from O′Flynn et al. [–]

λi coefficient of sliding wear by single particle with respect to brittle failure

[–]

µb coefficient of friction between bulk solid and an equipment surface [–]

µe equivalent friction factor that adopts coefficient of friction [–]

µs sliding friction between Sishen and steel [–]

µst static friction between Sishen and steel [–]

ν Poisson’s ratio [–]

ξ(Π) function of parameter Π [–]

ρb the density of bulk solids [kg/m3]

ρp the density of a particle [kg/m3]

ρe the density of equipment surface [kg/m3]

σe normal pressure on equipment surface [kPa]

σl linear wear factor [GPa]

τ0 inclining angle of discharging belt [o]

υ power exponent for estimating fatigue failure [–]

φ1 fraction of material removal with respect to displaced volume in

Archard′ model [–]

φ2 fraction of material removal with respect to displaced volume by coni-

cal particle tip [–]

φ3 fraction of material removal with respect to indentation volume by coni-

cal particle tip [–]

φ4 fraction of material removal with respect to indentation volume by sp-

herical particle tip [–]

χj overall coefficient in the equation of erosive wear of brittle failure [–]

ψ ratio of the length of contact to the cutting depth [–]

$ pressure ratio [–]

ωd rotating velocity of disk [o/s]
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ωp rotating velocity of particle [o/s]

ωs rotating velocity of inclining surface [o/s]

εc cutting wear factor [m3/J]

εd deformation wear factor [m3/J]

ϕ angle of particle rotation during a particle impact [o]

Γ coefficient for estimating bulk velocity of any chute position when

θL,0 6= 0 [m2/s2]

Π parameter for temperature evaluation [–]

Φ chute cutting angle [o]

Ψ slope angles in modeling iron ore bulk flow behaviors [o]

Λ coefficient to relate cutting factor and deformation factor [–]

Ω coefficient for calculating lower shear modulus [–]

Superscripts

r relative

∗ equivalent

Subscripts

b bulk solids

e equipment surface

max maximum value

min minimum value

n normal

p particle

t tangential
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